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Two Attempt To Crack Zoo Bias
Asked To Leave
After About Hour
By BURLEIGH HINES*JR.
Two young women, Mrs. Tarlease Mathews. of 533
Ltpitird and Miss Annie Williams. of 3018 Crystal, apart-
ment-B, spent more than 50 minutes in the Memphis Zoo
Sunday, Oct. 12, without incident before they were asked
e
to leave by park officials.
The two Binghampton residents
said they were under the impres-
sion, in reference to the latest
Supreme court ruling on public
recreational facilities, that they
coukLaitend the Zoo anytime they
Mrs. Mathews said she and Miss
Williams entered the Zoo, at the
main entrance, at approximately
one o'clock p.m. No park officials
wgzg _present. They toured the
grounds, viewing the animal
cages.
FEW STARES
"The grounds were well popu-
lated," said Mrs. Mathews, act-
ing u spokesman for the two
"and although there were a few
stares, no one seemed to bother
about us after a while."
' She said that at around two
Onoticed them and evidently inform-
ed other officials, because in a
little while they were approached
by four men, two of whom wore
badges. One had a night stick,
Mrs. Mathews said, and he asked
them if they were with any chil-
dren, meaning white children. She
said they told him no, they were
not, and he said they would have
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111118111111111111
Offers Reward For
Persons Convicted
Of Intimidation
A 525 reward is being offer-
ed by the Bluff City and Shel-
by County Council of Civic
Clubs for the arrest and con-
viction of persons found re-
sponsible for the intimidation
of Negro residents of the Glen-
view area.
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to leave.
We told him we thought that
we could visit anytime, Mrs.
Mathews said.
He said "no," that we would
have to come back on Thursday,
the Negro visiting day at the Zoo,
she related.
"We left," she added.
ACTION PLANNED
0. Z. Evers, the president a
the Binghampton Civic Club said
that the two ladies informed him
See 7.00, page 3
Morticians
Plan To Honor
L. R. Lawyer
CHICAGO, Ill. — Wiley Bran-
ton, Arkansas attorney serving as
chief counsel for Negro children
seeking admission to Little Rock
and Hall High schools, will be
honored at a special testimonial
dinner to be given on Nov. 21
at the Hotel Sherman by the
Illinois Selected Morticians.
The announcement of the affair
was made by Robert H. Miller,
executive secretary of the Nation-
al Funeral Directors and Morti-
cians Association, and Theodore
R. Hawes, vice president of the
organizations, and manager of the
Chicago Metropolitan Funeral par-
lors, who are co-chairmen of the
dinner.
Mrs. Daisy Bates, president of
the Arkansas chapter of the Na-
tional Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, has
been invited to be present and par
See MORTICIANS, page 2
offices in the building now used
by Greener's Department store at
Hernando and Beale.
fice., but who will work out of tern-
In 1933 he was made "floating
pormi offices here in Memphis
assistant manager" of the Nash-
for—several months before going 
ville and Chattanooga districts.
thi' with his family, 
and four years later became
Mr. Walker's stride to the man-
"special agent" in the company's
home office in Durham, N. C.,
ager's office was through t h e where he worked under the late
Oredswork as an agent when the 
George W. Cox.
auks. In December, 1927 he start-
- While in Montgomery, Ala.,
• where he served as district man-
ager, Mr. Walker was dynamically
active in civic and religious or-
ganizations. He was a member of
. the Montgomery Managers' Asso-
ciation.
He received his early schooling
in the public schools of Oklahoma
City Okla. and atterded Wiley
college in Marshall, Tex A mem-
ber of the Omega Psi Phi fratern-
ity, 'le was one of the founders
of a chapter at LeMoyne college
in 1928.
Mrs. Walker is the former Miss
Countess Barnes, a graduate of
Fisk university. She is at present
employed by the Montgomery
Housing Authority. A member of
the Delta Sigma Theta sorority,
she taught school in Selma, Ala.,
for 10 years.
The Walkers are residing tern-
LONNIE C. WALKER porarily at 347 Walker ave.
Lonnie C. Walker came to Memphis 31 years ago
seeking a job in the teaching profession. When told that
he would have to take a six-month course in education
at a school in the state, he switched to the insurance field.
Last week Mr. Walker returned to Memphis as the
local manager of the North Caro-
lina ,Mutual Life Insurance corn- company occupied second floor
party et 571 Vance ave., to succeed
,'Idlihder P. Dumas, who has
been promoted to assistant agency
director in the Atlanta, Ga., of-
VISITED ZOO SUNDAY --
Mrs. Tarlease Mathews (left),
of 533 Lipford, discusses with
Miss Annie William, of 3018
Crystal, how they visited the
Memphis Zoo Sunday, Oct. 12,
and spent an hour viewing the
animals before they were told
to leave by the Pa-k officials.
The young ladies contacted the
A psychologist, Dr. Constance -Nelson, has made a'
study of teachers' attitudes in desegregated scluwils to
see if there was any change after having both white andl
Negro
report
pupils in the same classroom, and she made her
during a meeting of the American Psychological
Association held in Washington,
D. C., recently.
In her study, reported in South-
ern School News for October, 1958,1
Dr. Nelson attempted to find the
answer to two questions; (1) Will
there be a change in the attitude
of the teachers in intergroup re-
lations, in such matters as hand-
ling problems which involve one • • • • • • • • • • IVA
race, and one in which a white •
pupil and a Negro is involved; 
• 
• LOOKING FOR
'
37 NEGROES 
socio-psychological correlates, or,. GOOD BUY •
lack of change in attitudes to-• •
ward intergroup relations in the • 
•IN HOMES •classrooms, including such factors • 
as grade taught, race of teacher, 
111the subject's "authoritarian" Hire's Your Chance •
score as measured by the Levin-18. Turn To Classified •
son revision of the F scale, the n
teacher'S age and experience M Ads On Page 15
DR. CONSTANCE NELSON
IDEAS PAY CASH — Mem-
phis General Depot employes
who teceived cash awards
recently from Col, Willis Rob-
bins, third from lei& for ,lig•
sections for time, safety and
labor-saving devices are from
Binghampton Civl• CIO, who's
piesident, O. Z. E%ers, h a s
promised to loot into the in-
cident.
sas City, Mo., for her study, and
her subjects included 114 teach-
ers, 55 first grade teachers and
59 sixth grade teachers. Of these
Nixon Sends
Best Wishes
To Lt. Lee
Lt. George W. Lee, Republican
leader and manager of the Mem-
phis branch of the Atlanta Life
Insurance company, received a
letter recently from Vice Presi-
dent Richard M. Nixon, thanking
him for sending a report on the
progress of the Republican cam-
paign here.
"I very much appreciate your
thoughtfulness in inviting me to
come to Memphis this Fall," the
vice president wrote. "Unfortu-
nately, because of the commit-
ments I have already made for
this period, it will not be possible
for me to accept your kind invi-
tation."
Vice President Nixon extended
his best wishes to Lt. Lee, and
said that he hoped that candidates
here would be successful in the
campaign for offices.
A Youth Committee on juvenile
delinquency is presently being or-
ganized under the sponsorship of
the Memphis Urban League. Wtier
completed it will be composed of
Woman Took Over
Domestic Chores
Now She's Charged With
Forgery, Prostitution
MISS EDNA G. SMITH REV. C. MASON
'Smith, a 'singer' who according
to Mrs. Mason, moved in and
remained to help guard the house
at nights, help clean the house,
and assist in taking care of the
children after proving that she
was an excellent cook.
But Mrs. Mason said that the
charge that either her husband or
herself "aided and abetted" the
woman in prostitution is „false.
SLEPT ON COUCH
"There are only two bedrooms
In this house," Mrs. Mason said.
"My husband and I slept in one,
and my daughter slept in the
other. When the Smith woman
slept here, she slept on the couch
in the living room, or on a blanket
on the dining room floor."
Mrs. Mason said that the wom-
an, whom she met casually some
years ago, and who popped up
A woman who wormed her way into the home of Rev.
and Mrs. C. H. Mason at 1755 Glenview ave., on the pre-
tense that she wanted to demonstrate her cooking skills,
threatened last week to give newspapers a "Roman holi-
day" if she has to go to jail on a charge of forging three
checks in the minister's name.
The woman is Mrs. Edna Gloria pare dinner for us the next day.
"When she came by. she turned
out to be an excellent cook," Mn,
Mason said.
Mrs. Mason saki that the wom-
an came back the next day, pre-
pared dinner, and instead of going
home that night stayed to help
watch the house, since someone
remains awake there at all times
during the night.
THE FORGERY SEED ? ?
"She Just took over," Mrs. Ma.
see said, "and was glad to have
her there to help with the house
work and take care of the chg.
dren."
The minister's wife said that
the woman accompanied Rev.
Mason and her brother to the
Liberty Cash supermarket at 69$
See WOMAN, page 2
unio and 21 j37 were Negroes.
Dr. Nelson said that the study seven Negro high schools here, 
recently was angry because the
family allowed her to go to jail
rs seniors from the 
indicated that more of the deseg- and its main purpose •11 b t for forging the checks, and has
invented the other stories as re-
venge,
Speaking to the Tri-State De-
fender on Monday, Mrs. Mason
said that the woman saw her
brother, Howard Smith, more than
a week ago, and inquired as to
where she was living. "He gave
the woman, whom I had chanced
to .meet some years ago when
she was visiting Memphis, my ad-
dress," Mrs. Mason explained,
"and shortly afterward she came
here for a visit.
ASKED TO PREPARE DINNER
"We talked about first one
thing and then another, and when
the subject came around to cook-
ing, the woman told me that was
one field in which she excelled,
and offered to come by and pre. omuniniiiiiiniummiiiiimillimmilimmumiun
regaled teachers, those with both
Negroes and whites in their class-
rooms, became inconsistent In
their attitude toward intergroup
relations, and handled problems
See TEACHERS, page 2
The psychologist selected Kan-lalus • la ,m,.
help stamp out juvenile delinquen-
cy in the Memphis area.
In the process of organizing the
young people is Hollis F. Price,
jr., the son of the president of
Le Moyne college, Dr. Hollis F.
Price. Sr. A graduate of Haver-
ford college in Pennsylvania, where
he majored in political science,
Mr. Price is now serving as as-
•sistant to Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
IN the executive secretary.And (2) what are some of the
FUTURE SCIENTISTS
The members of the commit-
tee are being selected on the
recommendation of teachers and
principal of their respective high
schools, Mr. Price said.
Mr. Price said that the Urban
League will oganize in the
future a club to be known as
See GROUP, page 2
left, Moray De Nellie, of 1465
Davis st., who received $10
for,* safety shield on a can-
ning machine; Curtie Fox, of
21115 Eldridge it,, who w a
given gto for suggesting use
of a bracket to hold a clip
board which speeds up mak-
ing of stencils; and Clarence
Ross, of 188 W. Person vi.,
850 for suggesting the use of
a carry-all to move tools and
materials in the shipping sec-
tion On hand to witness the
presentation of the awards
far right, is Robert Lewis,
acting chief of Chemical Slot.-
age.
llIlhiihhhihlthihhiihilllllhlhhthhithlhlhihhhhhlhihhbhihhbhhhhhlhhbtf
Former Defender
Employe Named To
New Church Post
Miss cora L. Lawrence, who
formerly served as advertis-
ing clerk for the Tri-State
Defender, has been elected
District Field Worker of the
Young Peoples Auxiliary, in
Indianapolis. Ind.
She was installed In the pa-
sttion on Sept. 29, by Elder
William Blakely, state Keel.
dent of the YPWW, of Gary.
Ind. The group is an auxiliary
of the Christian Church.
The first meeting of the or-
ganization sas scheduled for
Oct. 15.
Clark Porteous, veteran staff writer for the Memphiet
Press-Scimitar, who was given a Tri-State Defender
Award of Merit last year, left Memphis for New York'
City on Wednesday en route to France to visit an uncle
who has resided in that country for the past 41 years
Mr. Porteous, who received his
award from this newspaper "for
enlightenment and good will
brought to the community in keep-
ing with the highest tradition of
the press, and for unbiased re-
porting of significant, develop-
ments," is scheduled to sail for
France on Saturday aboard the
Independence.
A native of New Orleans, the re-
porter said that he did not expect
to have any language difficulty
in France, since he learned to
speak French in Louisiana before
eh was able to speak English.
"I studied French when I at-
tended Southwestern," he said,
"and I can read it quite easily."
While traveling around Europe
with his aged uncle, Robert
Plaisance, a former Tulane pro.
lessor, who went to France with
a college study group, and mar-
ried and settled down in a chateau
in the Riviera section of t h e
country, Mr. Porteous said that
he intended to keep his eyes open
for information which might in-
terest readers in Memphis.
Spain and Italy are at the top
of his travel list, he said and the
Press-Scimitar has asked him to
go to Rome and interview the next
Pope for a story.
The Porteous family is remain-
ing in Memphis while he tours
Europe for the first time, but he
said that he would be b1 in
America in time to spend =de-
mas in Memphis.
CLARK PORTEOUS
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Teachers
(Continued from page I)
dealing with one race, and those
Involving both races in different
sewers.
"That such a finding emerged,"
the psychologist said, "is certain-
ly not surprising. The teachers in
this study had attended 'segregat-
ed,. schools, and most of them
had always taught in segregated
schools.
NEED TRAINING
'Therefore it is understandable
that the first year of experiencing
a change in this pattern might be
attended with disruption and un-
certainty.
As a remedy, Dr. Nelson sug-
gested that teachers of desegre-
gated classes, be given in-service
training during the transitional
period, so that they would treat
all ,of the children in the same
way.
"If In-service training and spec-
ial helps are not provided," she
said, ''it may be more difficult to
move from the present level of 'de-
segregation' (tolerating members
of the other race in the classroom)
to,a more positive level of 'inte-
gration' in the .public schools (see-
ing children as children, regard-
less of their pigmentation.)"
FEARED TROUBLE
During informal conversations,
the psychologist said that the
teachers revealed that they feared
that desegregation would bring
trouble in three areas—hostility
between children, conflicts with
the teacher, and boy-girl friendll-
Deal.
Dr. Nelson said, 'The actual
findings in this study point not
toward an attitude change which
could be called 'favorable' in the
sense of treating all children the
same way, but in the direction of,
'inconsistency' of the teachers' at-
titude toward the handling of
problems in her class."
AT PTA MEETINGS
In her report, the psychologist
said that, "one feels, after study-
ing the data in the project that
desegregation. has been legally ini-
tiated in the classroom but that a
groop norm favorable to such de-
segregation may not yet have de-
veloped."
In some cases, she said that she
found out that white parents paid
no attention to Negro parents at
PTA meetings, and that at another
school parents were leaving the
neighborhood to get away from the
schools.
Dr. Nelson said that she hoped
that her study in Kansas City
would emphasize the need for ob-
taining information between thei
transitional periods of desegrega-
tion and integration.
The Wonder High school N.H.A. elected its officers for the 1958-59
club met last Wednesday and season. They are Henrietta Per-
son, president; Classie Franklin,
vice president; Patricia Whitaker,
secretary; Maxine Sparkman, as-
sistant secretary; Bernice Easley,
historian; Louise Kilgore, trea-
surer; Ouida Harris, chaplain;
Shirley Reddick, reporter; a n d
Dorothy Branford parliarnen-
Woman
(Continued from page 1)
Miss, blvd. on a food shopping
tour, and when she saw him cash
a check to pay for the groceries
evidently got the idea that was
where he always cashed his
checks.
"When the manger of the store
called and said that there were
four checks at the store, and what
did we intend to do about them,"
Mrs. Mason said, "Bob told them
that we were responsible for only
one.
"We -called Mrs. Smith at her
job at a downtown department
store where she was working for
the first day, and when we finally
contacted her she told us that
she would go by and straighten it
out.
"On last Thursday afternoon
we went by and got her, and car-
ried her by the store. When she
came out after a few minutes of
talking with the officials inside,
she told us that everything was
all right, and that her lawyer was
corning out at two o'clock and
clear up the matter."
MINISTER PUZZLED
Mrs. Mason said that her hus•,
band was puzzled by the woman's,
explanation, and that he went into
the store and asked the manager
what excuse the woman had given
him the same story. He was told
that the woman was definitely the
one who cashed the checks.
She said tkat they drove the
woman back to her job in frosty
silence, and that early Friday
morning terb detectives came by
the house, and when their daugh-
ter opened the door, they entered
the house, walked into the bed-
room without knocking, and told
the minister that they wanted to
talk to him downtown. Their in-
terest then was on the check for-,
gery. she said.
"But when they came by to
arrest him on Saturday, they
seemed to have forgotten all about
the forgery charges, because the
woman had made up a pack of
lies, and the policemen tole' us that
she said that if she has to go to
jail for forgery she will give the
newspapers a Roman holiday."
Mrs. Mason said that since the
woman was arrested, friends have
told them that the woman has
a long police record, and that
police officers also told them that
the woman was released from pri-
son recently after having served
an 11-month term for forgery,
HEAD HELD HIGH
Early Monday mornIng Mrs.
Smith walked into City Court with
her head held high, and declared
herself innocent to both charges
of forgery and aiding and abetting
prostitution before a large audi-
ence of Negroes who expected
Rev. Mason to be arraigned 4
the same session. Mrs. Smith was
kept in jail in lieu of $500 bond.
Rev. Mason was arraigned ea-
lier on a charge of aiding and
abetting prostitution, which is to
be tried in Criminal Court,
On Sunday residents of the
Glenview area seized the oppor-
PPefe-l) A M FLORENCE Me-
CLLAVE — The Women Power
Keetlfemocracy. a women's group
that Js sponsoring Mrs. B. F. Mc.
(leave, Republican, in her bid for
the state legislature on Nov. 4,
has planned two rattier in the
benefit of their candidate. The
reft!it will be held on Oct. 23, at
tlesT Club Ebony and Oct. 31. at
Olive CME Cathedral.
NIDIZMeCleave said that during!
these rallies instructions will be!
gives' on voting and the correct
way In which the voting machines;
should he used Mrs. Rose B.
Bracy is the president of the
group and Mrs. Cooper Taylor is
the vice-president.
r
0.000.•
Ore
tarian.
The members of the organization
selected two projects for the year.
Mrs. Earths Dell Malone, of
Flint, Mich., was here recently to
visit friends. Mrs. Malone once
operated the Malone's Grocery
store on South 9th at.
The Wonder High school Annual
Homecoming Activities is sched-
uled for Friday. Oct. IT in the
school stadium, and the team
will be matched against Marianna.
The parade.
A surprise birthday party was
given for Leodis Wood on t he
campus of Philander Smith col-
lege in Little Rock, Ark., by hia
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shel-
ton, Sr. Also present for the fes-
tivities were Mr. and Mrs. James
Randolph. A delicious menu was
served.
The Wonder High Adult Educa-
tion class will hold its first annual
meeting on Oct. 20 at 7:30 p. m,
in the home economics depart-
ment. Mrs. Lillian Morris said
that all adulls interested in food
and clothing should be present,
Joe Shelton, Jr., is recovering
from a broken foot which he suf-
fered while palying at the school
several weeks ago. He is a fifth
grade student at Wonder High.
,Mrs. Jack Butler, of 511 S.
Eighth at., has returned home
from the Crittenden Memorial
hospital, add is convalescing.
Elder F. Smith celebrated his
fourth anniversary as the pastor
of the Church of Grd in Christ
on S. 15th at. from Oct. 12 through
19.
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbory
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
The spotlight falls this week
upon Paul Robinson, the 18-year-
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Johnson, of 2069 Swift at.
A senior, he is president of the
Motor club, vice president of his
homeroom, and assistant editor-
in-chief of the yearbook. He is a
member of the Young People's
Usher Board at the Middle Baptist
church.
In social life Paul Is financial
secretary of the Counts Social club.
Asked for his comment oa high
school students going steady, he
said: "If two people see that their
lives are no longer two roads,
but one, I think that it is quite
ethical."
SENIOR BAND
It's the talk of the town! I mean
the Booker T. Washington High
school band. Composed of 100 mu-
sically inclined students, it is con-
stantly receiving favorable com-
ments for its arrangements of
such hit tunes as "Witch Doctor
and "Patricia."
The officers of the 1958-59 band
are Joseph Key, presidents; Otis
Gipson, vice president; Gwen Ed-
wards, secretary; Barbara Stan-
ton, assistant secretary; Andrew
love, terasurer; Percy Bradfield,
sergeant - at - arms. Commodore
Primus, chaplain; Lowell Winston,
reporter; Paul James, parliament-
arian; Melvin Shaw, student di-
rector; Glenda Greer, drum ma-
jorette; Arie Davis, captain of
woodwinds; and Harold Plunkett,
captain of brass.
The band director is Prof. Wil-
liam T. McDaniel.
tunity to draw up a petition to the
City Commission asking that the
minister be forced off of the street
and 42 persons repoledly signed
it
Glenview ave.
Mrs. Smith, who is supposed to
have been a nightclub singer in
Chicago, is reportedly the mother
of three illegitimate children.
The spokesman for the group,
which said that Rev. Mason is
a ''detriment to the peace and
morals of the community" was
Mrs. L. B. Rosebrough, of 1780
MUSING: The fanally Is a- little
world .. . a world which husband
and wife have brought into being,
by their marriage vows add'
brought to fruition by their love.
Each member of the family has
his or her place and individual
pure pleasure
AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE TAVERN
0-311
fillitIPETEL SPEWING 
COMPANY, INC. LOUISVILLE. KY.
a %
CLUB NEWS
The Zetus Social club Is pre-
senting a series of dances every
Tuesday night at the Flamingo
club. Lowell Winston is president
of the organization.
"The president of the Exquisite
Jacques Social club, Glenda
Greer, revealed recently that the
club will present a pre-halloween
dance at Curries Club Tropicana
on Wednesday night, Oct. 29.
Remember this Sunday night,
Oct. 19 is the date, for the around-
the-clock Fashionette and Dance.
It is being sponsored by the Zeph-
yrs Social club.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
Dad; "I think I'll go down-
stairs and send , Nancy's boy-
friend home."
Mom: "Now, Dad, remember
the way w. used to court."
Dad: "I hadn't thought of that.
I know very well that I had bet-
ter go down and send him home
now."
rights and duties. And the au-
thority of the parents, like all au-
thority, is not vested in them for
their personal, selfish, advantage,
but for the benefit of their chil-
dren.
Dear Carlotta:
I am nearly 20 years old, and
deeply in love with a girl 30. She
is a divorcee, and my parents
do sot approve of my seeing her.
They have even tried to persuade
her to break off our romance.
What is the best thing for me to
do. Joe.
Dear Joe:
Mom and Dad know best in this
instance. If you follow their
advice you will not go wrong. If
wreck your life before you ever be.
wreck your 'life before you ever be
gin it. It is not only that this wom-
an is 10 years older than you,
but with her years of experience
which have included love, court-
ship. marriage and divorce, she
is really 20 years your senior. At
19 your ideas are changing every
day. Forget her.
Dear Carlotta:
I went to a dance, and a boy
I knew was there. He asked me
to dance with him, and I did.
But the next time I saw him at
a dance he asked all the other
girls to dance before he finally
got around to me. Maybe he did
this to make me jealous. What
does this prove? Ann.
Dear Ann:
This boy apparently likes to
dance wtth many girls, so why
do you think that his dancing with
you should prove anything in par-
ticular? You are mistakenly try-
ing to make something special out
Of a casual situation
Morticians
(Continued from page 1)
ticipate in the tribute to the attor-
ney.
Atty. Branton Is one of the first
Negro graduates of the University
of Arkansas School of Law follow-
ing its desegregation. Despite con-
stant threats from segregationists
he has continued to practice in
the state, and is a resident of
Pine Bluff.
Hamilton Ruled 'Insane' As 'Inside
Story Of Dr. Walker Slaying' Bare
An all-male jury returned a ver-
dict of "presently insane" last
week against J. Washington Ham-
ilton, 76, who shot to death Dr.
J. E. Walker, chairman of the
board of the Universal Life In-
surance company on last July 28.
At about the same time that
Judge Sam Campbell, of Criminal
Court, was directing that Mr.
Hamilton should be sent to the
State Hospital for the Criminally
Insane ,at Nashville, an article
entitled "Inside Story: The Dr.
Walker Slaying," was arriving on
newsstands in the November issue
of "Sepia."
'SMELLED BLOOD'
The story was written by Har-
old Preece, who says, "I saw that
killing shaping up years ago, be
cause I knew both men.'
He said, "I smelled blood, due
to be shed some day, when 1
Temple Bombing
Shocks Nation
Expressions of shock and anger after the shock of horror, is the
came from all over the South yes- fact that this explosion is one of a
terday concerning the bombing of whole pattern that we've seen
an Atlanta Jewish templq Sunday. coming out of the South."
An organization formal earlier "It is the seventh such incident
this year to investigate the contin- this year," Miller said. "There
uing wave of dynamiting already were four bombings, and three at-
had offered $55,700 in rewards for tempts.
information leading to arrests of "But while there have been rev
those responsible. And within a en against Jewish temples, there
few hours the total of rewards in have been any number of bomb-
Atlanta had reached $8,250 more. ings since the end of World War
President Eisenhower called the It especially in the South. The fact
latest bombing "deplorable" and that impresses us is that despite
ordered FBI director J. Edgar the literally hundreds of bombings
Hoover to submit a "full, first- ryeosutscanedcoeuentviethtieenns ee thumber e 
flog.
Religious 
hand report" on it.
leaders of all faiths era of one hand."
in Atlanta and elsewhere in the
South denounced the segregation-
ist underground suspected of the
dynamitings.
Authorities pressed an all-out In-
vestigation, aided by the FBI and
experts on explosives sent here by
the anti-bombing group. A num-
ber of persons already haa been
questioned.
In New York Rep. Kenneth Keat-
ing (R.-N.Y.) said that the FBI
should be empowered to step in
immediately in the bombing of a
school, church or any other pub.
lic building.
"We need legislation such as I
sponsored in the House—and shall
reintroduce on the first day of the
next session of the Senate — to
make it a federal crime to carry
explosives in interstate commerce
for the purpose of harming
schools, synagogues, churches and
other public buildings." he said in
a statement issued here.
Meanwhile a spokesman for the
Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai
Brith said Sunday that the bomb-
ing of an Atlanta Jewish temple
was "part of a master plan di-
rected by a central intelligence
which would continue unchecked
until a conviction is made."
Alexander F. Miller, national
community service director for the
league, said that "the first thing
that impresses us, immediately
REPORTER (1..) talks with At.
lanta Mayor William B. Harts.
field outside dynamite-blasted
wall of the Jewish Temple in
Atlanta. This bombing which
talked to brooding, resentful Mr.
Hamilton on a gloomy evening
that I can never forget. I must
have been one of many acquaint-
ances, who tried to talk him out
of dedicating the rest of his life
to hate and revenge. But money,
either gained or lost, talks louder
than any accents of human
speech." •
The writer recalls in the article
that he visited Mr. Hamilton in
DM when A. Philip Randolph,
president of the International
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por-
ters was scheduled to speak in
Memphis in defiance of a con-
trary order issued by Boss Ed
Crump in an effort to get the
man, who had been an outstanding
business man in the communi-
ty, to speak out on the subject,
but that he was not interested
in it.
SPURNED SUGGESTION
"All that he cared to talk
about." Mr. Preece wrote, was
his personal grievances against Dr.
Walker whom he kept denouncing
as a 'cook' and a 'rascal' to me."
He said that he suggested to
Mr. Hamilton that he leave Mem-
phis and make a start somewhere
elese, but that the man said that
he would remain here and some-
day settle the matter with "that
so-andso."
As Dr. Walker became richer
and richer, the writer said, Mr.
Hamilton became poorer and
°reared Sunday. Oct. 12, has
caused nation-wide concern.
Local. state, and federal an.
thorities have begun investiga•
time.
Police Quiz Boy In
By CHRIS VIAHOPLUS
PEORIA, Ill. — (UPI) — Ex-
plosion of a homemade bomb
damaged the windows and interior
of a Jewish temple early yester-
day police and FBI agents plan-
ned to question a youth involved
in a bomb scare at another tem-
ple last year.
The explosive In the bomb, pack-
ed into a short iron pipe, w a s
black powder, police determined.
It went off in a stairwell lead-
ing to the basement of the Anshai
Emeth Temple on the near north
side of this city.
Rabbi Joseph Ginsberg, whose
congregation numbers about 250
families, said he thought the
bombing was conceived by a
"twisted mind."
Mayor Eugene Leiter of Peoria
agreed with Rabej Ginsberg that
"we have had no history here" of
anti-Semitism and said he believ-
ed the bombing must be the work
of a mentally twisted person.
The incident was "regrettable, of
course." Leiter said.
At Springfield, Gov. Stratton's
office said he probably would
withhold comment until he gets a
report on the bombing from state
police.
QUESTION TWO BOYS
Police Capt. George Johnson
said that a bomb, also homemade,
was found last year where another
Zoo
(Continued from page 1)
of the incident shortly after they
had left the Zoo. They told him
that they thought they had a
right to attend the Zoo at anytime.
Mr. Evers informed the couple
that his club would take some
action on the incident. He said
an emergency meeting was set for
Oct. 13, to discuss the matter with
his organization.
Evers said that "the ember-
rassement is on us when the city
officials fail to take a stand in
such matters as this. It reflects
on the entire Negro population
of Memphis. If Mississippi whites
can come to Memphis and it-
tend the Zoo and other public
places at will then why can't we,
as taxpaying citizens of Mem-
phis enjoy those facilities when
desired?" Evers said he was call-
ing on the entire population of
Memphis to get behind the Inci-
dent and fight it to the end.
Mrs. Mathews said "how long
will it be before the public faci-
lities are open to us." Evers said
''what she really means is bow
long is l,ong."
Jewish temple was being built. It
failed to explode.
Johnson recalled that this also
was a black powder bomb, and he
said that among the first persons
to whom police would talk would
be two teen-age boys.
DISCOVER BURGLARY
One was questioned about t h e
bomb found at the other temple
A ROME BOMB caused exten-
sive glass damage to the
Jewish synagogue, Anchai
Emeth Temple, at Peoria,
Ill. The explosion heard over a
wide section of the city was
Peoria
last year. The other was injured
last year in an explosion of pow-
der which he had in his possession.
Police investigating two m e n
fleeing in an alley behind the tem-
ple. Officers fired at the men
when they failed to halt, and pa-
trolman Paul Fisher said he be-
lieved one of the men was wound-
ed.
caused by a bomb similar to
that of the type that was din.
covered at the site of the con-
struction of a new synagogue
las' year. UPI Telephoto
w.
Regular 69 size
One Pound Jar
only ilgP
Bombing
However, authorities discovered
a drug store at the rear of t h e
temple had been burglarized at
about the same tine as the ex-
plosion, and police believed t h e
men were fleeing the store.
In a car apparently abandoned
by the two men, police found a
loaded .38 caliber pistol and burg-
lary tools.
poorer, but was too proud to tato,
an ordinary employment to
sist, lie said that a rumor circu-
lated to the effect that the man
cursed loudly whenever he saw
Dr. Walker ride by in an auto-
mobile, and that he made a prac-
tice to spit on the steel of the
home office building of Universal
as a gesture of his defiance."
GREATEST MISTAKE
"Everybody in Memphis wishes
now that the Doctor, who could
have easily afforded it, might have
made some sort of token settle-
ment with his ex-associate," Mr.
Pr 
stated that one of Dr.
sa 
The 
eece 
writer
 id ,
sacbajs.,, 
is to keep internal
Walker's kreateet mistakes was its
not having Mr. liamilton hospital-
ized when he assaulted him with
a cane in 1955, but said . that,
"Perhaps the Doctor was influ-
enced in his decision by other
Negro leaders whose underetand-
le 
policy 
troubles of the colored communities
from being blown up into publi
nda 
Mr. Preece predicted that Mr.
Hamilton would plead self-defenite
when brought to trial for the
crime, but the testimony of Dr.
James A. Taylor, a psychiatrist of
the Gailor clinic, stating that he
was insane, made such a plea
Is declared sane atUnless
unnecessary.  
he 
e 
,some future date, Mr. Hamil.
ton will never be tried for the
murder of Dr. Walker.
NAACP's Youth
Council To Meet
The Youth Council of the N. A.
A. C. P. is asking for new mem.
hers, and is appealing for young
people in the city to join the or-
ganization which is strivipg for
first-class citizenship for all 'Ameni
ca
persons interested in joining
iAns 
the organiaztion are asked to con-
tact Miss Mary Atkins at JAck.
son 7-4595, or Robert Reno at
WHitehall 8-8356.
The organization will hold its
next scheduled meeting at the Mt.
Olive CME cathedral on Tuesday
afternoon. Nov. 4, beginning at
4:30 p. m.
Group
(Continued from page I)
"Tomorrow Scientists and Tech.
nicians." The club will be given
lectures by noted scientists a..
make tours of various scientifl
projects.
J. A. Thomas, of the national
Urban League office is scheduled
to come to Memphis in November
to help organize and plan the pro-
grams for the science club of high
school students.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RICORDS 1101 IVIRYOWI
105 Poplar et L*1'410,1406
Ph... IA 14348
BIG
SAM COOKE DANCE
MONDAY, OCT. 20, 1958
9 P.M.
CHURCH PARK AUD. ON BEALE
Featuring "SINGING SAM COOKE:"
The "Hollywood All Stars" Big Dance Ban
The "Travelers Quartet"
Advance $2 00 at door $2.50
Tickets on sale at Jerre Pit Barbecue, Paul's Tailoring and
Lucille Perry's in West Memphis.
DON'T MISS SAM COOKE — Monda7, October 20.
f/itoDAISY
Starts SATURDAY!
October 18
4— Big Days —4
TWO GIANT ATTRACTIO.NS!
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cafeteria at 7:30 p.m.
New parents and teachers are
welcomed to this "get acquainted"
meeting. The program will fea-
ture parent and teacher talent.
A report of the National Con-
gress of Colored Parents and
Teachers Convention held this
summer in Pine Bluff, Ark. will
be given by the delegate. Mrs.
B. A. E. Calloway. Mr. L. V.
lohnson is program chairman.The annual PTA Membership
drive will be launched at this
meeting. Mrs. Lula Deaner, presi-
dent, states that Porter PTA will
endeavor to maintain the largest
memberdhip in the state. The "climate of the blues" that Handy
quota is one member per child made immortal.
Menrolled in both schools. Last}ear's total membership was 3,- rs Warford
Todd, Nixon. Tuggle; Centers:
Miller, Matlock; Backs: Phillips,
Simpson, Evans, Horton, Wain-
wright, Davis, Taylor, Visor.
Jones.
Hamilton Ends: Ingram, Wat-
kins. Tackles are Flynn, Cockran,'
Lundy; Guards: S. 2 yton, Scott
It was a plan of the "Blues of
Glory" show producers, supported
093. a by the show's sponsors, the' Men,-
- Attendance and participation of phis Commercial Appeal and the
The men have a role in PTA work, To Be i:onored merce, to present the certificatesLI Negro Junior Chamber of Cum-iron will be emphasized this year.
too — hence a special invitation to these representative citizens
Both principals, Mrs. 0 S Shan- sis extended to them. during the course of the show. Rut
limn of Porter Elementary and.
. . , At 
tr. M. N. Conley of Porter Jr.
Itch urge the attendance and sup- Mrs. Lillian Warford, the book. 
pertof all [assents and teachers
during Le ye 
ling manager of the United Sing-
. s
The first in a series of At Forting 
Union will be honored in a
Iurns 
sponsorel by Memp:tis Pan-
program to be held on Sunday
Hellenic Council will be held Wed. 
night, Oct. 19 at the Pilgrim Bap-
nesday, Oct. 29, 
at 730 p.m., in st church, and the public is in.
vited to he present.
Brownlee HA of LeMoyne col- Singers appearing on the pro-
tege.— i gram, which will begin at 7:00
Incident-1y this program pre- will be the Wells Spiritual
fees, -A‘ a;recan Art Week inid• 01-Matestic Soft Singers, Thomp-
htersolti- to be observed Novem-
and
son Ensemble, Gospel Travelers,
her 2 throus,h November 8. Ac-'
cording to the publicity chairman, 
M. and N Singers, Parker Ayers,
3trit B. A. E. Callaway, its pur-
ICampbeltairs and Spiritual Pit. 
pose-is to stimulate interest in 
grims.
Art and to familiarize the 
pub-1 Soloists scheduled to spear on
program are Mrs. Claudia Wit-
korwith ti'e artist of Memphis Redraw
4 work. 
!son, of the Progressive Baptist
111.57. 
'Derof Memphis' most talented 
church: Mrs Pauline Woods, of
artists, Mr. Reginald Morris, will 
Ebenezt Baptist church; and
give an illustrated lecture at this 
Herbert Trent.
first program. Presently he is 
Readings will be given by Mrs.
asaistant professor of Art at Le- Elnora Bathers and Charlie Wil-
Moyne. where he has taught since hams. Serving as the master of
1954. tits wide experience and ceremonies for the program will
training at leading art schools be Eager& Walton, of Radio Sta.
and institutes in the United States tion KWEM.
and abroad as well as his love of Mrs. Moselle Jarmon is chair-
art, has well prepared him for this man of the program, and Dr. W.
role. H Brewster, pastor of the church.
ongfest
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due to limitations of time the per-
sons proposed to receive the cer-
tificates were only presanted to
the audience or they had their
Phillips Scores Twice
In Manassas High Win
'Senior left halfback Billy Phib l quarter.
PIA led the Manassas eleven to a At the start of the fourth quarter
shing 27-12 defeat over t h e Phillips broke loose for his 95
milton squad in Melrose stadi• yard gallop. QB John Simpson
tim last Thursday night, Phillips, passed to end Carol Bledsoe for
in all-state candidate, brought the the extra point making it Manass-
Stadium crowd to its fees with as 20, Hamilton G.
thrilling seorring runs of 95 and Shortly after the Hamilton eleven
80 yards. On both plays he blasted . was forced to punt 'gain, Siinp-
over tackle, pass the secondary son hit Bledsoe out in the open
and was into the open before the for a pass-completion-run play of
Hamilton defenses knew what had 65 yards and another Manassas
hit them. Before the gun sounded tally. Phillips ran for the extra
ending the game he had picked point. Manassas, 27, Hamilton, 0.
up two extra points giving him a HAMILTON SCORES
total of 14 points for the night.
Hamilton had several scoring op-
portunities in the game but allow-
ed their attack to fizzle when they
got within lunging distance of the
goal. At the end of the half Hamil-
ton was just starting to roll with
fullback Motton, left halfback
Brownlee and right halfback Bur-
rus each running the ball well.
Manassas led 13-0 at the half.
with Eugene Davis carrying for a
TD from 15 yards out and Phillips
making his 80 yard run. Both
IIKAMILTON RALLIESores came in the first quarter.
Perhaps stung by Head Coach
Wynn's half time talk, the Ham-
ilton Wildcats drove from their 45
yard line down to the Manassas
five. With first and goal the Tiger
line stood their ground and after
Hamilton switched to a spread
formation and found success with
QB Roosevelt Hancock hitting end
Bolden for 55 and a TD. The extra
point attempt was no good but
Hamilton had preserved getting
shut out.
Hamilton got adother break
when again operating from the
spread formation late in the fourth
quarter, pass interference was
called egainst Manassas in the
end zone. Right halfback James
Pope carried the ball over from
the one foot tine for the score.
The extra point attempt was no
good as the game ended. Final
score Manassas 27, Hamilton 12
The Lineups
Manassas •
Ends: Bledsoe, Harris, Bunt,
four unsuccessful tries th hall Mitchell, Does; Tackles: Sander's,e 
went over to Manassas, on the Sawyer, Harris, Buford, Stephens;
Guards: Smith, Hughes, Waltonthree yard line. On the second
play from scrimmage left half-
back Eugene Davis took off around
end and wasn't heard from until
he had crossed the goal line 97
yards away. His TD run was call-
ed back however because of a
Manassas penalty. Manassas fin-
ally had to punt and Hamilton put
together another scoring threat but Jackson, Bowen; Centers: R. Pay-
again sputtered and died out on ton, Freeman; Backs: Carroll,
the Manassas three just as the Hancock, Fant, Powell, Motton,
buzzer sounded ending the third,Burrus, Robinson, Stepter, Pope.
ePorter School Holds
Parent-Teacher Confab
Porter PTA was scheduled to Miss Rosa A. Ronson, a past
Ride Segregated To Oak Ridge
i' 
CLINTON, TENN. — White
students jam onto a bus for
the 13 mile ride to their new
school at Oak Ridge which is
hold its first meeting of the school chairman of Memphis Pan-Helenic
year, Thursday, Oct. 16, in the Council expresses her sentiment
relative to the council presenta-
tion: 'Orchids to Memphis Pan
Hellenic Council for bringing to
our community an opportunity for
the public to become more fami-
liar with the fine arts. The coun-
cil is to be congratulated for this
forward step. May this initial ef-
fort meet with much suceww"
The program chairman, Mrs.
Charles P. Roland and other coun-
cil representatives are busily en-
gaged with plans for a large at-
tendance. Art teachers and their
pupils of the various schools of
the efts, and county are urged to
ertificates
Awarded To
01.
‘ik
Integrated. While there is plen-
ty of room on the bus for the
Negroes as 10 of It enrolled
Of Blues
Echoes of the "Blues of Glory"
show, held on Labor Day at Crump
Stadium as project to augment
funds to build a monument honor-
ing the late W. C. Handy, "Fath-
er of the Blues," will be heard
again next week.
A phrase of the allow which was
not completed will he presented
on Beale Street next Wednesday
night at the famed Palace Theater.
'It will involve the presentation of
"certificates of the Blues" to a
f
make the trip for the second
day at the new school in a
separate vehicle. UPI Tele.
photo
Memphians
of ceremonies.
However, thanks to the persis-
tence of John Arnold and Associ-
ates, a public relations firm repre-
senting the J. Strickland Company,
which had volunteered to provide
t h e certificates. arrangements
were completed to have a public
presentation of the certificates
anyway.
So, during the next Amateur
Night Show, a famed feature of
the Palace Theater, held every
TRI-STATE FENDER 3
Sat., Oct. 18, 1958
Civil Rights Agency
An Independent Agency
(This is the last of three articles
explaining the program, scope of
authority and organization of the
Commission on Civil Eighta which!
the Tri-State Defender has publish-I
ed as a public service.)
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Thel
Commission of Civil Rights, un-
like many other Commissions and
committees appointed by the Pres-
ident, is an independent agency
in the executive branch of the
Government. It was created 1st
fall by Congress, at the re-
quest of President Eisenhower.
when it adopted the Civil Rights
Art of 1957.
Its six members were appointed
by the President but they had to
be confirmed by the Senate. The
Act provides that not more than
three members shall be of the
same political party.
Consequently, three of the Com-
missioners are Democrats, all
from the South. Two are Repub-
licans and one is an independent.
mThey are from the Midwest. The
President designates one of them
chairman, another vice chairman.
SIX COMMISSIONERS
'fhe six Commissioners are:
Dr. John A. Itannah, chairmarl
president of Michigan Stile uni-
versity.
Robert G. Storey, vice chairman.
dean of Southern Methodist uni•
versity Law School, forme' presi-
dent of the American Bar fissocia•
lion.
John S. Battle, attorney, and
former governor of Virginia.
Doyle E. Carlton, attorney, and
Robert Ilenry, James Yancey, An-
selmo Barrasso, John Washington,
Lawrence Warren, Luther Stein-
berg, Sr.. Paul Zereili, Charles
Sotto. Rufus Butler, John Davis,
Frank Davis, Maurice Hulbert, sr.
Robert Hook, Sr., Dr. R. Q. Ven•
son. Lt. George W. Lee, Atty. Lee
Winchester, Sr., John Arnold. Sr..
Dr. E. Frank White, and Richard
Ross.
Nat D. Williams, producer of
the "Blues of Glory Show," and
George Sister of the Commercial
Appeal, director of the production.
will make the presentations dor-1
ing the Amateur Night Show, at!
the Palace Theater.
take advantage of this rare op. representative group of Memph- Wednesday 
night at 8 o'clock, the 
portunity. tans who were prominent in the certificates w:II be 
presented to '
always
to move around- police constable
"representative Memphis citizens
I.eonard Long "his stomach was
who were contemporaries of Mr.
c razyz That s• i
Handy, and who helped directly or
indirectly in the creation of the
environment which inspired t h e
great composer to write his im-
mortal songs about Beale Street
and Memphis "
Invitations have been sent to
twenty well known white and Ne-
gro citizens to be present next
Wednesday night at the Palace
Theater at 8 p.m. to receive the
Certificates. They include "Mayor"
names mentioned by the master' Matthew Thornton, jr., Messrs.
Students Will
Select Campus
Queen Friday
former governor of Florida
Rev. Thedort M. HeaLurgh. C.!
S. C. president, University of Notre
Dame.
J. Ernest Wilkins, Chicago, at !
torney, and Assistant Secretary of
Labor id International Affairs.
J. ERNEST WILKINS
They receive pay for each day
spent in the work of the Com-
mission, plus travel expense and
per diem allowance.
YLLL-TIME STAFF
The act also pros ides for a full-
time staff director who is appoint-
ed by the President after consul-
tation with the Commission. Like
the Commissioners, he also ioust
be aprroved by the Senate.
The staff director is Gordon M.
Tiffany, of Concord, New Hamp-
shire, formerly attorney general of
that state. He was appointed in
Februaly and confirmed in May.
The three divisions into which
the operations of the Commission
are divided and their directors are:
THREE DIVISIONS
Office of Complaints. Informa-
tion and Survey, A. H. Rosenfeld,
of Mount Holly, N. y . a Reserve
Army Colonel wtih extensive ex-
perience in the legal division of the
Military Government in Europe
and Korea, During Yorld War II he
served on General Eisenhower's
headquarter's staff in North Afri-
ca Officeand  in 
Europe.LsPlan and Re-
search, George M. Johnson, of
San Bernardino. Calif., former
dean of the Howard University
Law School, Washington, I). C.,
and during World War II counsel
for the President's Fair Employs
ment Practices Committee,
Executive Secretary to the Corn.
omission, Mrs. Carol Renner Arth,
l'of Redlands, Calif., former assis-
tant to the Secretary of State.
. Other than special consultants,
secretarial and clerical employ-
ees, the remainder of the staff
Is composed largely of lawyers
whose research, analysis and in-
terpretation of the Federal and
I State laws and legal developments
! are essential to the interim and
final reports the commission makes
to the President and Congress
Park Rec. Department
Starts Football Club
A Junior Football Association has1 have to maintain a satisfactory
been founded hete by the Recrea-
tion Department of the Memphis
Park Commission to organize
teams for the Pee Wee football
leagues.
The purpose of the association,
of which Euless T. Hunt is the di-
rector, is "to stimulate and en-
courage the game of football, to Players guilty of cursing, rowdy-
foster a spirit of fairplay, goodj horn, the continuous baiting of of.
fellowship and sportsinrnship; and: fidats, and other unsportsman-
to promote a high type of citizen-
ship among the boys of the com-
nlIun orderijv  to he eligible to flay,
the boys must be in good physical
condition, and must submit to an
examination before being admitted
to membership in the association.
Only boys who are attending
school may play in association
games.
Mutual Obstructions
and under, in grades 8 and under, LONDON — (UPI) — Laborer
Age limit for membership is 15f
.nd boys may play on only one Timothy Mellon, 19, was fined
team in the association. They may $11.20 for obstruction Monday over
not play in two leagues at the his plea that whenever he tried
same time.
MUST STUDY
scholastic standing in their schools
and their eligibility to play will
be determined by the principals
of their schools. The rules and by.
laws state that no boy weighing
over 120 pounds shall play in the
backfield, or at end, offensive or
delensive,
like conduct will be suspended
from the association, along with
those foetid to be playing under
assumed names.
AU league games will begin at
4:00 p.m., unless postponed on ac-
count of rain. Permission to play
in the association will have to b•
granted the players by parents
and guardians.
OH, NO! — Seems to be the
sentiment expressed by Ma-
nassas right end Willie Harris
as ht_ lets a pass from quarter-
back John Simpson slip through
his fingers. This bit of action
took place last Thursday
night in Melrose Stadium as
Manassas and Hamilton High
locked horns. Mennen's didn't
fret too mush over this incom-
Meted pass an they rolled over
the Hamilton eleven by a
KM of 27-12.
Memphis favorite for
9 straight years. . . .
lt.cr
DARK EYES VODKA
100 or SO PROOF DISTItt ED FROM 10AGRAIN SCUTS*/
SPIRITS • PRODUCT Or U S A • MAR SPRING
INSTILLING CO. as,,, of JAWS I SUM DISTILIJANI
CO. CLUallear, tag tutees.
Three finalists have been select-
ed from among 15 candidates for
the coveted title of "Miss LeMoyne
College," and on Friday, Oct. 17,
the students will pick the queen of
the campus.
The three students, selected by
three off-the-campus judges for fi-
nal competition, were Misses Vear•
nealure Patterson. of 370 Elder
rd.; Marvelle Folsome. of 7110 Tate
st.; and Pearlie Owens of tS80 Ly-
man ave.
Misses Patterson and Folsome
are members of the senior class.
Miss Owens is a sophomore.
Judges for the contest , who
selected the finalists at the "Miss
LeMoyne" banquet, were Mrs.
Ethel Q. Venson, Mrs. Russel B.
Sugarmon, jr., and John Parker.
Coeds eliminated in the semi-
final competition were Misses
Juanita Johnson and Bertha
Graves, seniors; Linda Ilaralson
brook, What Officers DarnellioTotinkas= Young, Her
In Miss. Think
OXFORD, Miss. — A psychiatric
examination has been ordered for
a young Negro man, lately re
tainted from Detroit, Mich., who
reportedly asked to he served at
a drug store counter reserved for
whites.
The announcement %vim masle
Bramlett Roberts, the county at
torney of Lafayette county, who.
refused to give the man's name
He said that the man "push-
ed people around" when he went
to the counter, and striick a
deputy sheriff following his ar
rest
Mr. Roberts said that if the man
is released front the Whitfield
State Mental hospital where he is
scheduled to be examined, he will
be tried on charges of assault
and battery and resisting arrest.
Following the man's arrest none
of the law enforcement officers
would comment on the case, but a
witness said that County Sheriff
Boyce Bretton was called after
the young man refused to move
Is He On The Moon?
MANCHESTER, England — (UPI)
— The Manchester Guardian's cir-
culation department admitted
Monday it was stumped.
The paper received a letter
from an American regretfully
cancelling his subscription because
"I passed on to a better world
Aug. 3, 1958."
tharine Berkeley and Bernice High
tower, sophomores.
Nominated, but unable to par
ticipate in the semi-finals were
Misses Sherry Crump Janice Day
and Hollye Martin, sophomores;
and Naomi McAfee, a junior.
3
Students who play
CRUSADE SCHOLAR — Among
the students from seven statesl
and six foreign countries studying
at Roston university on the Cru-
sade scholarship program arrang-
ed be the Board of Missions of
the Methodist church is Eric Lin-
coln, of Memphis, who is major.
ing in social ethics on the grad•
i vate level. Most of the students
,receive grants covering tuition,
'board and room, books, travel
iand living expenses.
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on (earns will there.
STUDENTS WILL CHOOSE
one of these three lovely co-
eds for the title of "Miss Le-
Moyne College," when they
east a ballot at the school on
Friday, Oct. 17 Seeking the
coveted title, from left. are
Miss Verne,alure Pattersoti and
Miss Marvelle Folsome, both
seniors; and Miss Pearlie Ow-
ens, a sophomore. The trial
were picked by judges from a
list of 15 candidates on the
basis of %Minimum moiety,
charm, and ladylike qualities.
Your Cash
TALKS
LOUDER
HERE!
See Us For Your
Favorite Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
l'It• rata. main. Pu Across AN itreNI Mai S's
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For those who took advantage
of the Orientation Course for Vol-
unteer Workers at the Western
State hospital, it was indeed an
interesting and rewarding experi-
ence. Informative briefs on the
"How" of the work were given by
Fred F. Kessler, director of Ad-
junctive Therapy and Mrs. Watts.
The new qualified volunteer
workers are Mrs. Elizabeth Har-
ris, Mrs. Lucille Eddings. Mrs.
Roberta Cox, Mrs Mary L. Wil-
liams, Mrs. Grace L. Holliday,
Mrs. Almittie Allen and Mrs. Dor-
set Burnett.
The group that took the course
during the morning will serve at
the hospital on the third Sunday
of each month. Mrs. Hattie Mar. 
ableis the chairman.
The satisfaction that comes from
lending of oneself to this worth-
while work is evidenced in these
statements of Mrs. Marable. "The
patients are always happy to see
us. The only way you can truly
help yourself is to help others."
Another course will be offered
in six months. The time and place
will be given later in this column
for interested persons.
SPRINGDALE BAPTIST
Annual Men's Day was com-
memorated at the Springdale
Baptist church with two dynamic
addresses. Rev. W. T. Grafton,
the pastor, spoke during the morn.
ing worship. That afternoon, Rev.
H. 0. Kneeland of Little John
Baptist church delivered the ad-
dress.
The tea at the home of Mrs. M.
L. Galloway was a great success.
Guests meandered throughout the
lovely home commenting on the
eye-catching pink and white color
scheme.
Seen here and there were Mr.
and Mrs. John Dickinson. Mr.
and Mrs. William A. Harrison
and daughter Shirley Fay; Mrs.
Willie Dudley, Mrs. Doshia John.
son, Mrs. Ruth Haliburton. Mrs.
Lucy Ambrose, airs. Emma
Smith, Mrs. Maine Johnson, Mrs.
Nancy Miles, Mrs. Cresy Ivory,
Mrs. Sarah Burnett, Mrs. Cath-
erine ,Delks, Mrs. Vivian Ford,
Forest Jones, Ralph William, John
Hammond, Garvin Washiogton,
Mrs. King and grandson.
ST. ANDREW AME
At the $t. Andrew AME church,
Sunday, Homecoming will be ob-
served. Highlights of the occas-
ion will be a stirring message
and a musical featuring voices
from several outstanding choirs
of the city.
The message will be skillfully
developed by the pastor, Rev. H.
'Ralph Jackson, during the morn.
log services. The Junior choirs of
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, St.
James AME church, Pentecostal
Temple church of Go4 In Christ,
Mt. Paran Baptist church, Mt.
Vernon Baptist church and the
Olivet Ensemble of Olivet church
will render music at 3 p.m.
Mrs. Loretta Bonds is the chair-
man.
BT. MATTHEW BAPTIST
Rev. W. C. Thomas of Dayton,
Ohio received warm greetings
when he arrived in the city to
conduct Evangelistic services at
the St. Matthew Baptist church.
He presided over the services for
one week. Rev Thomas formerly
paltered the Firs: Baptist Holly-
wood church, here.
Young People's Day will be eels-
Listed tt this how of reverence
Sunday. Worshi-Tcre, there, will
witness a well-planned program.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
More than three scores of con-
genial gatherings will be marked
at the St. Stephen Baptist church,
when the congregation, there, cele-
brates Homecoming. The perm'.
pal speaker will be Rev. S. H. Her-
ring of St. Paul Baptist church.
He will deliver the sermon at
3 p m. Sunday.
Other persons who will contri-
bute to .he enjoyment of the pro-
gram for the Day are B. T. Lew-
is, Mrs. Bernice F. Leatherwood,
Mrs. Lottle H. Wilson, Mrs. Rubye
McCall, Rev. Joseph F. Wilson,
W. M. Tales, Lola Alexander and
the pastor, Rev. 0. C. Crivens.
AJ)FTIOCH BAPTIST
With the inspiring theme "Rise
Up 0 Men of God," the member-
ship of Antioch Baptist church is
busily putting the flouting touches
on its Layman Sunday °beery.
ince, destined to be :he focus of
activities for November Prof. Er-
nest Brazzle will be the guest
speaker. Prof. Edward Gray will
be the master of ceremonies.
Congradulations! to Miss Cora
L. Lawrence, an amiable person-
ality, and former competent sec-
retary at our own Tri-State De-
fender Newspaper She has been
elected District Field Worker of
the Young People Auxiliary in
Indianapolis, Ind. Elder William
Blakely, state president of YP-
WW of Gary, Ind., installed Miss
Lawrence on Sept. 29.
NEW TYLER AME
Next Sunday at the New Tyler
AME church, Woman's Day will
be celebrated. Mrs. Viola Ware
and Evangelist Culpepper will
claim the spotlight as guest speak-
ers.
Dinner will be served following
the program at 3 p.m.
Rev. Robert L. McRae is the
minister.
Nearly 4,000 Attend
Leadership Mass Meet
NORFOLK, Va. — Nearly 4,0001
persons packed the Norfolk Mu-1
nicipal Arena here last week foe
a mass meeting of the Southern I
Christian Leadership Conference,'
while spokesmen for the organiza-
tion rededicated themselves to the
task of "breaking down the walls
of racial segregation and discrimi-
nation."
The huge crowd was told that
itwill be through the increased
use of "non-violent resistance
that Negroes will achieve free-
dom and human dignity.
The mass meeting was described
The mass meeting was des-
cribed by local residents as
the largest of its kind ever
held in Norfolk, and was the high-
light of a twnday fall session
which opened on Wednesday morn-
ing at the Queen Street Baptist
church with a conference ixecu-
five committee meeting, and clos-
ed on 'Thursday evening with a
business session.
Hundreds of persons were turn-
ed away from the building by
firemen and policemen, as those
who gained entrance frequently,
interrupted speeches with thunder-
ous applause.
Rev. Fred L. Shuttlesworth of ,
Birmingham, Ala , and assistant'
secretary of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, received a
thunderous ovation when he de-
clared, "It is not the Negro Peo•
ple who are mad. We have found
out that you don't have to be mad
to be right; but this meeting dem-
onstrates that we are on the
march and will not let anything
,top us until we win."
He said, "They may call us
.rouble-makers, but we do not lock
school house doors, bomb homes
and churches, nor castrate inno-
cent men. We do not believe in
violence, we believe in non-vio-
lence. We may be hurt. We may
be forsaken; but we will keep
marching until schools, every-
where and all public facilities are
Vey to all Americans."
From his bed in Harlem hoe-
dital in New York City came a
message from the president of the
Conference. Dr. Martin Luther
King. jr., which was reed by
treasurer, Rev. Ralph D. Ab-
ernathy, and a close associate
of Dr. King during the Montgom-
ery bus boycott
DR. KING'S MESSAGE
Dr. King, who was stabbed by
a woman while autographing his
book. "Stride Toward Freedom,"
in a New York City department
store, admonislod he audience to
"stand fast in your faith and cour-
age, and feel confident that every-
thing will be all right.
"I am more convinced than
ever before that if the Negro con-
tinues to resist every vestige of
of non.violenee, our struggle and
example will challenge and help
redeem not only America but the
world."
Before the message was read
by Rev. Abernethy, and a report;
given on his condition, the huge I
crowd bowed in silent prayer for!
Dr. King.
REPORT OF STATES
Reports were given by repre-
sentatives from each state, and
speaking for Virginia, Atty. James
Overton. of Portsmouth, said,
"Despite Gov. Almond's massive
resistance, and Mayor Duckworth
(of Norfolk) — who say that the
Negroes are being pushed by the
NAACP — the Negroes of Vir-
ginia have resolved within them.
selves to be first.class citizens,
come what may:.
Dr. Aaron Henry, of Clarksdale,
Miss., reporting for the state, said
that the big problem there was to
break through the many barriers
raised against he Negro's fran-
chise, and added, "If a man
as smart as Governor Almond is
supposed to be cannot interpret
the 14th Amendment, can't you
Imagine how difficult it must be
for a Negro layman to interpret
both the entire Constitution of the
United States, and the more than
100 sections of the Mississippi con-
stitution to the satisfaction of
a clerk when he tries to vote?
Others who reported that the
people in their communities and
states were determined to contin-
ue the struggle for human dig-
nity were Rev. C. K. Steele, of
Tallahassee, Fla., who as the first
vice president, led out in the ab-
sence of Dr. King.
Rev. A. L. Davis, a Is suer of
the successful bus desegregation
in New Orleans and second vice
president, presided over acme of
the sessions. Reporting from At-
lanta, Ga., was Rev. Julian Smith,
along with Rev. Kelley M. Smith,
of Nashville. and I S. Levy, Si,
of Columbia, S. C. who led
out in the voter registration drive
in that community.
Takes Relics Of Pope
PRE INAUGURATION BAN-
QUET — was held at the St.
Stephens Baptist church re-
cently. Proceeds from the ban-
quet will go to the building
fund to complete the Temple
at Fads, Tenn. Rev. L. R.
Almost — the most tragic word
in our history. Nothing is more
pathetic than to see the expression
on the face of a man who sudden-
ly realizes that he almost made
it.
Day after day I come in con-
tact with those who "almost" made
it. I was "almost' a good man,
almost a graduate of college, al-
most finished high school, almost
joined church, and countless other
"almosts' can be brougla t into
Dooson is moderator of the
association. Pictured above
are some of the guests at the
the banquet. Included are:
Mr. and Mrs. James Hester;
Rev. and Mrs. L. M. Mann,
Mrs. J. F. Collins, Mrs. A.
J. Fields, Mrs. Eubanks, Mrs.
Lillie M. Smith, Rev. McGhee,
Rev. Townie!, Rev. Waller,
Rev. Threat, Rev. Carmichael,
Rev. Kneeland, Mrs. Eunice
Bruce, chairman of the affair;
Rev. and Mrs. L. R. Donson,
Rev. S. A. Owen, Mrs. S. A.
Owen, Mrs. Pearl Gardner,
Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Collins
and Mrs. Cleo Dooley.
Rites Held For
Zachary Hubert
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Dr. Zach-
ary T. Hubert, former president of,
Jackson college (Mississippi) and
Langston university (Oklahoma)
died Monday evening, Septemberi
29. He was one of 12 children of
the late Zack Hubert of Mayfield,'
Ga.
Dr. Hubert was a graduate Of
Morehouse college, Atlanta. Gs.,f
and Amherst college, Amherst,
Mass. An agricultural chemist by
training. Dr. Hubert began his pro-f
fessional service at Florida State
A & college, Tallahassee, Fla.I
He later served as Superinten-
dent of Buildings and Grounds at
Spelman college and Instructor of
the picture of 
theindividualas long as tnere 
Chemistry at Morehouse college,
'
In the Bible we find a tory of 
are improvements to be made and 
both of Atlanta. of
an influential churchman who
pleaded with a man to change his
way of living only to hear at the
end of his efforts "Almost thou
persuadest me to be a Chris-
tian."
No one can know the imprint
upon history had this unfortunate
man accepted Christ as his per-
sonal Savior. No one today is in a
position to properly evaluate what
would have happened to our world
had every 'broken dream' been
realized. I know that in some in-
stances it would not have been
in keeping with our best interest
for some of our dreams to have
come true.
NEED SOME ALMOSTS
Many of us have proved that we
could not keep our equilibrium,
when all goes well. It is not best
Interest of each of us to have
all of our efforts to end in suc-
cess. It is better for many of us,
that some where down the line:
of our activities that we can say,
"almost."
Yet, on the other hand, there
are times when through neglect.
indifference and the like we look
back over life and see what could
have happened and we summar-
ize the whole affair as "almost,"
Last week I noticed in one of my
favorite visiting places these
words: "Make the roost of your.
self, 'cause that is all that vou
will ever have!" As I turned
these words over and over in my
mind they became more and more
meaningful. I wonder if these
words which were seen by many
did not reawake something in all
of us that placed a new meaning
upon our lives.
PRECIOUS POSSESSION
All the material possessions we
might have can never be compar•
ed with the most precious posses-
sion we have — ourselves. I won-
der if this does not place upon
all of us a new seriousness as
we set out to develop within our.
selves a life and a being that
should be meaningful. "Make the
most of yourself!' I feel that
many of us have forgotten the
power of the individual — the
power of you and I as individuals.
Great contributions are being
made daily by people like you and
I. great homes are made up ot
individuals like you and I, great
communities are made up of people
like you and I, and great nations
are made up of people like you
and me. We must never look
down on the idea of the power
work to be done.
We must awake ourselves and
learn and know that if the world
is going to ever get better it will
only get better in proportion that
you and I are better. One of the
most tragic things about the
world is wrapped up in the idea
that as many of us look back over
life we see the grim reminder
that the world is in the condition
it is because many of us have
failed to live up to the expecte-
tions of God in us.
Ora-Jel Gives
Fast Relief To
Pain Victims
Years ago people suffered a
great deal from toothache. Today
' this is no longer necessary, even
when a dentist cannot be
I reached. Toothache pains may at.
tack you in the middle of t h e
n41,t, or when you ate on a journ-
ey. There is no need to worry.
tee Ora-Jel and the pain will go
lin exactly twenty seconds.
Ora-Jel is e a sy t o apply. It
;comes in a simple applicator tube
All eou do is dab it on the place
that ut causing the pain. Not only
!does relief start almost im-
Mediately, but it lasts for a re-
markably long time. What's more,
Ora-Jel is so completely safe that
it is used very often for baby's
teething pains. It is commended
lby Patents Magazine and recom-
mended by many pediatricians. It
is a "must" in family medicine
:cabinets and first aid kits.
White Ora-Jel is perfectly safe
:to use as often as you need it,
:we prefer to recommend it for
;Emergencies between regular vi-
sits to the dentist. It can be found l
l in all drugstores.
VATICAN CITY — (UPI)
Several persons at the bier el
Pope Pius XII Monday tried WI
tear away pieces of drapery to
take home as relics or souvenirs,'
Vatican gendarmes said
A few were believed to have
succeeded despite the vigilence 41(
the gendarmes and the Swiss il
guards.
"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"
By Langston Hughes
A TALE OF PASSION IN THE PULPIT!
SISTER LAURA AND HER LOVER-BOY!
SISTER ESSIE AND A CROSS TO BEAR!
GOOD AGAINST EVIL IN THE CHURCH!
MOST EXCITING NOVEL OF THE YEAR!
"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"
A tenderly moving, highly humorous and thought-
provoking story by the author of the "Simple" books.
Now on sale at your favorite bookshops, or by mail from
the Negro Book Society.
"TAMBOURINES TO GLORY"
By Langston Hugkes
83.50 per copy. Fill in your name and address and mall
chock or money order made out to:
The Negro Book Society
459 West 144th Street
New York 31, New York
Name 
Address 
City and State
1111) • 41 4111,
sented
the
17 YEARS
In 1910 he was elected to the
presidency of Jackson college
where he served for 17 years,
leaving this post in 1927 to become
President of Langston university
where he served for four years. :dation of 12 years of service as
Returning to his home state of an Extension worker. Again in
Georgia he became affiliated with 1957, he was honored by his Alma
the U. S. Agricultural Extension Mater, Morehouse college. with
agent 
unceaul ills Asnseists mant reSetd his eate Cluban award for distinguished service
to his people and to the nation.
tirement in 1945. Since that time The deceased is survived by his
he had made his home with his three sons, Pro. Giles A. Hubert
youngest son, Wilson P. Hubert of Dillard university, New Orleans,1
and his wife. Josephine in Sayan- La.; Zachary T. Hubert, jr., Per-
nab, Ga., until his death. sonnel Clerk, Alexian Brothers
hospital
APPLE-SPICE CAKES
Apple-Spice Cakes are tempting
party fare after a football game.
Pass a tray of these spicy-good
cakes while your guests talk over
the top plays of the game.
These marvelous nut • topped
cakes are so easy to bake using
the quick-mix muffin method. You
will have plenty of time to pre-
pare for the party and go to the
game, too. And you'll score a
speedy touchdown with the laver.
age by just )seating chocolate milk
picked up from your favorite dai-
ry or grocery store.
Enriched self-rising flour c a n
save you time because Baking
powder and salt have been evenly
distributed in the flour at the mill,
so you won't have to measure and
sift these two ingredients.
Applesauce, cinnamon, nutmeg
and cloves give Apple-Spice Cakes
top-notch flavor.
If you use plain flour add1/2 tea-
spoon salt and 1 1-4 teaspoon bak-
ing powder for each cup of flour
in recipe.
APPLESPICE CAKES
1,1 cups sifted enriched self-rising
flour
'a teaspoon cinnamon
1.4 teaspoon nutmeg
1.4 teaspoon ground cloves
's cup brown sugar
1-3 cup butter
I egg, beaten
1-4 cup milk
In 1951, ,Dr Hubert
plaque
Extension
by his
Service
was pre•
co-workers
in aPPre-
of Chicago; and Willem
P. Hubert, Social Worker, Public!
Health Service, Savannah, Ga :
60 FREE
Quality Stamps
You have received a series of coupons
in the mail worth 450 Free Quality
Stamps. Redeem coupon no. 2 this
week-end for 60 Free Quality Stamps.
Yes Madame,
The cool bright blue October
weather peps up the appetite,
so heavier and heartier meals
are in order,
Chicken Tamale pie made
with Jack Sprat white cream
style meal is a dish fit for a
queen. So simple and easy if
made the way we suggest—by
taste test—chopped beef or
JANA C. TORUN
04 ,
YOUR BIG ST tR food stores of Memphis each week bring el•
cellent opportunities to talented boys end girls of the Mid South
area to show the calibre of their performance to the vast audf•
mice which comprises the listenership of 50,000 watt WDIA. These
pork may be used instead of
chicken; a brand new dish from
left ovens. Cold slaw, apple pie
and your favorite beverage
complete the meal.
You will be ever grateful for
this delicious tamale pie:
Line large or individual bak-
ing dishes with cooked Jack
Sprat meal. Lay in slices of
cooked chicken. Mix cooked
1  cup melted butter
Nut Topping
Sift together flour, spices a n d
sugar. Cut in shortening until mix-
ture is crumbly. Mix egg, milk
and applesauce. Add to try ingre.
clients and stir until flour is mois-
tened. rill greased 21/2 inch muf-
fin pans 2-3 full. Bake in moderate
oven (350 degrees F.) 30 minutes
or until golden brown. Remove
immediately from pans.
NUT TOPPINS:
',Scup melted butter
14 cup chopped pecans
Brush tops of cakes with but-
ter. Sprinkle with choped nuts.
'Makes about 18 21/2 inch cakes.
Hamilton Grad t
Completes AF
Basic In Texas
LACKLAND AFB, "ca—Airman
Third Class Ora Baker, the' daugh-
ter of Mrs. Capitorrow Baker.
of 3021 Walnut rd., Memphis, has
been assigned to a unit of the
Al,' Training Command at .Lowry
AFB. Colo., for duty and training
as a supply records specialist
She recently completed her Air
Force basic military training.
Airman Baker is a graduate of
Hamilton High school and was em-
ployed at the Ray-Lee Dress corn-
early just prior to entering the
Air Force.
WAF assigned directly to a d
station from basic at Lackla
will receive on-the-job training un-
der highly qualified specialists.
During their eight weekst of
basic training, the women are
selected for assignments on the
basis of interests and aptitudes
fresh or canned tomatoes with
canned Jack Sprat corn meal.
Sprinkle with minced bacon or
grated cheese. Bake in Moder-
ate oven 350 degrees until
brown.
Real good eating too—after
a football game.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
performers presented top notch entertainment on a recent pro-
gram of the Big Star now. From left to right they are: William
Wilkes, Mrs. Vanilla Bailey, little Miss Carole Albritton, Mrs.
LaVerne Walker, and Mrs. Tressie Hams,
CASH FOOD 
STORES
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iNSURANCE
CRED€MTlRL
'CAT& AMIGO' LAN! tiOU DIDN'T DO.
Atitl DAtAA6e...ALL. 1 WANT FRowl_,/
kiou is ... .5
.......„. ..,
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am inter-
ested in an attractive lady be-
tween 38 and 45, any race. I am
neat dresser, brown complexion. 1
have had the same job for 10
years. Please send photo in first
letter. W. ,Joeson, P. 0. Box 705,
Ogden, Utah.
t•
Dear Mme. Chante: Would you
please enter my name in your
lovelorn column. 1 have four girl
friends who found husbands thni
your column. I am single, never
been mar I) •d, 28 years old, 5 feet,
61/2 inches tall, 160 lbs., I would
like to write to single men only
and only those interested in mar-
riage. I have no objections to
someone with children. Will send
picture in first letter. Ardellia
Robinson, 12.39 W. Cabrini, Apt.
155, Chicago, Ill.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: A number
of persons I know have found
mates and happiness through your
column. I hope through the publi-
cation of this letter, I may find
the seine. The gentleman I seek
should be free to marry, steadily
employed and around 35 or 45
years of age. If he is divorced
and without children that will be
all right — but I prefer a man
that has never been married.
CLOSELOOKATSAM(00
_ Composed of Charles, jr., L. C.
and Hattie (Woods), Mary (Miller)
From Rags To Riches Story the singing group the children(Jamison) weren't members ofsang not only in the city hut
and Sam (Willie, David and Agnes
traveled about the country with
Ofy ng 
chi club s.nger ihoeni sr faantdh corn d,,ureient nsdur mer vaca-
I By ERNESTINE COFIELD
Back in the late 301 persons
changing streetcars at Cottage
Grove and 35th streets would oft-
en see a youngster standing on the
corner singing his heart aut. They
liked his friendly smile and the
way he sang "1 Don't Want To
Set the World On Fir e
"Beause" or "I'm In the Mood
For Love" and would toss Min a
few pennies.
But when he started on "South
Of The Border' his eyes would
light up and from the swing of
his small body, perscns waiting for
their street cars knew he was en-
joying his singing as much as they
were and would toss him an ektra
few pennies or even a nickel.
This spender, brown skin t o t
didn't confine his performances
to street corners but would often
wander into Redman's Corner tav-
ern, Lakeside Inn or any of the
neighboring ones where he always
found a welcome.
That was back in the late 308.
but today, in the late 50s. if those
same persons wanted to hear that
same boy, SAM Cooke, sing they'd
have to visit one of the lcading
plush night clubs across t h e
country or in Canada,
EARNS THOUSANDS
A handsome, easy going young
man now. Sam doesn't sing for
pennies and an occassional nickel
but draws from $6,000 a week
and with six on his nayr.11 pays
out approximately $1,000 a week
in salaries.
No Inner does he have to find
an old tub, lug it to a street corn-
er to stand on to sine for show
fare wiile o n e of his heddies
strums a beat-up old guitar. Today
Now THE IDOL of millions,
hlwaye finds time to
O. by his old stomping
j Plaiska at Cyrils lounge to
right (photo C) are members
of his family. These include
at right the Rev. and Mrs.
Charles Cooks. Looking on
are sister and brother-in•law
of singer, Mr. and Mrs. Jami-
son. Kneeling down is Cooke's
brother, Eddie David.
his dressing room at the Black
Orchid recently, Cooke explained,
"I think singine spirituals is the
best training for a singer. That's
how I developed my easy style
from singing spirituals."
But there had to be a beginning.
When Was that beginning for SamC
"I've been singing all of my
lifeThe . fourth of eight children born
to Charles and Annie Cooke in the
Lenox Building, 3527 Cottage
Grove. Sam first sang with h i
brothers and sisters in his father's
church, Christ Temple, in Chi-
cago Heights when he was five.*
Sam's favorite songg back then
were "Precious Lohl," I'D e e p
River" and "Going Home." He
was still a long way from "Y o u
Send Me" that was penned by his
brother, L. C. in 1956, and from
Wendell Phillips, which he attend-
ed after Doolittle grade school,
the Junior Deetroyers social club,
girls and the Singing Children,
which he and L. C. formed.
Directing it themselves, they
also had Herman Mitchell a n d
Lewis Trulock as members. The
Singing Children were always wel-
come in the churches of the city.
But it wasn't long before Sam
noticed the girls and he left the
group to return to his singing in
the streets and to serenade t h e
girls. Ile was back at his old
haunts around 35th and Cottage
Grove singing for show fare.
But the youth's voice was too
good not to be recognized by a
professional group, He soon be-
came a member of the Highway
Q.C. spiritual group and traveled
around the country.
His travelling companions were
Lee Richards, Charles Richards,
Credell Copeland, Gus Treadwell,
Marvin Jones with Credwell's fa-
ther directing.
Combined with his singing
chores were his activities in the
Junior Destroyers that was an af-
filiate of the Senior Destroyers,
which had Mrs. Inez Berlow as
sponsor.
Members of the two clubs play-
ed baseball hut each genie al-
ways ended in a fight. Some of the
members of the Destroyers were
Cleo Lyles, Sunny Benson, J o e
Ellis, Joe Anderson, lierbert
Henderson, Thomas Freeman,
Frank, Sears, Willie Lee Lewis,
Benson and Irving and Buster
Snell. Then there were always
the fellows with nicknames like
Duck, Dew Boy and Stew Study.
Even if Sam pays the Windy City
a pop visit he always manages
to get down to the Cyril Lounge
and pay the ex-Destroyer mem-
bers a visit.
Sam explained, "We used to
fight quite a bit. They weren't
gangs but social clubs," he stated
emphatically. "We had to belong
to a club to go to school."
Like any active boy Sam al-
ways found ways to make "show
fare." With sparkling eyes and
laughing he related, "We used to
tear down fences and sell them
back to the people for wood."
Next week ''Name Singer . .
Big Money."
1111111111
Mail from gentlemen of the Lu-
theran and Episcopal faiths will
especially be welcomed. Miss
Phyllis Matthews, General Deliv-
ery, Chicago, Ill.
s *
Dear Mine. Chante: I am seek-
ing ftiends hoping that I will be
able to find a husband later on.
I am 27, 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weigh 150 lbs., and not bad to look
at. All the men I know are either•
married or they want to remain
as they are. I am a college grad-
uate. I would like to hear from
men with some college training
or have finished college and have
a profession. Miss M. Mills, P. 0.
Box 638, Memphis 1, Tenn.
* .0' •
Dear Mme, Chante: 1 am a wo-
man 35 years old, a good cook,
housekeeper and an ex:iellent
manager of all household duties.
I have a small son and would like
to meet someone willing to help
rear him into a fine intelligent
young man. I am 5 feet, 4 inches
tall, 135 lbs., considered attract-
ive. Only those sober, reliable and
settled need answer. D. Hill, 509
E. 60th St., C-0 .Coachman, Chi-
cago, Ill.
• .5 •
Dear Mme. ,Chante: I want to
thank you for publishing my
letter. I received quite a few let
(era which made me very happy.
As in this small town, life is
very dull and lonely. It is simply
wenderful to find so many nice
p9ople who wish to cheer a lonely
lady. Please accept my thanks as
I want to also' thank everyone
who wrote. Miss Estelle Woodson,
P. 0. Box 361,'Vienna, Va.
• *
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
lonely, unhappy and would like to
SAM COOKE
SINGER'S FAMILY — Look-
ing over one of Sam Cooke's
recent releases and some of
the pictures taken during his
rise to fame are members of
*MAI'S Ina ins loan o' 4,004it
AROUND 1E.1.1,1141' EVE-VS=04 0
M4 %/WE. WOKS LOGE A 'MOCK r
1--76
11011111111L.
ei?aeoeq4. GP Prof Doodle-
LOoK AT 'CHAT/
RIGHT 'THROUGH THE
RED LIGHT/ WHEN Fools
uve THAI stI 'SEW CARS. :110
DRIVE LIKE INEY'RE -(RqiNG
-To WEEP UP vo-cH
-W MEN'ts./
correspond with a nice middle
age man who desires to have a
home and would like to get mar-
ried in the near future. He must
not drink or gamble and must
have a good job and a stead'
worker. I am 44. and considered
attractive. I am of the Catho,
faith. I like church, movies, sports
TV, music an singing. I will an-
swer all questions. Please send
photo in first- letter and I will do
likewise. If not sincere, please do
not write. Miss Maude Mae Smith,
6119 S. Woodlawn, Apt. F2, Chi-
cago, 111.
• * •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young man 30 years old. I de-
sire a good wife who is -matured
5 feet, 91/2 inches tall, brown eyes
and hair. All letters will be an-
swered and photos exchanged. Joe
Coleman, 2243 Race, Denver, Colo
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man, 27 years old, 6 feet,
1 inch tall, 227 lbs. I wish to
correspond with an affectionate
sincere young lady between 18-27.
1 enjoy reading and writing. Will
exchange photos. Bill Ivory, 7358
Champlain, Chicago, Ill.
. • • •
Dear Mme, Cbante: For some-
time now I have been trying to
get an American lady pen pal—
one who is very serious aboat cor-
responding with a Jamaican man.
I am 38, 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
weigh 138 lbs., black hair, d a,r k
brown eyes and dark complexion.
My hobbies are swimming, read-
ing and movies. G. A. Lawrence,
c-o U. K. Information Office, Or-
his family. Kneeling is the not-
ed singer's youngest brother.
David, 16. Others are (from
left) his brother-in-law and
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
rett Bldg., 2nd floor. 5-F King St.,
P 0. Box 410, Kingston, Jamai-
ca, BW1.
Arrest 16 In
N. Y. School
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Six.'
teen Negro boys, all cinder 16,
have been arrested following ra-
cial violence in a subway train "
and a BrosOklyn high school.
The school principal, Harry Els •
sner, said he believes "the situ: ,
tion in Arkansas and Virginia is .
provoking a feeling of unrest and
insecurity" between whites and
Negroes
The arrests followed a fight
aboard a train near Franklin K.
Lane high school. Thirteen youths -
were charged with unlawful as-
sembly and three with juvenile
delinquency for violation of a state
law prohibiting the possession of
weapons.
Police said the latter three had
a zip gun, 'knives and a meat
cleaver. All 16 were said to be
members of a gang called the
Greene Avenue Stompers.
Eisner had requested a police
guard at the school following a
fight last week that involved a
dozen pupils. Two were suspended
and three were turned over to the
police juvenile aid bureau.
Jamison, and his parents, the
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Cooke,
Sr. Rev. Cooke is vice presi-
dent of the national convention
„of the Church of Christ Holi-
ness, Inc.
%DIDN'T 6.14151% 1-1C....zsenqontis ontsvo onss'esz.,
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the young singer, he's only 23,
hires his own guitarist, Cli I
White, who played for ten years
with the Mills Brothers.
Because Sam has had to fill
so 'many engagements, he h a a
been able to appear in Chicago
only once, (the Black -Orchid for
two weeks recently). But when he
came Sam gave his home towners
a chance to see why he has cap-
tured the hearts of music loving
Americans.
He endears himself to his audi-
ence by telling them little things
about the song before he sings.
Completely relaxed as he flashes
a pretty smile, he either lounges
casually against the piano or
steps to the edge of the stage,
becoming a part of his audience.
As they are wrapped into the
mood with his soft voice, you can
see his audience relax. If he's
crooning a ballad, it's so quiet you
can hear an audible sigh when he
finishes. But if he belts out with
something like "Canadian Sur
set" the audience joins him in
popping their fingers. Sam sets
the mood and his .audience reacts
accordingly. When he's through
cries of "more, more" follows him
off the stage.
But regardless of what he sings,
the influence of gospels thread its
way through his style. Because of
it it is apparent where Cooke re-
ceived his early training.
Because of it or inspite of it
the 'young singer has heroine one
of the few artists to enter t Ii e
movie circle of selling more than
a million records of a song (two
and a half million to be exact)
with •'Yeil Send Me."
SANG SPIRITUALS
Perched on a dressing table is
recall the earls' days when he
s as the idol iii onll a few
loyal fans. In above photo be
SAM COOKE, young sensa-
tional Chicago singer, can he
seen in photo I Al as he re•
lases between numbers at •
isightelub_l In contrast in pho-
to (B) he seems in trance as
he gives out a ith song while
leaning against piano. At far
ran he seen surrounded by a
bei v of pretty girls as well AS
old friends.
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Our Opinions
Typical Twisted Thinking
The immoral Dixie concept being pro- "peanuts" in their efforts to get financial
pounded that the Federal Government is assistance for Clinton High. It would not be
responsible for the recent vicious bombing far-fetched to assume that Mr. Crossno'n
of Clinton High school because of court- attitude was improper as he conferred with
4
 1dered integration is typical of the twisted Presidential aides, that he labored under the 
'idership thinking in some high places impression the delegation would be handed
hich has plunged the South into confusion. pronto whatever they requested. If that was
Such an attitude minimizes the grevioua true then Mr. Crossno needed some time to
deed committed and stresses the view that realign the mental pattern on the matter.
the act was merely a protest in keeping Whether this be true or not, it is a fact the
with the cherished customs and traditions board members do have such time.
of southerners. It argues that it is right Meanwhile, we are quite confident the
and just that full rights and privileges as Federal Government will provide assistance
a fire-class citizen be denied the American after the facts are in and due evaluation has
Negro. The concept has established quite been given the facts.
clearly that there has been gross miaeduca- We are convinced also that the Federal
tion among whites during the past 100 Government is not going to play Santa
,years of the true content of the law of the Claus, nor be the "goat" for such a dastard-
land, and that as a result there is a strong ly deed as the bombing of Clinton High.
belief the Nordic-fathred Constitution of Civic-minded citizens of Clinton can dig-
the United States should be defied and ig- card the wishful ostrich-head-in-sand pose
nored when it's interpretation runs contrary since Sheriff Glad Woodward has stated
to local wolf-pack customs. that he believes the dynamiter is "local."
Thus it is understandable why Anderson This vicious person or persons and the evil
County School Board Member R. C. Crossno thinking should be blamed for the dynamit-
came back from Washington complaining ing, not the Federal Govrnment which is
that he and his delegation had received the striving to uphold the law of the land for all
run-around, that they had been offered regardless of race, creed or color.
of F. D. R. Were President Today
Nothing that has occurred since Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt died in any way mitigates
our sense of loss or alters our conviction
that he was a very great President. We are
beginning to see—in the perspective that
death a little mysteriously seems able to
make more clear and more decisive—that
he brought to his high task special quali-
ties which have since been absent from
both the international and the national
scene.
We miss, In particular, three compel-
ling characteristics. He had the wisdom,
born of unique experience, which enabled
him to plan the long campaign rather than
Aincentrate upon the immediate battle. He
d in the second place a power, unequalled
in any other President, to arrest the in-
terest of ordinary people in America in the
problems we confronted.
He knew in the third place the secret
of that alchemy which held the liberal and
conservative forces in an equilibrium giv-
ing proper emphasis to the things they had
In common rather than the things by which
they were divided. •
On the plane of international relation-
ships his death has cost us dear. Admit,
as we should, that some of the agreements
he made both at Teheran and Yalta did
not take into account the peculiar twist of
history. Admit that secret understandings
were arrived at which might have been de-
ferred for later and more deliberate con-
sideration. It still remains true that his
capacity to see the great issue in a great
way stands head and shoulders above that
our present leaders.
Had Roosevelt been in the White House
today, it is difficult to believe that the
monstrous folly of massive resistance to
school integration would have emerged to
haunt us as a grim specter challenging the
very basis of our constitutional traditions.
Had he been President now, defiance of
the Supreme Court authority would never
have been permitted to attain it present
and unnecessary proportions, nor would he
have allowed Gov. Faubus of Arkansas to
fan the fires of racial hatred by his open
repudiation of the courts of law.
We also believe that FDR would not
have allowed the Korean war to end in an
uneasy stalemate, if his towering personal-
ity had not prevented the conflict. Similar-
ly the problems connected with Formosa
would never have become a source of poison
In the international body politic.
He had imagination enough to under-
stand that the central task of our time is
to make the age of atomic power the age
in which the basis of a free and peaceful
world could begin to be laid. We can al-
most hear that magic voice, with the Har-
vard accent, saying that this discovery
must not be used as a threat to mankind
and civilization.
He would have insisted and obtained
the passage of a civil rights act that would
have doomed in advance any effort toward
nullification of the 11th Amendment. The
doctrine of state's rights would not be
used as a means to deny the full blessing
of the U. S. citizenship to Negro Americans.
He would have made integration a major
phase of his Four Freedoms. He would
have pitted his wit, his intelligence and
his majeatral powers against the forces of
evil turned loose by the racists in the
Southland; and he would have conquered
them.
Strom Thurmond Of South Carolina
Sen. Strom Thurmond of South Caro-
lina, who was the Dixiecrat candidate for
the U. S. Presidency in 1948, has urged
Southerners and all others to support the
people of Arkansas and Virginia in their
fight to avoid integration.
HIs exhortation was based upon the
discredited premise that the Supreme
Court's anti - segregation ruling "is not the
law." He had the incredible audacity to
call upon "the people of the country who
believe in constitutional government to
stand firm in their opposition to the tyran-
ny of the court, regardless of the degree
of force employed by the Federal govern-
Agent."
IF This is obviously the emotional out-
burst of a disordered mind. Sen. Thur-
mond speaks of constitutional government
as an institution worthy of being preserved,
yet, in the same breath he enjoins the
people to oppose the constitutional process
upon which our government is founded.
That's pure nonsense. It is a kind of asinine
The People Speak
Confusing Traffic
Dear Editor: I would like to use
your good offices to call attention
to the traffic sign and signal in.
titillation at the intersection of
East eist street and South Indi-
in% Ave, on the South Side of Chi.
or
e I write to express my eon.
item that the directions for flnw
o traffic at this corner are inade-
quate, confliAing and highly open to
misunderstanding.
— by NAT D. WILLIAMS
reasoning which -even the most illiterate,
backwoods South Carolinian would recog-
nize as being incompetent and inconsistent.
By and large we expect lawyers to
have some familiarity with the U. S. Con-
stitution. Thurmond is a lawyer, but he,
apparently, didn't stay long enough in the
law school to learn the elementary fact
that the Constitution vests in the judiciary
the exclusive power to say what is consti-
tutional and what is not.
His urging the people to oppose the
Federal government and the courts is vir-
tually an incitement to rebellion; and that
Is sufficient ground for the Department
of Justice to start legal action against him.
But the Department won't take that step.
For, Thurmond is a small fry, notorious
only for his one-man filibuster stunt that
he pulled off last year in a futile attempt
to defeat the civil rights legislation.
He, like Faubus, is dangerous. The
best place for lunatics is a psychopathic
ward.
The signal at this corner, if Om
is driving west in 61st' Street,
reads "Right Turn Only." The
average driver is accustomed to
this signal, and he reedy inter-
prets "Right Turn Only" to mean
"No Left Turn." Hence if one
wishes to make a turn at this inter-
section, he can ante turn right.
Not left.
Mr. X, however, does not wish
to tern either north or mutt) at
Indigos Avenue; he wishes to pro.
ceed west in flIst Street to the
nett corner, Michigan Avenue. Ile
has seen no warning, no far, that
he will break the law when he
crosses the intersection of 61st
Street and Indiana Avenue.
The first clue he has of his
innocent violation of the law occurs
when and if, as he proceeds west
in Slot Street to Michigan Avenue,
the traffic lights at Michigan Av-
mei. suddenly flash green and
automobiles moving east in tust
LESS YAKETY YAK
The other day a local personality
was heard to say that he has noted
one significant development to
come out of the integration hassle.
Colored folk are talking less
about it. The news about Little
Rock, Clinton, Virginia, Memphis
State, and other "hot" spots in
the situation still make the head-
lines. Decisions of the Supreme
Court and other Federal and state
tribunals are duly noted by Ne-
groes along with other citizens.
The fulminations of the more rab-
id segregationists are heard and
weighed. But still there's less and
less talk in the Negro community.
Even the Negro newspapers and
other publications. are not evok-
ing any unusual ferment of con-
versation among "yeur f 01 k 1."
blore and more Negroes "just
ain't talkie' no more.
In trying t) account for the di-
minishing Negro comment on the
segregation trouele one has to
look in several directions. A look
back into the Negros past swill
throw a lot of light on it. For in-
stance, when the War between the
States (Civil War) was in prog-
ress, historians report the Negro
slaves' attitude toward the shift-
ing fortunes of the conflict was
psychologically notable.
'SAID NOTHING'
The slaves, for the most part,
stayed put on the plantations of
the South and said nothing. When
the white slave-owner rode off to
do battle against the Yankee oppo-
nents of slavery, the Negro slaves
gave little or no indication that
they knew what was happening.
When the slave owner came back
past home, backing up in retreat
before the Federal armies, the Ne-
gro slaves still didn't openly re-
act. They just "steady sawed
wood and said nothin' ". . .to use
an old Negro colloquialism .
It was only when they saw Nor-
thern troops in unmistakable com-
mand of the Southern regions, and
only after Abraham Lincoln had
issued the pronouncement of the
Emancipation Proclamation in
language that they (the slaves)
could understand and believe that
the slaves broke forth with t h •
songs of jubilee. Freedom was in
the air. . .where they could
breathe it. And talking was in or-
der.
During Reconstruction Days,
when the South started digging
out, and true and false Northern
"friends' (carpetbaggers and tir-
ed Yankee soldiers) headed for
home or married Southern belles,
the recently liberated Negro freed.
men stopped talking again.
Ostensibly they were conserving
their breath to use in dodging
nightriders, the Ku Kluxes, lynch
mobs and other forces the South
was employing to re-assert "while
supremacy." When the a r k
days" of Reconstruction struck.
the Negro cut his talk down to
back room whisperings to both
God and man. -usually in the
midnight hours.
'I'LL BE LONG GONE'
During the great migrations of
vast numbers of Negroes out of
the South, starting most heavily
during World War I, and repeat-
ed during World War II and the
Korean conflict, it was the Negro
pattern of departure to act with-
out too much previous talking.
Sometimes they'd sing about their
intentions, soying, "One of these
mornings bright and fair, you're
gonna look for me and I won't be
there. . .1'11 be long gone.' And
he would be.
When the segregation versus In-
tegration issue was gathering
steam six or seven years ago col-
ored folk joined freely in t h •
word-bouts that accompanied the
emergence of "the greatest domes-
tic issues of our times." But now
that a log of water has gone un-
der the bridge in the form of
court decisions, dynamitings, spit-
tings, gun•butt rulings, economic
reprisals, and other forms of
bloody shirt wavings, the mass
Negro Is beginning to react char-
acteristically.
STILL MUM •
He's talking less. If the matter
isn't mentioned to him, the 'veil.
age Negro won't bring up the lat-
est happenings on the racial front.
Whereas one used to hear discus-
sions in public places on some in-
cident involving race relations that
he had read in the papers or
heard about elsewhere, there's not
as much of that now. Seemingly.
as far as the average Negro is
concerned, it's no longer news
to hear that some prominent lo-
cal, state, or national figure has
publicly announced that he oppos-
es American citizenship for t h e
Negro. It's no longer news to
learn that the governor of an
American state is willing to break
up the Union to preserve segre-
gation. . .or that there are Ameri-
cans who would deny their chil-
dren education rather than let
them learn to be democratic.
Most Negroes obviously wonder
what there is to say in the face
of such facts. So, most of God's
chillun just ain't saying nothin'l
Selah!
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adveniurei
In Race Relationi
A young Negro woman school
teacher who had enrolled Is r
graduate work at an Illinois in-
stitution found heiself in a des.
perste situation.
Because of crowded condi-
tions, she and all other grad-
uate students had to find liv-
ing quarters for themselves in
the nearby small town.
That WAB a tough job for her.
There wasn't a single Negr•
family in the town, and though
school authorities sympathized
with her plight, they were
afraid to relax their rule to Sr.
commodate her on the campus.
The only other alternative was
another town, SS miles away,
where a colored family was will-
ing to take her in. This was NI
inconvenient that she was abort
to forget the whole matter
when a white girl who had an
apartment offered to share it
with her.
Doubtful but desperate, t h e
entered girl accepted the offer.
The arrangement so far as the
two young women was concert-
ed wee perfect. The only dis-
turbing element in the other-
wise tranquil household w a s
Harry, the white girl's boy.
friend.
He made no secret of his dig-
approval of the arrangement be-
tween the two girls. He frankly
said he didn't like Negroes.
thought them untrustworthy,
Immoral, dirty and dishonest.
The white girl was constantly
apologizing for his rudeness.
The Negro girl would have mov-
ed had she been able to find
another place. But the greatest
deterrent was her white friend
whom she knew would be of.
fended if she moved.
"Don't worry," the white girl
would say, "I'll enlighten him.
This is just a quirk of his."
One evening while the colored
girl was at the apartment aloe*
studying, Harry dropped by. and
decided to wait when he discov-
ered his girlfriend was a o t
there. He got a bottle of beer
from the refrigerator and be-
gan to watch television.
The colored girl was dressed
I "comfortably." and was as•
Wended when Harry suddenly
embraced her and tried to kiss
and fondle her.
She fought him off and he left,
apparently embarrassed and as-
hamed. However, he called back
In a few minutes to apologize
and explain that it was perhaps
the beer that had made him set
, as he had.
t From t hat night en. Harry
t was a different man so far as
the colored girl was concerned.
He began to speak politely to
her, and frequently invited her
to join him and the white girl
on dates. He even began bring-
ing her little gifts every time
he brought his girlfriend a prep
sent.
The white girl being solicitous
of the Negro girt was aware of
the sudden change in attitude
on the part of her boyfriend.
and was happy.
One day she could rentals
herself no longer.
"Have you noticed how differ-
ent Harry treats you." she ask.
ed her roommate. triumphantly.
"I think it's nice," the color-
ed girl said, "it takes the strain
off you and makes everything
better for all of us.'
"Well I'm happy, toe." she
said. • Didn't I tell ynu I'd en•
lighten him! I knew that being
an intelligent man, he eseldn't
continue to act like a stupid
oaf."
Street now bear down on him, not
in one single east-bound lane, but
in two east-bound lanes spread
all the way across 61st Street.
I have a traffic violater's ticket
attesting to my error in this mat-
ter. I will pay a fine (which I do
not consider justified) to retrieve
my driver's license. I write in the
hope that a "DO NOT CROSS
THIS INTERSECTION" sign will
be placed at East 61st Street and
South Indiana Avenue for the bene-
fit of the next poor soul.
(Mrs.) Dorothy M. Jones
Disowns NAACP Letter
Dear Editor: In the Saturday.
October 4, 1038 edition of the
Chicago Defender there appeared
an article "Factionalism in the
NAACP" over the signature of Bea-
trice Ilughet Steele, the under
signed, Treasurer of the Chicago
Branch. NAACP.
This is to certify that L Beatrice
Hughes Steele, did not write the
above-mentioned article, nor did I
sign the article nor authorize my
signature for such an article,
Being deeply interested at 311
times in the welfare of the Chicago
Branch programa, I am asking
publication of this article be re-
pudiated in your week end edition
of the Chicago Defender. Beatrice
Hughes Steele, Treasurer, Chicago
Branch, NAACP. Editor's Note:
It was later confirmed that the
letter in question was inadver-
tently set over the typewritten
name of Mrs. Beatrice H. Steele.
It was written by Sidney Lens,
(former) chairman of the Hyde
Park Unit of the NAACP.
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LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week
'You's colleged," said Simple,
leaning on the bar. "Tell rne
what is the world's three most
famous rocks'!"
"Rocks? What do you mean,
most famous rocks?"
"I mean the best known rocks
In the world," said Simple.
"I don't know," I said. "You
tell me.
"The Rock of Gibraltar,' said
Simple, "the Rock of Ages, and
Little Rock."
"An interesting combination," I
said. "Now elucidate.
"The Rock of Gibraltar Is the
biggest rode sticking up out of
the ocean anywhere on earth. The
Rock of Ages Is the oldest rock
because it it eternal. And Little
Rock is the dirtiest rock because
It is the devils and was put on
earth to try men's souls and keep
the President from Playing golf
in poses. Them is the three most
famous rocks."
"There Is much more to be
said about each. of those rocks
than you have said,"
"Then say It," said Simple,
"which is why I brought it up
for you to comment on. Gibraltar
is the biggest, are it not?'
"Of that I am not sure. But
It is a great rock, nevertheless,
because it is a powerful Brit-
ish fortress guarding the entrance
of the Mediterranean Sea. In
the old days when cannons were
powerful, Gibraltar permitted
Simple Discusses Rocks
Britain to dominate that part of
the world, control the Suez Canal,
and protect her power in the
Middle East."
"That power is gone now," said
Simple, "and them cannons do not
amount to a doodledy-squat.'
"True." I said, "but Gibraltar
is still known as 'The Rock' and
physically is quite a sight to see
from the sea."
"But it cannot hold a candle to
the Rock of Ages," said Simple,
"because Christ said, 'Upon this
Rock I found my church and the
gates of hell shall not prevail
against it. "
"1 see you know your Bible," I
said,
"And what child didn't who
grewed up in the old days in a
decent colored home? My Aunt
Lucy taught me the Bible when
I were knee high to a duck, and
I have never forgot some of its
textes. 'Oh, Rock of Ages cleft
for me,' were also a hymn we
used to sing in Sunday School
when I were a child, 'let me
hide myself in Thee.' And it is a
beautiful song."
elt is indeed,' I said. "and a
very old song, written almost two
hundred years ago In England
and first brought to this country
by the Pilgrims.'
" 'Nothing in my hand I bring.
Simply to Thy cross I cling,'
which I cannot remember too
many other words, but I remem•
/11111111Malli 4
bar my old Aunt Lucy linen/
that verse, because to her the
Bible were the Rock sod the
Cross were her salvation. And she
did not have much in this world,
but she got a crown in glory
if for doing no more than raising
me who were not an easy child
to raise. Aunt Lucy's feet were
planted firmly on the Rock of
Ages — which is where them Ne-
groes' feet in Little Rock must
be planted, else they could not
stand to live in that devilish town.
Don't you agree with me that
Little Rock belongs to Satan?"
"Temporarily, yes, perhape,'
maid. "But in the end things will
have to come out O.K. for right
and decency will triumph. The
Rock of Ages will prevail against
all the little rocks of prejudice in
Dixie.'
' "Right Is car Gibraltar and God
knows we are right," said Sim.
pie. "But I wonder do Mr. Eisens
hower know it?"
" 'God works while tha Dove
sleeps,'  I quoted.
"So I have heard tell,' said
Simple. "But it looks like Pau.
bus do not sleep at all. If the
British turned Gibraltar into a
fortress rock, and God turned the
Rock of Ages into an eternal
rock, somebody ought to turn Lit-
tle Rock into a brimstone a n d
burn his behind real good. I mean
let Faubus feel the heat of his sin
where he sets down most. Amen!'
"Amen!"
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
The Patter Prize winning his-
torian. Dr. Allen Nevins of Colum-
bia University, pushed the panic
button in a speech last week when
he stated that intermarriage be-
tween Negro Americans a n d
whites vies inevitable. As this is
written some of his critics are still
screaming.
Dr. Nevins spoke at Knox col-
lege in Galesburg, Ill., in a sym-
posium marking the centennial of
the Lincoln - Douglas debates. He
stated: "A mingling of the races
will proceed with increasing rap-
idity. Nobody will advocate that
as an object: hut it will be an in.
evitable result."
Instead of reviewing the usual
arguments on this subject of in-
termarriage I think it might be
well to take a look at what the
research scientists in sociology are
finding out about this issue.
Professor Gordon W. Allport Iii
his lsonumental work, "The Na-
ture of Prejudice," treats the mat-
ter in a chapter on "Anxiety, Sex,
Guilt." The following excerpts
from his study are enlightening:
"The fact that interracial sex
attraction exists is proved by the
millions of mixed breeds in the
country. Differences in color and
social status seem to be sexually
exciting rather than lit
We note that sun.bathing is for
the purpose of darkening the skin—
and is a pastime Indulged in by
male and female alike to en-
hance their attractiveness. There
is intrigue in contrasting c o m-
plexions. Moreno has reported
that homosexual crushes between
white and Negro adolescent girls
were common in a reformatory,
for difference' in skin color in
many instances seemed to serve
as a functional substitute for dif-
ference in sex.
"The attraction is further en.
balked by the fact tor legend)
that Negroes have an open and
unashamed way of looking at life.
Many people with suppressed sex
lives would like the same f r e e-
dom. They grow jealous and irri.
tated at the openness and direct-
ness of sex life among others.
They accuse the males of extreme
sexual potency, and the females
of shamelessness. Even the size
of the genitalia become a sub-
ject of jealous exaggeration. ..
"The psychodynamle process
that relates this sexual situation
to prejudice may be described
separately for the white female
and white male.
"Suppose a white woman Is
fascinated by the taboo against
the Negro male. She is unlikely to
admit, even to herself, that she
finds his color and lower status
attractive. She may, however,
'project her feelings, and accord-
ingly imagine that the desire ex-
ists on the other side — that Ne-
gro males have sexually aggres-
sive tendencies toward her. What
is an inner temptation is perceiv-
ed as an outer threat. Over gen-
eralizing her conflict, she devel-
ops an anxiety and hostility re-
specting the whole Negro race.
"In the case of a white male
the process may be even more
complex. Suppose he is anxious
concerning his own sexual adequa-
cy and attractiveness. One study
of adult prisoners discovered a
close relationship between th I s
condition and high prejudice. . .
"Again, a male who Is dissat-
isfied with his owe marriage may
grow envious when he hears ru-
mors of Negro sexual prowess and
license. He may also resent and
fear the approach Negroes might
make to white women who are
potentially his. . .
"Or suppose the white male
has taken his pleasure with Ns.
gro women. Such liaisons, be-
ing illicit, give rise to guilt. A
wry sense of justice forests him
to see that the Negro males, in
principle, should have equal ac-
cess to white women. He. too,
finds a way out by 'projecting.'
It is the lecherous Negro male
that is the real menace. . .The
indignation is guilt-evading a n d
restorative of self-respect."
Dr. Allport points out that '"The
fact that miscegenation between
two healthy people has no weaken-
log effect on the offspring is over-
looked. Intermarriage cannot ra-
tionally be opposed on biological
grounds."
He stated! "For the most part
the marriage issue is not rational.
It comprises a fierce Mahlon of
sex attraction, sex repression,
guilt, status superiority, occupa-
tional advantage and anxiety. It
Is because intermarriage would
symbolize the adolition of preju-
dice that it is so strenuously
fought."
As many other scientists have
pointed to the fact that nearly SO
percent of Negro Americans have
some admixture of non - Negro
blood and that the millions of
light-complexed Negroes in the
U. S., did not get that way by
the use of hydrogen peroxide.
The fact that most of these light
Negroes come from the deep
South is also significant. It ap-
pears that those who wish to pre-
vent the mixing of Negroes and
whites are trying to lock the barn
i'.aor after the horses have fled.
Since marriage is a personal
and individual matter, it may be
pertinent to repeat the remark of
the little white boy who was ask-
ed would he want his sister tee
marry a Negro. The boy asked.
"Can't she say no?"
•
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Porgy W Bess' And Licata' On Locution.
Sammy DavisHas
Rafting Roles
In Both Films
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Mae Johnson,
Teed Bailey's stand-in gave a
party up in the city of Stockton,
where the Porgy and Bess com-
pany was on location, and this
gal pulled one of the most sen-
sational shindigs seen anywhere,
and incidentally pulled the local
Elk's Club right out of the red.
Mae, who is loved by all who
know her, had the entire com-
pany including Otto Preminger,
the director, Mr. Mauberry of the
casting office and the top brass
there, with the stars Sammy Da-
vis, jr., Pearl. Dot Dandridge and
Sid PoitI2r. They're back in Hol-
lywood, now, but are still talking
about Mae's party and the ball they
• had.
Miss Bailey had to fly out to
Washington. D. C., because her
father is quite ill, and she
wanted to see him.
Today in Hollywood, there are
317 people who have given up
smoking until December 24th, at
least while they are working on
the Goldwyn lot, where P & B is
not about to forget the big fire
that destroyed his Catfish H o w
set. They can start smoking
again on Christmas Day if they
still have the habit. Most of the'
cast have vowed that they will
not smoke at all, and thus insure
themselves that they will n e t
make the mistake of lighting up
on the set.
Sammy Davis, jr., who with
Eartha Kitt are getting 'rave no-
tices' for their performances in
"Anna Lucasta," need never wor-
ry about dancing again or sing-
ing another song, he has it made,
as a movie actor. Sammy is down
right convincing as a sailor in
"Anna Lucasta," and from what
I have seen and heard if topping
this work by his acting in "Por-
gy."
Further, his appearance on G.
E. Theatre's T.V. show proved the
point a bit more — Sammy has
so much talent, that it seems un-
fair that a part of it wasn't
spread among more people, so
that more wonderful acting, sing-
ing dancing and what have you,
could be seen in more places
more often.
Mr. Davis, jr., has just been
named as man of the year by the
Los Angeles Jewish Home for the
Aged. "Citizen of the Year," is
the official title, formerly bestow-
ed on such theatrical greats as
General Omar Bradley, Jerry Le-
wis, Eddie Cantor, Danny Thom-
as, and others. The award will be
presented at the annual dinner en
October 21st. "Carry on Sammy.
Jr." _
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DETROIT — Twenty-five cents
days are paying off. Ann Stewart
had to send her overflow to Car-
roll B. Evans' Sugar Hill and
vice versa. Which reminds me that
Marracci Temple No. 15 had its
opening this past Monday and a
goodly crowd was there, ye,
Biff. And the man said to t h e
little lady who wanted to quit.
"Our love is here to stay."
Thurston McKinney making the
headlines, but not for real. .
Certain gentleman has lost his
'stable' and trying to win it back.
Arthur Bragg's Idlewild revue
headed for Columbus, and hand-
some singer Lonnie Sattin headed
for the Flame Show Bar . . Note
to the boys up at 'college: Ac-
cording to those in the 'know',
things are looking up and every-
one will have a turkey on their
table at Thanksgiving.
Scheduled to re-open In m i d-
December, the 20 Grand Recre-
ation will be one of the city's
most fabulous night spots. Bill
Kabbush has spared nothing to
make the 14th-Warren show house
the "talk of the town." Features
include a new Fireside lounge, 70-
foot bar and push-button bowling
alleys.
And the ex-Cleveland bartender
said to the little waitress, "You
can look for an all time low."
Our gal Jo Cooper beating her
card back from Chicago. . .
When lush singer Maori Leigh-
ton opened the Flame Show Bar
Friday night, the following note
got to my hands: "Nothing short
about her and I'm not speaking
of her height." Lillette Harris and
her duo moved into Wells Upstairs
Room in the 'big town.' Which re-
minds me that our town's Barbara
Wilson, the former schoolrharm,
has launched her singing career
in the big city.
Nellie Hill Trapp, who is my
show business daughter, opened
the door to the wrong people and
got stuck up. I can just picture
her explaining to the police.
Eddie Penigar playing at one
Dearborn swank spot . . New
York D. J. Tommy Smalls mak-
ing the rounds while here for the
National D. J. convention. Insur-
ance prexy Leroy Daggs took his
dad to the U of Michigan State
game and although they sat next
to each other, they were pulling
for opposite teams. As I see some
of the most recent happening
around me, I often think of the
remark Chappie Blackburn told
Joe Louis. "Keep your guard up ]
at all times." And the little man.
said: "any number can play."1
Mamba dancer at the Flame Show
Bar has the pleasure of enjoying
the longest stay.
Hollywood Grabs
Satchel Paige's
'Face' For Film
HOLLYWOOD -- The promised
film based on life of Satchel Paige,,
the ancient baseball pitcher, has
just about dropped from the rumor
stage but Ole Satch himself moves1
in to take up the slack.
Paige has been signed to por-
tray the role of an, army ser-
geant in "The Wonderful Country"'
that will star Robert Mitchum i
and Julie London, Ole Satch will]
perform a bit in his favorite field,
pitching baseball. in "The Wonder-
ful Country."
Speaking of Paige and the mov-
ies brings to mind an interesting
story. Back in the season Satch
joined the Cleveland Indians for
his first entrance in the major lea-
gues there was talk of filming his
life story in a full length movie.i
Bill Veek who owned the Cleveland
club was all for the venture. He
was anxious to have his remark-
able pitcher spotlighted figuring
it would help at boxoffice while
Satch was pitching for the Cleve-
land club.
Talk of the picture went as far
as selection of cast of stage. The
title role was to go to Stepin Fet-
ebit and several top major lea-
guers including Campanella, Don
Newcombe and Jackie Robinson
were to be offered parts in the
film. However nothing came of the
picture. This, when Satchel is sign.
ed fur rale in the Mitchum-Julie
London film, means the end of
speculation for the baseball star's
contribution to films. Satch was
to have played a smelly role in
the original had it been filmed.
Russian Marilyn Monroe
Sockers To U.S. Screens
WASHINGTON — UPI)—Mari ,
lyn Monroe may not have to wor-i
ey. Bit American males may well
do some whistling when some of
Russian's choice. lovelies like lye
Arepina and Bodine Nifontova
smile at them from the screens of
American movie theaters.
The U. S. — Soviet film swap
signed In Moscow Thursday will
send Miss Arepina over here in a
Soviet concoction called "T ii e
Captain's Daughter."
The Russians *ill also send over
:movies called "The Cranes Are
1 Flying," "The Idiot,' "SwanLake" and three others still to
be picked by American film com-
panies.
The United States is exporting
COOL MILLION IN TALENT.
How else can one describe this
group of artist being rehearsed
by director Otto Preminger,
2nd from left on set where
"Porgy 'N Bess" is being
filmed. The artists are Sidney
Pottier, Pearl Bailey, Sammy
Davis, jr., and Dorothy D a n.
dridge. A promoter's dream,
one might well say. Sammy
also appears in "Anna Lucas-
sporting Life' In Many Splendored
Hands During Porgy W Bess' Runs
'Bubbles', Cab Calloway
Now Davis For The Role
HOLLYWOOD — The role of
"Sporting Life" that Sa m my
Davis, jr., will portray in the pic-
ture being filmed by Samuel
Goldwyn has been entrusted to
some terrific figures since its ar-
rival as stage play several years
ago.
Original "Sporting Life" w a s
played by John W. Bubbles of
team of Buck and Bubbles. John,
incidentally would only accept the
role if his partner 'Buck" was
given a spot in the show. Needless
to say the request was granted
and Bubbles went on to make the
role as famous as "Porgy" or
"Bess" and even matching the
prominence of the famed "Cat-
fish Row."
Revival of the stage play fol-
lowing season found Avon Long,
one of the stagedom's greatest
song and dance men occupying
the role. Avon, it will be remem-
bered was hailed as an even
better "Sporting" than Bubbles
had been. An agile Fred Astaire
type artist, Avon added new twist
to the role in an ad lib way that
awed Broadway first nighters.
The third and final revival of
the stage show, the edition that
traveled the world over including
Moscow, had Cab Calloway as
"Sporting Life." Like Avon, Cal-
loway brought a few new a n d
startling features to the role. His
was acclaimed by critics a n d
main features of the production.
His singing of the hit tune "Ain't
Necessarily So" rivaled in appreci-
ation what William Warfield did
for "I Got Plenty of Nothing" and
the very popular and musicsation-
al "Summertime "
Now with Sammy "Mr. Wonder
BUCK AND BUBBLES (in
background) were in original
"Porgy N' Bess" with latter
appearing in role of "Sporting
theatre-goers alike as one of the, ful" Davis handling the role in
the picture Sam Goldwyn has no
reason to worry about its place in
the film. Sammy, according to
those who have witnessed early
"shooting" on the lot say Davis is
even an improvement over those
who starred in the role on Broad-
way.
Life" occupied by S a in m y
Davis, jr., for the film version
now being made.
Ella Fitzgerald, Satchmo
Top News Here And Abroad
By HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Ella Fitzger-
ald, the Oscar Peterson Trio,
"YVONNE" the exotiig dancerraot
Herb Ellis with his electric guit-
ar, Ray Brown on bass, with Os-
car on the piano, held an appre-
ciative crowd of jazz lovers spell-
bound in Pasadena's Civic Aud.,
this past week-end. Ella has what,
few blues singers have, she open-
ed her half of the show with the
stage complete in darkness, sing-
ing "Mood Indigo" and when the
lights went up, Ella was seated
on a stool, (Perry Como style) in
front of a mike. Her whole per-
formance was given from this
spot, and to say that she delight-
ed her audience is to put it lightly.
Another old favorite of mine,
ROY 'LITTLE JAZZ' ELDRIDGE
on Trumpet, with Lou Levy on
piano and Gus Johnson on drums
supported her, and for a finale
were joined by Oscar and his crew,
and closed out the finest show of
jazz that I have heard in a long,
long time with "Stompin' at the
Savoy."
ra er
E. 03rd street is one of the tops and
a huge favorite , with night life
patrons. "Yvonne" is part of a
socksational amendmeet bill at the
juke box where there is entertain-
ment and fun every eight.
Globetrotters
Steve Allen's
Guest Oct. 19
Gertrude Berg. Tony Bennett.
the Harlem Globetrotters basket-
ball team and singer Cathy Lin-
den will visit "The Steve Allen
Show" colorcast Sunday, Oct.
Hi (NBC-TV Network, 8-0 p.m..
EDT).
The Oct. 19 colorcaat will mark
another occasion in which t is e ,
flashy Harlem Globetrottera
"play' the Allen All-Stars. Bask-
etball legerdemain will be t h e
order of the day as the proles
sionals exhibit their fanciest trick
shots to the "All-Stars" — Steve,
Tom, Louis, Pat and Tony Ben-
nett. In the musical portions of the
show, Tony Bennett will sing
"Firefly" and "Old Man River"
and Cathy Linden will sing
"You'd Be Surprised" and "Bil-
ly."
"The Great Caruso," •'1,ili," "Ro-
man Holiday." "Marty," "The
Old Man and the Sea" and "Okla-
homa " plus four more the Rus-
sians will pick out in the next 30
days.
One final word, even though the
audience was made up of the usual
teen-agers, where were not t he
loud boisterous gang, and showed
their appreciation with orderly
applause, I think that ',enjoyed
this almost as much as the show
Mule WC all on Jan for the
moment, I'd like to refer to the
reports from the Jazz Festival,
from Monterey, that was opened
by Louis Armstrong. who show•
, ed up hours late, after getting
late on the road. Louis saved the
show by giving his usual fine
renditions in true Armstrong
I fashion. This past weekend, His
zie Gillespie, proved to be t h e
great showman, we all knew he
was, when he filled his spot with
a great performance. It seems
that the show was dragging, and
someone thought that they h a d
better bring Dizzie on out of turn,
as the audience had become rest-
less with the routine show they
were seeing. Mr. Gillespie sensed
this and came on like "Gang Bus-
ters" and ranged his playing to
get the 'cats' as well as t h e
l'squares.'
LOU COSTELLO, has been away
too long, but he will star in "The
Secret Bride of Candy Rock." for
Columbia Pictures. This is a com-
edy, naturally, and tells the story
of a young bride who while on a
picnic steps in a hot spring and
mysteriously becomes a giantess.
With Lou, this could be funny.
Milton Berle, who will be on the
cover of the last issue of TV-Radio
Life says, "Why not, I've closed
many a nightclub." r
ELLA FITZGERALD
is" where he joins Earths
Kitt for starring role. N eat
few weeks figure to be a rath-
er busy period for "Mr. Won-
derful" with additional time
out for television work includ-
ing guest spot on the Milton
Berle show, Oct. 29,
so they sa
By AL MONROE
MILWAUKEE — "Didn't know
Chicagoans loved Milwaukee so
much," was an appropriate crack
made by Braves hometowner, Dr.
Dale, right after Yanks had won
sixth game. — THE medic re-
ferred, of course to the graveyard
look and movements of the Windy
City fans who were on hand to
celebrate the victory the Milwau-
keeans didn't score. Dr. Dale, in-
cidentally was host to Dr. Stanley
lab, Jr., now of Memphis, Dr. H.
H. Johnson, Dr. E. E. Hasbrouck,
Dr. Harold Thatcher during the
series.
• • •
EXPRESSION "deader than a
doornail" annually explained its
usage to this corner Thursday as
Mickey Mantle caught a fly ball
ending the series and Milwaukee's
reign as champions. That is just
what this city and its people were
from that moment on until this re-
porter grabbed a train for home
around midnight. Clubs like
Flame, Savoy and others not only
had no customers but were actual-
ly drinking tears instead of beer.
You've never seen anything like
what wasn't happening as we visit-
ed the spots. — BASEBALL IN
THIS town knows no color or
creed. — Everyone weeps on
everyone's shoulders when t h e
very bitter drugs of defeat comes
to the beloved Braves.
ee e.
Nat King Cole and wife. Maria,
were among the celebrities who
watched the game from a front
box. Maria out rooted Nat by
about three to one. — Satchel
Paige, the ageless wonder ot base-
ball, watching the game he has
starred in so magnificently must
have had strange thoughts
as he watched the pitchers miss
the strike zone so often. some-
thing Satch hardly ever did when
active with Cleveland. — SATCH
talked plenty about his coming
role in the movie, "Wonderful
Country," that will star Julie Lon-
don and Richard Widmark.
as II* S.
NAT AND MARIA COLE had
as their guests at the game. BILL
Lawson and wife, Okabena, which
meant there was plenty of good
looks in Nat's box. — DAVE CAR.
EY was saying toughest thing
about yesterday's game wasn't the
Yanks, but the traffic jam getting
to and from the ballpark. Night
club row was well represented
with Killer Johnson and his Arch-
way staff, Chink Tyler and Babe
Allen hitting it up with Skip
Shields of Club 411. — Ruby Stew-
art, also in the party, was fitting
scenery for the nightery clan.
• • •
A, W. Williams, insurance ty-
coon; Dr. Albert Spaulding, Count
Teffner; left the park with nary a
smile indicating they must have
backed Milwaukee for the finisher
glove which is why I stopped run-
ning. Otherwise, I would have con-
tinued behind him for a possible
back up of play in event he missed
and the ball skirted behind him as
sometimes happens." Ole Cas•
added "that feller" (the ump) seer
a lot of 'em funny."
• • •
Arthur Wilson, one of Chicago's
few CPA's, commonly called "tig-
ger fiend" was replaying the game
over a huge steak some half hour
after Bob Turney's final pitch.
DUDLEY D. PATILLO who has
seen every game fnom press box
with more credentials than Ford
Frick could boast of having, t..
pictures (movies) of every..
and every thing but the sco -
board. Dudley, a Brave fan, didn't
choose to shoot the final score,
Yanks 4, Braves 3. —
• •
Rooms in Shroeder were going
at $20 per sheet and pillows and
steaks $7.50 per not-so-tender cut,
but there was no shortage OI either
where Georgb Harrison was con-
cerned. Ditto Charlie Cole, the
Rev. Archibald Carey, Euclid L.
laylor, Horace Lomax, John Ens.
borough, Freddie Guinyard, and
Dr. Albert Spaulding.
Drs. Walter Grant and liaryey
Whitfield decided after McDoug-
al's catch that they were Yankee
fans, so their companions a n d
hosts say. — Henry C. Taylor. the
haberdasher, who has seen all the
games in both cities hasn't been
happy since second game, (with
time of course for Sunday waten
Spahn won shutout). Know wyr
You guessed it. Yank's' comebaek
time after time when appare. •
on the canvas.
• • •
Rob Simmons. Chicago spotp-
man, with time on his hansis dme
down to Lake just before gameeto
look the water over causing KliSr
Johnson to remark "wants to ge
where he can "park" his yachra
he decides to cruise the lake.'
Dan Gaines, Dr.' A. N. Gord
Moses Youngblood, New To
Percy Harris and Judge Sla
"rooted" more for class of feed*"
main dining room than to 1016
itself.
• • •
Lots of money at the taida:'-litt
there was no noticeable mit
the check at .the end. — Pert
directors in Milwaukee are "
those who direct traffic or evg.2
how to get to ball park. That di&
tinction must go to the perM1111
who set prices of food, drinks'
sleeping quarters. They'll lee,
you directly to th epoorhouse
you follow their lead.
Ok • *
series will include Elston Howa
The hospital brigade followg
bad leg to be mended, mickv
Mantle, Wes Covington, leg At
that never arrived. — Tony Hor- completely healed: Bobby Shang;
ton, the bondsman didn't have to finger injury; Whitey Ford. ant
trouble: and spectators Charm
Glenn, (who incidently) WàIt
able to sell a single car to Mt
hint) Freddie Guinyarcl, Son Rad.
cliffs. and few others who almost
had heart trouble before tima
state representative Horace Gard- game yesterday.
ner backs the Yanks, while next] • • •
to Taylor's son, Nicholas, was Covington explains why he stele
their host Atty. Ted Cogg. They out of box so often just before bait
were with the Braves, is delivered Says he comes up te
bail any of his friends but was
ready if the occasion arose. —
Atty. Euclid Taylor, who prefers
to be called Colonel met one case
he could win. The case of the
Braves defeat. His seat neighbor.
• * plate repeating Bible verse MS
Elston Woward, Mickey Mantle mother taught him. And whet he
and Stengel are a minority trio steps out he's thinking of and re-
who "know" Mantle caught Wes nesting one taught by his father.
Covington's sinking liner. Elston, "Can't think of verse and ball
commenting on the play says "I same time you know " the fires
saw the ball drop in Mickey's outfielder told reporters.
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Sat., Oct. IS, 1958
1 Indian Summer is again on
band ... in all its glorious splen-
dor . . . bringing to all mortals
that "It's wonderful to be alive"
feeling which permeates one's
soul . . . and offsets the cares and
woes which beset mankind as it
wends its way through what has
aptly been called a "vale of
tears."
' Added to the social fever which
annually affects each Fall, was an
tither outstanding wedding and
reception last week end . . . that
of personable Gloria Jean Callian
and the Rev. J. T. Dentham, pas-
tor of New Allen AME church ...
held there last Saturday evening
at 6:30 p. m.
' The brilliant formal candlelight
ceremony and the lavish recep-
tion which followed at Lelia Walk-
er Clubhouse has taken its place
IS the ranks of the several fabu-
lous weddings of late, of which
Memphis society justifiably points
with pride.
PRE-NUPTIAL EVENTS
FETE BRIDAL PAIR
The former Miss Callian . . . a
popular B. T. Washington science
teacher . past basileus of Zeta
Phi Beta sorority . and acting
social, civic and religious work.
er . . . was grandly feted during
the days which led up to her
marriage.
MRS. J. R. (Burnadine l HOLM-
ES was hostess at a sumptuous
buffet luncheon at her lovely home
at 902 Saxon on October 3 at
1 p. m. Guests besides the bride-
to-be, and her mother, Mrs. Wil-
liam D. Callian, sr, were Mrs.
Vernice Nabrit, Miss Dorothy
Ewell, Mesdames Carlee Boydee,
Faye Parker. Juanita Lewis, Min-
nie T. Slaughter, Lois Jean alit•
chell, Carlotta Stewart, Eunice
Callian, Delores Callian and Ches-
tine Cowan.
' A LINGERIE SHOWER given
by Mrs. Carlotta Stewart, Mrs.
Maggie D. Jordan and Mrs. Mil-
dred Horne, at Mrs. Stewart's
home, 2666 Park ave., was held
the same day of the buffet lunch.
eon at 7 p. m. . where guests
were members of Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, including Marguerite Cox
Eunice Celina Cornelia Sanders,
Debora Thompson, Bernice A. E.
Callaway, Hazel Pyles, Florence
Bryant, O'Neal Holley, Freida W.
Marr, Cordia Sweet, Shirley Som.
erville, Sara Dixon, Pearlina Saun-
ders, Mattie Oates, Birdie Lenoir,
Cassandra Harris, Yvonne Haw-
kins, Carlee Bodye, Delores Cal-
lian, Jean Smith. Burnadine Holm-
es, Helen Waterford, Nanilee
Banks, Doris Bodden, Frankie
Cash, Armittie Hurt. Utoka Quad.
ea. Leatha Haley, Loretta Kateo,
Dor2ithy Berkley, Bertha Ray.
Orleans Knox, Juanita Lewis, Zer-
nia Peacock, and the honoree's
mother, Mrs. Catlin, and the
feminine bridal attendants feted
Gloria with a gay DINNER PAR.
TY at Tony's Inn, on Monday
Oct. 6; with Mrs. Carlee Bodye
as hostess. Novel wedding decora.
lions were used with white gladi-
oli and white rose buds for decora-
rive touches. Individual place
cards were made featuring tiny
wedding rings. Attending with the
honoree were Mrs. W. D. Callian,
the bride's mother, and the four
other female attendants in the wed-
ding. Mrs. Faye Parker, m r 5.
VernIce Nabrit, Miss Dorothy Ew-
ell and Mrs. Juanita LeWiF. The
other attendants were from out-
of-town and had not arrived in
time for this party.
. . . And the climax before the
grand day was the REHEARSAL
DINNER given by the bride's
parents at the Gay Hawk Inn. Fri-
day evening, at 6 p. m., where
guests were the members of the
wedding party.
The wedding was beautiful . . .
and the reception so-so soignee!
... with admiring comment heard
about the magnificent bridal ca-
thedral cake on a truly beautiful
bride's table. Gifts were profuse
and lavish . . . as was the gor-
geous sterling flatware and other
silver appointments.
CLUB LA MAR CHERI
Miss Earline Hampton enter-
tained in her beautiful home on
Walk place for the members of La
Mar Cheri club .. . who are busy
making plans for their ninth an•
nual fashion show . . . slated for
November 30, featuring the latest
Fall and Winter creations. Fol-
lowing the business session, cock-
tails were served the husbands
and guests who were invited for
the dinner party which accom-
panied the meeting. Tasty curried
chicken . . . delicious cheese
bread, made by Mrs. Maggie
Hampton. Earline's mother . . .
and later games played provided
much fun. Prizes went to arm
Strickland, Rubye Nell Brittenun
and Mary Beal. Guests and mem-
bers present were Louise Chand-
ler, Naomi Gochett. Levi Lewis,
Thelma Durham, Mable Winfrey,
&Wye Cabbage, Laura Robirson
and Beulah Preston . . . also Lo-
retta Katen, Marceline Durham,
Robert Willis. Elmer Henderson
and Robert Robertson,
IL C. LADIES
The 1. C. lathes Social club re-
sumed their fall activities when
a regular meeting was held at
the home of Mrs. Leola Shelby at
31 W. Burdock, where the hostess
was Mrs. Loverta Rogers. There
plans were outlined for their con-
tributions to charity organiza-
tions and their exchange of gifts
held at their annual dinner held
during the Christmas holidays.
Members look forward to their
next meeting with Mrs. Essie
Dance at 1327 Ridgeway Friday
morning, Oct. 17.
CULTURAL FARE
Among the interesting facets
of the Fall social season are the
cultural activities of Le Moyne
college . and opening the cur-
rent series is the much-anticipat-
ed recital of Hawaii-born JEAN
ERDMAN, creative dancer, who
will present an assortment of
her striking choreography in a re.
cital at Lealoyne college, in C.
Arthur Bruce Hall, at 8:30 p. m.
Friday, Oct. 17.
The outstanding dancer was a
soloist with the Martha Graham
Dance Company for several years,
before striking out on her own.
She is actively interested in teach-
ing, with her own school in New'
York, and was for two years head
of the Modern Dance division at
Teachers college of Columbia Uni-
versity. She has presented special
courses in many other cities. The
recital is sponsored by the Le-
Moyne and the Arts Program of
the Association of American
colleges.
This attraction is recommended
to all Memphians who enjoy an
evening of delightful music, both
classic and contemporary . . .
and promises to draw a capacity-
filled audience to witness such a
recital, which, alas, is so infre-
quent in our great metropolis.
CHIT CHAT
Up-and-coming outstandir,g art-
ist, Miss Alphls Brawner, a voice
student at the Julliard School of
Music in New York City, has cap-
tured the coveted Marian Ander-
son Scholarship . . which will
further carry Miss Brawner on a
career destined to join the ranks
of America's great artists. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Jewel
Brawner and the late Dr Brawn-
er, and the sister of our town's
only lady medic, Dr. Clara Brawn-
er.
• • •
Down New Orleans way Jennie
Catherine Maria daughter of Mrs.
Frieda Williams Marr, a fresh-
man at Xavier university on schol-
arship, has been elected "Miss
Freshman of 1958" particular-
ly significant since the honor was
won on the basis of a competi-
tive essay contest which more
or less, portends an outstanding
college career for the charming
young miss.
• • •
A baby boy has joined the fami-
ly of Dr. and Mrs. Theron North-
cross and their daughter Debbie
and son, Theron. jr. The new heir
was born at E H. Crump Memor
ial hospital recently.
• • •
MRS. PRICE LINES' PREXY
When the Memphis chapter of
Links, Inc., met at the spacious
home of Mrs. Thomas Hayes a
fortnight ego, Mrs. C. S. Jones,
outgoing president, installed new
officers at a beautiful dinner meet-
ing held in the lovely recrea-
tion room of the Hayes home.
Members installed were Mrs.
Hollis Price. president; Mrs. Floyd
Campbell, vice-president; Mrs. A.
A. Letting. secretary; and Mrs.
Hayes, treasurer. Other mem-
bers attending were Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew, Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
jr., Mrs. Vivian White, Mrs. J. E.
Burke, Mrs. Frederick Rivers,
Mrs. .C. C. Sawyer, Mrs. W. H.
Young, Mrs. W. W. Gibson, Mrs.
Leroy Young, Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
jr, Mrs. A. Maceo Walker and
Miss Jewel Gentry. Added to the
roster of Memphis Links is Mrs.
Robert M. Ratcliffe, a transfer
member from the Pittsburgh chap-
ter of Links, who recently ware.
ed to Memphis to make her home.
• • •
Next week the details of twig-
expected "Ebony Fashion Fair"
will be given following its presen-
tation by local members of Del-
ta Sigma Theta sorority, at Ellis
Auditorium's Music Hall last Sun-
day night.
for on inseretting wood •Rsct,
coat smooth wood wish . 11161/1
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CALLIAN • DENTHAM Nt.P•
TIALS: Reverend and Mrs. J.
T. Dentham and the members
of the bridal party are seen
following their brilliant wed-
ding of last Saturday evening,
held at New Allen A. M. E.
church. Seen with the bride
and groom are bridesmaids
Mrs. Carlee Bodye, Miss Geor-
gia Stewart of Gary, Ind.;
Miss Dorothy Ewell; matron
of honor, Mrs. Vernice S. Na•
brit, Mrs. Juanita Lewis, Mrs.
Faye Parker and Mrs. Mary
ann Barrett ot itta-
nooga. Serving Reverend Den-
them as best man was John
H. Bryant, with ushers,
Anthony T. Callian and Wil-
liam D. Callian, the bride's
brothers, Cicero Falls and the
Miss Gloria Jean Callian Wed In
Dazzling Style To Rev. J. Dentham
Of wide-spread interest in Mem-
phis and the Mid-South was the
brilliant wedding of Miss Glorla
Jean Callian, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Daniel Callian,
sr., and Rev. .1. T. Dentham of
Chattanooga, son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. James Dentham, Satur-
day, Oct. 11, at 830 p. m., at
New Allen AME church.
The formal candlelight double
ring ceremony was performed by
Bishop Ernest Lawrence Hick-
man of Detroit, Mich.. presiding
bishop of Tennessee and Kentucky
AME church.
DECORATIONS
Early guest arrivals, who filled
the church long before the cere-
mony began, were awed with the
beautifully arranged masses of
white Fuiji chrysanthemums, white
gladiolas and white mums pois-
ed in Mexican palms, interspersed
with tiered standing candlelah-
rum adorned with white tapers,
backed with arrangements of lacy
greenery. The ceremony was per-
formed before an archway inter-
laced with smilax and caught with
white satin bows.
Pews were marked with white
satin bows and arrangements of
white gladiolus. A program of wed-
ding music was provided by Mr.
Omar Robinson at the organ and
Mrs. Minnie Taylor Slaughter as
soloist.
THE BRIDE
The lovely bride, given in mar-
riage by her father, was exquisite
in an original wedding gown by
Angelo in pelon lines white peau
silk combined with bridal satin
accentuated with French rose-
point chantilly lace. The pointed
silk basque fastened with minia-
ture buttons. The decollegtage
portrait neck of the exquisite lace
appliqued with seed pearls and se-
quins was shadowed with satin.
Long sleeves buttoned from elbow
to petal points over the hands.
The gathered skirt had a knee-
length satin flounce appliqued with
garlands of the jeweled lace de-
veloping over Southern Belle peti-
hoops into voluminous fullness ex-
tending into a cathedral train.
Her double tier fingertip cir-
DAINTINESS
yours...with "Lysol"!
Just as lotions and creams
protect your beauty, "Lysol"
protects your daintiness!
For douching with
"Lysol" stops odor by killing
odor-causing germs. You know
you can't offend!
Yet new "Lysol" is mild.
Can't harm you. Leaves you
sweet and clean!
-Discover new daintiness,
Use "Lysol" brand disinfectant
regularly—and be sure of your
daintiness!
For free booklet
no hew is douche,
write: "Lysol,"
Bloomfield, N. J.
Dept. NN-511.
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cuter veil with blusher of handroll- Rev. E. M. Alcorn and Rev. R. L
ed English illusion fell from a ple•
teau cap of complementing lace
embroidered in pearls and edged
with pleated illusion. She carried
a white satin and lace covered Bi-
ble on which was poised a..beautl-
fal white orchid, and cascade ar-
ranged valley lilies on white satin
streamers.
ATTENDANTS
Attending the bride as matron
of honor was Mrs. Vernice Smith
Nabrit, and bridesmaids Mrs. Car-
lee Boyde, Mrs. Faye Parker,
Mrs. Juanita Lewis, Mrs. Mary
Ann Barrett of Chattanooga —
niece of the groom, Miss Dorothy
Ewell and Miss Georgia Stewart,
he latter of Gary, Ind. Their
dress were identical in design of
iridescent Jadette ehromspun over
nylon net over taffeta. The prin-
cess front panels had crisscross
poufs from the decolletage neck,
brief sleeves and circular corded
tucked skirts accentuated over
tier horsehair petticoats with trip-
le attention bows down the center
backs. Their headdresses of pleat-
ed silk pompadour bows comple-
menting their dresses in color with
circular cocktail veils showered
in rhinestones. They carried shep-
herdess styled gold baskets filled
with a formal arrangement of var-
iegated bronze shades of mums,
highlighted with bronze satin bows
and interspersed bronze sheaves of
wheat.
They wore short white gloves
and satin pumps complementing
the lovely green of their dresses.
Capturing admiring glances were
the little flower girl and ring-bear-
er, Little Miss Barbara Jean Cal-
lian and Master William D. Cal-
lian, III, niece and nephew of the
bride, the daughter and son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Daniel Cal-
lian, jr.
Serving Reverend Dentham as
best man was John H. Bryant;
and the ushers were William D.
Callian, jr., and Anthony T. Cal-
lian, brothers of the bride; Cicero
Falls, Rev, H. Ralph Jackson,
Reverends H. Ralph Jackson,
E. M. Alcorn and R. L. Mc-
Rae. The little ringbearer and
, flower girl are William D.
Callian, III and Little Miss
Barbara Jean Callian, niece
and nephew of the bride.
McRae.
THE BRIDE'S MOTHER
Seated just before the ceremony,
Mrs. William D. Callian, sr., the
bride's- mother, chose a Norman
original of champagne, lace over
taffeta for her daughter's wedding
with which she wore a bronze
sequined hat and complementing
accessories and an orchid corsage.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
Mr. and Mrs. Callian were hosts
at the wedding reception which
honored the newly married couple
at Lelia Walker clubhouse immed-
iately following the ceremony.
Throughout the clubhouse rooms
were masses of beautiful floral
arrangements . . . but the center
of attraction and the spectacular
five-tiered cathedral bride's cake
which adorned a beautifully white
satin draped bride's table. festoon-
ed with white chrysanthemums
ed chrysanthemums.
Refreshments were served in the
dining room where handsome five-
branched twin silver candlelabrum
held softly glowing white tapers
on the table which was centered
with a silver compote holding as-
sorted white and variegated tint-
ed crysanthemums.
The reception held special sig-
nificance to the Callian family,
which was a gathering of four
generations, headed by the family
matriach, charming Mrs. Ida Cal
lian of Greenville, Miss, the
bride's paternal grandmother. An-
other out-of-town guest was Mrs.
Lavinia Patrick of Chattanooga,
Tenn., the groom's sister.
GUESTS
Throngs of fashionably clad
guests attended the wedding and
the reception . . including Miss
Harry Mae Simons, who direct-
ed the wedding; Mrs. Carlotta
Stewart, who introduced guests to
the receiving line at the recep-
tion; Mrs. Burnadine Holmes,
Mrs. Cleo Motlow Jones, Mrs. Ma.
ble Hudson, Mrs. Eldora Amos,
Mrs. A. T. Martin, Mrs. Utillus
Phillips, Mrs. Harry Cash, Mrs.
IF YOUR GOAL IS WOO FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME —
Saving,
NOT WISNINS, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Whether you buy it one piece at a tiros, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracioue living easier to achieve.
Start your savings aunt next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly every payday.
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEAU STREET
Memphis, Ten 
All Accounts !mum, Up To $10,000.00
gwBANKA
734419Aiso7d
Floyd Campbell, Mrs. Attie Mae
Roberts, Mrs. Clarence Pope, Mrs.
Christine S. Robinson, Miss Dora
E. Todd, Miss Rose Robinson,
Mrs. Helen Waterford, Mrs. Ber-
nice A. E. Callaway, Mrs. William
Owen, Mrs. Mae Ole Mebane, Mrs.
C. M. Roulhac, Mrs. Phillip Booth,
Miss Jewel Gentry, Mrs. Caffrey
Bartholomew. Mrs. Rubye IT. Gad-
ison, Mrs. Maggie Jordan, Dr. N.
AL Watson, John Parker, Ed-
ward Lewis, Mrs. Ann F. Benson
and son Tony, Mrs. Elms Mardis,
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs. Rich-
ard Green, Mrs. L. Henri Spann,
Mrs. Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Haz-
el Pyles, Mrs. Yvonne Hawkins
. . . and scores of others.
One egg will thicken a cup of
milk for cup custards.
• • •
Words of the Wise
They who give have all
%LW, they who withhold
have nothtrw
—(Ricitta proverb)
Instructor
Appointed To
Rights Group
WASHINGTON, D. C. —Mrs
Cerelle Warfield, Bluefield,
West Virgins, an instructor of
Spanish and speech at Bluefield
State college, has been named by
the Commission on Civil Rights to
Its West Virginia Advisory Com-
mittee.
This announcement was made
this week by Dr. John A. Hannah,
Commission chairman and presi-
dent of Michigan State universi-
ty. Four other prominent NV e s t
Virginians were also appointed to
the group.
CIVIL RIGHTS
State advisory committees are
expected to survey and study de-
velopments in the field of civil
rights in -their respective states.
and to keep the Federal Commis-
sion advised of such matters. They
also may make reports and recom-
mendations to the Commission.
This announcement brings to 18
the total of State advisory commit.
tees appointed so far The Com-
mission plans to have similar
groups at work in each state be-
fore the end of the year.
Mrs. Warfield is a graduate of
West Virginia State College. She
earned an M.A. degree at Cornell
university, and has also studied at
the University of Havana, Cuba,
and the University of Minnesota.
The complete membership of the
West Virginia Advisory Commit•
tee follows:
B. Paul Broida, Parkersburg,
president, Broida, Stone a n d
Thomas Department Store;
Howard V. Corcoran, Wheeling,
Church supplies business;
Miles C. Stanley, Charleston.
president, West Virginia Labor
DISPOSAL OF USED FAT
Dispose of used fat by pouring
it into a paper plate to harden,
then throw plate and grease away.
Federation (AFL-CIO);
Mrs. Douglas C. Tomkies, Hunt-
ington, member, City Planning
Commission; former president of
West Virginia Divison, American
Association of University Women
and,
Mrs. Cerelle H. Warlield, Blue-
field, professor of Romance lan-
guages, Bluefield State college.
Farm Lads
Make Better
Veterinarians
•
NEW YORK — Farm boys have
a better chance of becoming s et-
erinarians than do the city slick-
ers who have never milked a cow
or fed the pigs.
While entrance requirements
vary around the country, a good
many schools have a farm prac-
tice requirement, as does the New
York Stater-Veterinary college.
In New York, as an example,
applicants reared on farms have
no trouble meeting requirements,
but those who weren't must spend
at least three months as full-time
farm workers with some respon-
sibility for farm animals included
to be considered for admission.
While this doesn't apply to wom-
en, they stand a better chance in.
this essentially man's field if they
have farm experience.
Those veterinarians who engage
in private practice have a choice
between general practice, involv-
ing all animals, or small animal
practice, treating household pets.
Those who wish to start off in
salaried positions, a good Idea for
those who can't afford to finance
private practice, can find employ-
ment with such private ee rpora-
lions as milk companies, large
stock farms and serum, virus and
drug manufacturers.
State and municipal govern-
ments and such veterinarian-em-
ploying agencies of the federal
government as the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Army
and Air Force Veterinary cots
also are possible employers.
Like father-like son
LIKE FOREST HILL MILK
st-F:1for Whole milkfor VIGOR
etc
IT. CLAUS BOURNS Is publicity chief for the
N. Y. State Dept. of Labor. He's headed his
department for 13 years, smoked Luckies even
longer. With Luckies, he gete the honest taste
of fine tobacco. "Luckies rate with me," he
says,"they're the best-tasting cigarette I know!"
Get the genuine article
Get the
honest taste of
a Lucky Strike
u oar mad!, ono;
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I By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Ili With the football season well In fall costumes and the featured
adult models were Mrs. Bobbie
George of Memphis; Mrs. Rosetta
McKissack of Jackson, Miss Juan-
ita Peoples and Mrs. Mable Gol-
den also of Jackson. Although Miss
Golden makes her home in Jack-
son, she is presently teaching in
makes the second time the Memphis City school system.
Dragons have come from be- Mrs. Earl M. Shaw is the very
efficient advisor of the Y. W. A.
Girls.
BROWNSVILLE, SCENN
OF MEETING
Deltas in this territory traveled
to Brownsville. Tenn., last Satur-
day as guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Bond with Sorors
Clara Bond, Vera Brooks, and •
Johnnie Reid serving as hostess-
es. It was certainly a lovely day
and sorors really came.
Among those present were Sor-
ors Mildred Hay, Cynthia Rawls,
Dorothy McKinney, Cottrell Thom-
as, Willie Bell Rawls, Essie M.
Perry, Cora Deberry, Lillian Har-
rison, Grace Hunt, Margaret Saun-
ders, Bertha Collins, Alfreda Mar-
tin, • Christiana Mitchell. Etta B.
Williamson, Maye Perpener and
your scribe.
The delicious barbecue plate
with all the trimmings, topped
off with ice cream and cake, made
up the menu preceding the business
meeting.
The business session was con-
ducted by the president, Mildred
Hay and with the larger of the sor-
ors present, it proved to be a
wonderful and inspirational meet-
ing.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Rev. T. T. Terry of Henderson
was the recent guest of his broth-
er and family, Rev. W. G. Terry
of Jackson. While here he made
a visit to Merry -High school. For
the past several weeks the Jackson
Ministerial Alliance has sent minis-
ters into the school to encourage
students to go to church on Sun-
day in keeping with the slogan
from the Chamber of Commerce
Back to Church in September."
itcgride, the Lane college Drag-
ons—came out victorious in the
second game of the season. The
gains was a thriller when the Drag-
ons met Mississippi Industrial
coilege on last Saturday night at
Melrose Stadium in Memphis. It
hind.,,to win a game. Quite a few
Jacksonians were on hand to wit-
ness the occasion and with the
lovely weather combined, it made
a very exciting night. This week
the Dragons meet Alabama State
for their first home game. We
are wishing them the best of luck.
' Start making preparations for
homecoming now. AU former La-
nites and friends are expected. It
should be a thriller of a game
when Knoxville college comes on
the scene. You will be hearing
more about it in the future. The
date is Nov. 15.
WEARY LOSES FIRST
Last Thursday night the Merry
High Green Hornets lost the first
game of the season when they
met Manassas High school here.
They lost by a score of 40
to 20, which ran up near the end
of the game. The Green Hornets
are working hard for the pay
back when they will again meet
Manassas in Memphis on Oct. 24.
The scheduled Jackson-Milan game
Was called off due to Gibson Coun-
ty school's closing because of harv-
est
i Homecoming for Merry will be1
on Oct. 30 when the team meets
Douglas High from Memphis. The
'senior class will sponsor the game
and activities.
FASHION PARADE
1 The Y. W. A. girls of Macedonia
1taptist church sponsored a Fall
Fashion Review on Friday night
in the church auditorium. A short
i rkogram preceded the fashion pa-
de which was most interesting
o points for teen-age dress and the
latest styles to be worn for fall.
Itaise Erma Jean Robinson, Merry
High school instructor, and mem-
ber of St. Paul church was mis-
tress of ceremonies. Narrating the
Fashion reviewer was the one
and only Vince Merry of Radio
Station WJAIC.
The children were lovely In then-
Downington
Board Fall
MeetOnCampus
ODOWNINGTON, Pa: — At its
opening meeting of the 1958-59
school year the board of trustees
of Downingtown Industrial a n d
Agricultural school decided its
meeting on the school's campus
instead of in Philadelphia. '
, After partaking of a dinner pre-
panic! by the foods classes, wader
Miss Beatrice Simmons, the board
members made a tour of all of
the school buildings.
i Their chief interest was center.
ed on the partially completed Vir-
ginia Waring hall, which now
houses 32 girls and two supervis-
ors on, its first floor.
In September the board approv-
ed the principal's budget and sal-
ary schedule for 1958-59. It also
gave its approval to the promo-
tion of Mrs. Georgia J. Fields
from assistant matron to matron
and of Miss Bessie Winfield from
dining room helper to kitcher su-
ervisor.
t approved the appointment of
Ifs. Blondell Scott Edward? of
Portsmouth. Va., as clothing in-
structor and of Mrs. Lucille Mc-
NortoLlloward of Roanoke, Va.,
as assistant matrorr.•
'
BR II) 6: OF EASTERNER • In
the setting of a lovely country
!tome in Louisville, Ga., Miss
Mary Elaine Hawes recently be.
come the bride of Robert E.
rawford of Newark. N J. The
happy bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Spurgeon 5., Hawes.
Her husband is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. F. Edward Crawford of
Newark. The newlyweds will live
Is 1440114411414• N.Y.
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WHEN THE First graduation
exercise for the Post Grad-
uate College of Nursing was
held in Pakistan recently,
three Americans conducted the
ceremony. In charge of the
first graduating class on the
grounds of the Civil hospital
were (left) Mrs. 1,aurs H. Yen
gan, nursing education advisor,
of New York and Miss Irene
DeMara, principal of the Post
Graduate School In Karachi,
of Detroit (right) chat with
Miss Razia Qadir, graduating
student who stood first in the
class. Not shown is Mrs. Mar-
ion Nighman, nursing educa-
tion advisor, of Boston.
YWCA, Extends Its Human Relations
Community Program, Report Reveals
NEW YORK — The Young Wo-
men's Christian Association of
the U.S.A., is extending its hu-
man relations program with re-
newed emphasis on interracial
program for families of members
and for coed groups, according to
a new report on program released
last week by the nattional board.
Special funds enabled the na-
tional board to employ three ad-
ditional staff members to assist
both community and student YW.
CA's with problems of race rela-
tions during 1951.
The national board supplement-
ed training offered through its pro-
fessional schools, induction insti-
tutes and other meetings with a
4111usesTolifake
Integration Trip
NEW YORK, N. Y. — With the Garment Workers Union, Trans 
YouthMarch for Integrated schools
still three weeks off (Saturday,
Oct. 25), 41 buses from New York
alone have already been pledged.
This was announced by Jackie
Robinson, marshal] of the March,
who will lead the children in the
Washington demonstration. Each
bus carries 40 children and 5
adults — ministers, teachers, and
parents.
The NAACP is sponsoring some
of the New York buses and, in ad
dition, is sponsoring buses from
Jersey City, Newark and Mont-
clair.
Unions in the New York area
which have sponsored buses in-
clude locals of the American Fed.
eration of Teachers, International
Arrest 16 In
N. Y. School
Disturbances
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Six-
teen Negro boys, all under 16,
have been arrested following ra-
cial violence in a subway train
and a Brooklyn high school.
The school principal, Harry El.
sner, said he believes "the situa-
tion in Arkansas and Virginia is
provoking a feeling of unrest and
insecurity" between whites and
Negroes
The arrests followed a fight
aboard a train near Franklin K.
Lane high school, Thirteen youths
were charged with unlawful as-
sembly and three with juvenile
delinquency for violation of a stale
law prohibiting the possession of
weapons.
Police said the latter three had
a zip gun, knives and a meat
cleaver. All 16 were said to be
members of a gang called the
Greene Avenue Stompers.
Eisner had requested a police
guard at the school following a
fight last week that involved a
dozen pupils. Two were suspended --
and three were turned ever to the
police juvenile aid bureau.
port workers Union, District 65 of
the Retail Wholesale and Depart-
ment Store Workers, Local 338 of
the Grocery Clerks and the Broth-
erhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
le CHURCHES
Ten leading New York churches
have taken responsibility for buses
to Washington.
Student support was indicated
by a resolution supporting the
March which was adopted by ac-
clamation by the Student Council
of City College. Jackie Robinson
will address a major rally of sup-
port at Brooklyn College at noon
on Oct. 6.
Veterans of the famous 36a
Regiment of World War II will be
represented in the March through
their children who will wear chit-
drens' soldiers and sailors uni-
forms.
Commenting on the progress of
the March, A. Philip Randolph, its
co-chairman, said: "At the rate
things are going, this dramatic
answer to segregationists by young
people will be an event of na-
tional. .perhaps international. . .
significance."
Model Moon Rocket
COLOGNE, Germany — (UPI)
— A model of the American Air
F irce plooeer Moon-probe rocket
went on display yesterday in
America house here.
CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS
SPIINCEN FASNION INIFIAMS
III II It., Ct. /1 sleben' SLAW.
stestitepten Lee. Mims 3. Sestets
s OVEN -FRESH
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There Se • reason why people like
to de business with us. Yee, See,
will like our courteous treatnieet
sad desire to help yea.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 100 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to /:00
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Heine Operintost • Nemo Own*.
Phone JA 5-7611
$25,000 allocation to be added to
the scholarship grants given by
special sources and administered
by the board.
The program report also shows
that about 50 percent of the
more than 400 community YWCAs
in the United States have extend-
ed program from the central city
to where large numbs rs of young
wives and mothers are now liv-
ing.
Though its college and uni-
versity division, the national
board during the past year work.
ed with its 475 student YWCAs
in helping the college groups. who,
"far from being a silent, beat,
Indifferent generation, showed the
drive to be an active part ;n the
world, immersed in its tasks and
responsibilities but holding to
A MID - NOVEMBER wedding
date has been set by Barbara Ma-
rie Overton, whose parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. B. Overton of Yam,
City, Miss., recently announced
her engagement to Willie Elmo
Catlett. Miss Overton is a gradu-
ate of St. Francis High school
and Tougaloo college. While at.
tending college, the bride-elect
was vice-president and dean of
pledgees of Delta Sigma Theta
sorority. Gates, who is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Willie I.
Gates, graduated from the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angel-
es. He is an artist in that city.
their own persenalities and bu-
r manness."
Features et the college pregram
workshops on desegregation, a
United Nations seminar focused
on the Bill of Human Rights and
a study seminar in Europe inn
which participants met students
of both eastern and western Euro-
pean countries.
A seminar for future classroom
teachers, held in Washington, cen-
tered on the role of the teacher
in desegregating schools
The foreign division of the na-
tional board, faced with a chang-
ing status of women in in a mmy
parts of the world, took responsi-
bility in 1957 tor helping the YW-
CAs of 26 countries.
Twenty-one of these countries
received grants toward their Nil.
gets. Seventeen American statf
served la 11 of the countries and
15 staff members and one volun-
teer came from 14 of the coun-
tries to the United States for oh-
servation and study of YWCA
work.
In the USO division of the YW-
CA, program activities also are
Increasing. The report indicates
that in addition to the 21 tiSO.
YWCA units, more individual YW-
CAs (a total of 188 at the last
count) are working with the arm-
ed forces, with service women,
service wives and with junior hos-
tesses who "still make good dance
partners, but also give leadership
and serve on committees."
Accoreing th the new report
which covers all aspects of YWCA
program, more than 100,000 volun-
teers and 18,000 national and lo-
cal /aft members, including sum-
mer employes, are working toge-
ther to serve the 2,000,000 em-
bers and registered paticipants
as well as those men and boys
and women, who, though not reg-
istered, take part in dances, par-
ties, eating facilities and ether
features of the YWCA.
GIANT BUTTONS FOR FALL
This will be a year for giant
buttons if Paris designers have
their way. Buttons on new French
styles are over-sized to go with
new large collars of suite and
dresses.
•ipa DOLLS
Won The Hearts Of
Thousands of Kiddies!
THESE UNBREAKABLE
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
DESCRIBED BELOW.
Soft Body; Latex Arms, Legs, and Head; Sleeping
Eyes: Painted Lashes; Rooted Wig That Can Be
Washed, Combed and Restyled; Neatly Dressed:
Shea. and Sox.
ORDER BY NO.
No. 1 18 Inches toll $6.49 No. 4 16 inches tall $5.49
No. 2 18 Inch Bride Doll No, 5 22 Inches tall $7 98
$6.98 No. 6 23 Inches tall $8.98
No. 1 14 inches toll $4.98 No. 7 26 Inches tall $10.49
0. te the Al. ...a .0 41.
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men CO 0 enters. Please
ean• Soil onoeunt
ardor Ws on soweee.
I SALE Co
, 3447 SO. INDIANA AVE
CHICAGO 16, III.
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MovelnAlabama
BIRatiNylAM, Al,t -- Pl.t—
A. group of Negroes, headed by
the Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth, Ne-
gro integration leader, has peti-
tioned the city for an end to segre-
gation in all recreational facilities.
The petition, sent to the City
Commission and the Park and Re-
creation Board, asked that all pub-
lic parks, swimming pools, golf
tllttittttuttlltllltlltltltlttttllllluttttllttltllltlllltltlllllttttllt
NAACP Attorney
Bares Bribe To
'Comfort' Faubus
CHARLESTON, W. Va. —
(CPI) — Attorney Wiley A.
Branton of Pine Bluff. Ark..
("barged here Sunday he h a d
been offered a plush lob by the
administration of Arkansas
Gov. Orval Faubter if he would
bow out of the integration fight.
In a speech before the
Charleston branch NAACP
Branton said he "could have
beconte the first Negro assist.
ant attorney general of Arkan-
sas."
Chief Attorney for the N A•
ACP in the Little Rock school
controversy. Branton said this
was promised If "I had used
my influence to get Gov. Far.
bus off the hook with a cooling-
off period."
111111111MIlitemill111111101111111111111111111M111111M1111111
out Si-s. end Wiwi- public areas tn,
opened to Negroes.
It was signed by 200 members
of the Alabama Christian Move,
'ment for Human Rights, headed
by Shuttlesworth.
The petition said denial of those
facilities to Negroes constituted a
' flaerant violation" of the Consti-
tutional rights of Negroes here.
Shuttlesworth said members of
the rac booed to discuss the is-
sue with city officials "lace to
face" and "we are hoping therej
won't be any need for a suit but
we are prepared for that."
Shuttlesworth led an attempt a,
year ago to integrate l'hillips high
school here but was beaten by a
mob, Ile asked the ,city school'
board to integrate Birmingham
city schools and the case went
into the Federal courts as a test
of Alabama's School Placement
The Supreme Court may bear
the case this fall on appeal from
a ruling by a three-judge Federal
anel that the law is constitution-
al.
There have been no previous at-
tempts to integrate recreational
facilities and a suit to break down
racial bars at a tennis court In
nearby Bessemer was dropped.
111111111U11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111?
Mother-To-Be Wins
On Pregnant Hunch
CLEVLAND-1 U t— A young
rnother.to-be was VOA richer
because she played a couple of
pregnant hunches.
Mrs. Norma Gartin of Subur-
ban Euclid, awaiting the arrival
of her firstborn, went to the
Cranwood Race Track.
While looking over the pro-
gram for the daily double, Mrs.
Garvin unhesitatingly selected
"Hi Doc" in the first race, and
"I'm Expectin" in the second.
The two were winners a n d
Mrs. Garvin, whose child Is due
in December, received $1011 for
her az Investment.
11111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Bicycling is one of the beet all-
oroend •xerttses. th• horn* bicycle
•vercisers now on the roorlr•t ore
roe longer playthings for the
V/Waithy, bat ars budget priced
Lovely Country How Is Setting For
Hawes-Crawford Rites In Georgia
LOUISVILLE, Ga. — In a cere-
mony taking place recently at the
lovely country home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie L. Kennedy, Miss
Mary Elaine Hawes of Louisville
became the bride of Robert E.
Crawford of Newark, N. J. The
Rev. James L. McKie officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Spurgeon G. Hawes of
Louisville. The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrst F. Edward Craw-
ford of Newark.
Miss Irene Dorsey, organist,
povided a program of wedding
music, which included "Penis
Angelicus" and "Ave Marla" in a
setting of palms and Grecian
urns filled with silver sheen chry-
santhemums and maid-of-New Or-
leans white gladioii, placed on
white columns.
Serving as maid of honor was
the sister of the groom, Miss
Mary J. Crawford of Newark.
Bridesmaids were Miss Car ie
Little, Miss Dorothy Madison,
Miss Marie Branch, Miss Dora
Holzendorf and Miss Katie Davis,
all of Louisville.
The groom chose his brother,
Charlie J. Crawford of Newark as
best man.
Ushers incleded James A. Ken-
drick of Syracuse, N. Y.; Clem
C. Hardwick of Columbus, Ohio;
G. Bogans, jr, and Sgt. Fletcher
M. Parson of it. Gordon.
Following the ceremony t h e
bride's parents entertained with a
reception at Old Community
House which was decorated with
greenery, arrangements of while
gladioli in urns and candelabra
entwined with lilies of the valley.
The bride's table, covered with
ivory satin and tulle, was cen-
tered with a five tiered wedding
or-
chids.
ornamented with bridal -
Five branched candelabra, hold-
ing tall white tapers and entwin-
ed with Fujii chrysenthemums and
tuberoses, flanked the cake.
Assisting at the reception *ere
Miss Clara Cason of Savannah.
Ga.; Mrs. Robert Evans, Athens,
Ga.; Mrs. Edward Shields, Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.;
Mrs. Benton Wells, Mrs. George
Gaines, Miss Bessie Little, and
Miss Annie L. Beard, all of Lou-
isville. Mrs. Eddie Brinson of Atli,.
ens kept the bride's book.
Out-of-town guests were Miss
Irene V. Griggs and Miss Alice
E. Griggs of Syracuse, N. Y Mr.
and Mrs. James N. Griggs of
Baltimore. Md.; Sgt. and Mrs.
Robert Hankerson of Cocoa, Fla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Scott of
Columbia, S. C.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert English, Mr. and MIS. Ed.
die Murphy and Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Wynn, all of Athens.
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford will
make their home in Poughkeep.
sic, N Y.
ZPAcE Pipit
'LOVE ISM
Eijoy surnmerlimin-a idoge way...give an.
KASE, DELICIOUS HAWAIIAN alas— combine I can
condensed consomme with 1 cup orange marmalade,
J,- cup each catsup and vinegar. Marinate pork
ribs in sauce, grill, basting often with sauce. Garnish
with pineapple and green pepper rubes 00 picks,
half tomatoes stuffed with coleslaw. Serve with'.
Coos-Cola--the real refreshment for picnics—arid'
all other occasions. The oold eriep taste, the cheerfug
lift add fun to any °caution. Bring homes couple
cartons of King Mee Coke with your picnic meld
YOUR GROCER IS PrILATURINO ALL THE MAKINGS,
KING SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Fettled leder authority el The Coca-Cala Company be Coca-Cola lattlIng Company el Mineral.% rissoles
ri SCEF Board Blasts Closing Of Schools :(FrsRtss
Culls Action
Un-American'
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — T Ii•
board of directors of the Southern
Conference Educational F u n d,
Inc., meeting here recently, de-
clared that "current attacks on
the Supreme court, accompanied
by the closing of schools in Ar-
kansas and Virginia, are un-
American and essentially sediti-
ous."
The leadership of the Southwide
organization expressed pleasure
"that the federal government is
responding to the will of the peo-
ple in the best American tradi-
tion."
The SCEF board said the gov-
ernment was doing this by "in-
sisting on obedience to the organ-
ic law of the land as interpreted
by the Supreme court, iarid by ur-
ging that our system of rublic ed.
Music and
Musicians
fly Theodore Charles Stone
The 39th season of the Chicago
Music Association was appropriate-
ly launched with "Echoes" of the
35th Annual Convention of the
National Association of Negro Mu-
sicians, Inc., held in the 'City of
Brotherly Love' Philadelphia,
last August, and delegates from
the group gave their reports.
This meeting was held at Mira.
ham Lincoln Center, 700 E. Oak-
wood blvd., Sunday, Oct. 5 and
was attended by many of Chi-
cago's most outstanding musicians
and leaders who are vitally in
terested in the Association's 1958
'59 program.
Outstanding among the host of
music folk at this first meeting
were Prof. and Mrs. J. Wesley
Jones, distinguished choral direct-
or and former executive secetary
of NANM, Dr. Ruth Allen Fouche
musicologist and composer: Miss
Josephine C. Innis', director of
Juniors, NANM; Shelby Nichols,
noted singer-composer; Walter
Henri Dyett, director of band and
orchestra, Du Sable High school;
Mrs. Ethel Gavin Stewart. music
promoter; John E. Webb, presi-
dent of the nett Music club and
Charles Lampkins, musician and
well known star of theater music.
Prof. James A. Mundy, another
distinguished choral director was
present and scores of other mu-
sicians, directors and visitors were
in attendance
Colorful reports of the convention
were given by Mrs. Dorothy C.
Gibson, Mrs. Destalear Randolph,
Mrs. Ruth Creech Ellis, Mrs. Clar-
ice Saunders, and by the Youth
division's single representative
Elaine Estell, who had attended
her first national meeting.
The reports were hailed by the
association with much enthusiasm
and the president called on the
group to begin planning now for
the 36th Annual meeting to be
held in St. Louis, Mo., in August,
1959.
The gathering was called to or-
der by the president, and Prof.
Jones, led the singing to J.
Rosamond Johnson's "Lift Every
Voice and Sing," with Mrs. Saun-
ders at the piano.
Following greetings and intro-
ductory remarks by the presiding
officer, 'Echoes' for which t h e
musicians had waited were heard.
THE 1958-59 season of the mu-
sic association as outlined by the
president includes the following
events: Nov. 2, at 5 p. m., Lin-
coln Center, a choral work shop
including church music, secular
and music drama. Dee. 7, at 5
p. m. at Grace Presbyterian
church, 3600 S. Vincennes ave., a
Vesper Hour (Christmas 
music;)- Jan. 4. 1959, at 5 p. m , at Lincoln
Center. aroice Workshop; Feb. 1, at
4:30 p. m. a Salute To Negro Com-
posers, including W. C. Handy,
William Grant Still, J Rosamond
Johnson, and Edward Margetson,
at Coppin A. M. E. church,
5633 S. Michigan ave., and March
1. at 5 p. m. the association will
present its Youth division in an
. Overture to the Youth, at Shiloh
1
' Baptist church 6200 S. May at.,
(Englewood.) On April 5, at 5
„ p. m., the piano and instrumental
• work-shop will be held at Lincoln
.- Center with National Music Week
observed during the annual
, awards banquet, on May 3, (place
'to be announced.) and the annual
music festival for three days will
consume June 6, 7, and * with
. three outstanding events.
IN ADDITION TO the public Friday, Oct. 23-24, with Fritz burned on the right side of hisperformances the association plan R •iner. conducting. The first con- face and head, left arm, and parta series of workshops, including cert on Oct. 23. will be at 8:15 of his body.
lectures, demonstrations, and p. m. and the concert on the next Mrs. Hattie Plummer was called$ up participation. For wider in- afternoon will take place at 2 p. to Shubuta, last week to attend
m. Soloists will be Adele Addison, the funeral of-her mother, Mrs.,
soprano, Jerome Hines, basso and
soptano; Regina Resnik, mezzo
MS1-irgt.CrndPerM-rs. Isiah Frederick
Jon Vickers, tenor. The chorus will
amino Is- kelt, and unin-
terrupted operation."
"Kentucky, Maryland, Oklaho-
ma, West Virginia, and Tennes-
see, which are equally as South.
ern as Arkansas and Virginia,
have demonstrated the possibility
of peaceful compliance with Su-
preme Court orders," the board
said. "In these states, leadership
on the state level took a construc-
tive attitude instead of obstruct
ing and nullifying the good-faith
efforts of local school boards."
COMMEND LEADERS
The board members also voted
to "highly commend and vigor
nasty support the 210 Negro lead-
ers from all over the South who
protested the actions of the House
Committee on un-American Acti
vities in Atlanta, Ga., in July.'
This referred to a hearing July
30 to which the House Committee
summoned Carl Braden, Louisville
integrationist and SCEF field
secretary, to question him alarm
his activities in the South. Braden
told the committee that his be
lief;, activities, and associations
were none of the committee's bus-
iness.
Another witness who refused to
answer questions at the Atlanta
hearing was Frank Wilkinson, Los
Angeles, secretary of the Commit-
tee to Preserve American Free-
doms. He had been invited to At-
lanta by SCEF officials to ob-
serve the operations of the House
Committee.
The SCEF board said:
''Braden and Wilkinson believe
in true Americanism and would
welcome a bona fide investigation
of such current, widespread un-
American activities as the burn-
ing of churches and synagogues,
harassment of Jews and Negroes,
restrictions of the right to vote
by intimidation and otherwise
and the denial of the rights of
free assembly and free speech.
"We regard it as a contradic-
tion in terms to castigate as un-
American people who support the
Constitution as defined by t e
courts and who believe our differ-
ences should be settled peaceably
in the courts. On such grounds,
we support Braden and Wilkinson
in their stand."
SENATE RULE 22
The SCEF board further voted
to assist in a nation-wide move-
ment to modify Senate Rule 22
to limit filibustering. The board
noted that filibustering is t h e
principal device used by Southern
senators to defeat civil rights leg-
islation.
SCEF will circulate a petition
all over the South to modify Rule
22. The petition will be present-
ed to the Senate at the opening
of the 6Gth Congress in January
in support of senators cooperat-
ing with the AFL-CIO to change
Rule 22.
Eleven members were added to
the biracial SCEF board. They
are:
The Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth,
Birmingham, president of the Ala-
bama Christian Movement f o r
Human Rights: Miss Corinne
Breeding, Oklahoma City busi-
nesswoman; the Rev. W. W. Fin-
lator. • Baptist minister of Ral-
eigh, N. C.; Bishop Frank Madi-
son Reid, Kittrell, N. C. Dr. Eli-
nor Behre, Scientist, Black Moun-
tain, N. C.;
Also the Rev. Sherwood S. Da-
vis, Methodist minister, Austin,
Texas; Dr. Samuel Newman, pe-
diatrician, Danville, Va.; the Rev.
A. E Campbell, president of the
Tennessee Regular Baptist State
Convention, Memphis; Mrs. MI.
lie Miles, integration leader,
Knoxville, Tenn., and Jimmy
Stewart, newspaper columnist and
president of the Oklahoma City
NAACP.
ON HAND TO CONGRATU-
LATE the administration of
Tennessee A & I State univer-
sity on its attainment of full-
fledged land-grant university
status in seven short years and
to bring greetings to the uni-
versity's first formal opening
convocation w e r e: deft
to right) Dr. George
N. Redd, C e a n, Fisk uni-
versity; Dr. F eye G.
Gibson, president, Scarritt col-
lege; Dr. Maynard P. Turner,
president, American Baptist
Theological Seminary; Tennes-
see State's president, Dr. W.
S. Davis; Dr. Harold D. West,
president, Mitharry Medical
College; and Dr. Harvie Bran•
scomb, chancellor, Vanderbilt
University.—Clanton, Ill Photo
Tennessee A I University
Wins Full University Status
By EARL S. CLANTON, III Aug. 8, Presidents bringing greet- gress, this year. Tennessee State
"With joy, satisfaction, and anx- ings were: Dr. Harvie Branscomb, bridged the span in less than 50
iety in my heart, I proclaim the Vanderbilt; Dr. Foye Gibson, years.
Tennessee Agricultural and Indus- American Baptist Theological The new land-grant university
trial State University a full-fledg- Seminary. Dr. George N. Redd President announced the complete-
ed Land-Grant University." Dr. brought greetings for Fisk's presi- ly reorganized administrative staff
W. S. Davis, president told the dent, Dr. Stephen P. Wright. and the addition of the School of
faculty and student body at the Using the theme, "Yesterday, Agriculture and Home Economics
University's formal opening con- Today, and Tomorrow," Dr. Day- to the University's four existing
vocation last week, is traced the University's history schools.
Five Nashville college officials from its founding in 1912 to its Graduate, Arts and Sciences,
shared Tennessee's joy at the con- becoming a fullfledged land-grant Education, and Engineering form.
vocation that publicly announced university, under the dictates of ed the basic University schools
the official sanction granted by both the 1862 and 1890 land-grant before the addition of the new
the State Board of Education on acts by the United States Con- Ag school.
Mississippi
formation on subjects pertinent to
wide range of interest of the mem.
bership. These workshops are de-
signed to offer enlightenment on
personal problems of teachers, di be that of the Chicago Symphony
rectors, performers, students and
laymen, with educitional and cul Hillis, is the director.
tual benefits as the objectives.
Experts in various fields have
been engaged to conduct these
workshops and various members
are to be called on to assist from
time to time. '414401
; AUDITIONS FOR new members
of the Chicago Civic Orchestra
will be held in Orchestra hall on
Monday afternoon, Oct. 20, at 4:30
p. m The Civic Orchestra is the
training orchestra affiliated uith
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
and offers a full season of or
chestral training free of charge
to qualified musicians. Rehear.
als will commence under the di-
rection of John Welcher on Fri-
day. Oct. 34. Full information
may be obtained at the Symphony
office in Orchestra Hall, or by
calling HArison 7-0363.
Auditions will be by appointment
only.
BEETHOVEN', 9th Symphony,
(Choral) will he sung on the first
concerts of the season of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra a
Orchestra Hall. Thursday, and
Orchestra, of which Margaret
STARKVILLE .111, and Birmingham, Ala., be-
By FANNIE MOORE I fore returning home.
I Friends of Mrs. julia GriffinMr and Mrs. James Harris ot are happy to learn that she is veryMerdian Miss., and Mrs. Mag' much improved after suffering aHardy of Artesia, Miss., were the stroke.
week end guest of Mr. and Mrs.'.
Robert Hardy. , Mrs. Irma Jean Badon and Mrs.
Mrs. Mary F Dockins spent' 
Ruth Virgie are the proud moth-
- .  era of their little baby boys borna few days in Louisville, Miss .,1
last week visiting her son and his 
to them last week in the local
hospitalfamily, Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Dock- ".
ins and Metrick. . Mr. Will Jones is again confined
Mrs. Dorothy Bishop Sheridan to the Veterans Hospital of New
Orleans.and baby daughter. Heida Marie
spent last week with her parents, Among those confined to the
Mn, and Mrs, Bessie Bishop. The local hospital last week were Sam
Sheridans are living in Chicago. Adams. Charlie West cf Carriere,
Mrs. Wilda Bowden, who has Mrs. Carol Williams, Doris
lived in Starkville for over 30 Booth, Sarah Richard, Fannie
years, moved to Hopkinville, Ky. Ruth Cooper, Cornelious F'ergu•
where she will make her home. son, Alex Nicholson and Mrs.
Ada Mixon, Hattie Plummer, Wil-
lie Turner, Pierce Stewart, Charlie
Buckley. little Cecil Jenkins, and
little Gregary Thompson.
Miss Dorothy Solar returned
LUNCH TIME SNACK
Wrap wieners in pancakes for a
lunch time snack. Serve with mus-
tard, catsup and relishes.
Mrs. Vernice Hughes Rogers,
of New York. spent a few days
in this city after coming home.
to attend the funeral of her
cousin in Columbus.
Mr. Joe Yeates, spent his va. home last week after spendingcation in St. Louis visiting his son several days in Chicago visitingand family, Mr. and Mrs. Ben A 10 nieht revival services heldYates. 
at the Greater Pleasant Valley• • •
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY PAIGE
Miss Della Lee Marsh, daugh•
ter of Mr. Edmond Marsh left
last week to join S-Sgt. and Mrs.
Lynell Gandy at C.leverland.
Miss., where she will accompany
them back to Merced, Calif. where
the Gandys live. Della Lee expects
to make her home there.
Mrs. Mary Roberts of Waynes-
boro, Miss., was called here last
Wednesday evenirg to the bedside
of her son. Melvin Falconer whois confined to the local hospital,
he fell from the top of the build-ing of the new East side color-
ed school now under construc-
tion. Melvin was working with a
roofing company and while
pulling up heated asphalt the scaf-
fold 'fell and he jumped to the
ground and ten gallons of hot as-
phalt fell behind him. He was
Baptist church closed last Fri-
day night with 10 for Baptism
and 14 restoration, and on the
following Sunday morning a joint
baptizing of Pleasant Valley and
East Jerusalem Baptist church
was held at Pleasant Valley
church. The evangelist for t h e
meeting was Rev. Luther Gray of
Mount Olive, Miss., Rev, E. L.
Fox is pastor.
Mr. A. I. Snyder who is a stu-
dent at Southern university spent
last week here with his parents
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Lee Snyder.
Mr. Audie McSwain wishes to
announce that his daoghter, Miss
Marvin McSwain was quietly mar-
ried to Delos Burnett of Henly-
field last week, the wedding took
place at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Bufords.
Carver Hieh Pirates defeated
Franklin, La, last week on
Franklinton's field.
Mrs. Nancy Allen, wife of Man.
uel Allen was called last week to
Starksville, Miss.. where she
attended the funeral of her aunt,
Mrs. Sylvia Ann Lucious.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams
are the parents of another baby 
are the parents of a little girl
born to them last week in the
boy born to them last week in the local hospital.
local hospital. Mrs. Fredrick is the The Rev. Johnnie Lee Baker
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Per- was guest speaker last Sundaycy Mannings. night at the Weem Chapel Metho-
Mr. Albert Buford of Chicago, diet church. His subject was "Spir-
Ill., son of Mr. Ben Buford, who itual Transformation."
spent a week here visiting was Little Barbara Delo!' Jackson
accompanied back to Chicago by daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroyhis mother, Mrs. Bennie Burford, Jackson celebrated his sixth
who will vigil relatives in Chicago, birthday last week in the nome of
"Subsequent to the elevation of
the status of the University, sev.
eral of our administrative offi-
cers have been advanced in rank,"
Dr. Davis related.
The administrative deans are:
Dr. Carl M. Hill, faculty and Arts
and Sciences; Dr. Hubert B.
Crouch, Graduate School; Dr. Mal-
colm Williams, Education; Dr.
James A. Parson, Engineering;
Dr. Maior F. Spauling, Agricul-
ture and Home Economics; and
Dr. Joseph A. Payne, Dean of
Students. Dr. A. V. Boswell Is
Vice President.
In addition to the new deanship;,
the 33 new faculty members add-
ed to the teaching force were in-
troduced. Twelve of the new facul-
ty members hold doctors of phi-
losophy degrees which brings Ten-
nessee's total to 49, not including
the 10 part-time terminal degree
teachers.
Tennessee
NEWBARN
By ARCMIA WOODS
St. Paul CME Missionary So-
ciety sponsored a baby contest
Winners were Little Lebranda Lu-
cas and grandmother, Mrs. Sallie
Kindle, first place. Kay Smith and
grandmother, Mrs. J. Johnson,
second place and James Ferger.
son and grandmother, Mrs. Minnie
R. Fergerson, third place. Money
raised — 8179.63.
Funeral service for Mrs. Ethel
Baptist church. Rev. P. E. Cole-
man officiated.
Miss Charline Hamilton and
Miss Birdie Douglas were home
for the week end.
Rev. Whittmore and family were
guest in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. John Shaw.
Rev. Eddings was a dinner
guest on the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Hamilton last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Maya and
family of St. Louis, Mo., were
here to attend the funeral of their
cousin, Mrs. Ethel Knight.
Franklin and Frelon Chambert
were called to St. Louis to st-
ied the funeral of siste r,
Mrs. Annie B. Lyons.
• • •
CLARKSVILLE
By EDWARD H. BROWN
Three freshmen, graduates of
Burt High school, and two Jun-
iors are now students at Austinv
Peay State college (white) this
city,
her grandmother, Mn, Nancy
Paige.
Mrs. Virgin Dunn, wife of Hen-
ry Samuel Dunn who have been
attending a beautician school at
Bogalusa have finished he r
course and made her license. Vir-
gin wishes to announce that she
has built her a beauty parlor near
her home on Trotter at.. in Good-
year.
Mr. Clyde Otis of Akron, Ohio,
who was visiting her parents at
Printiss, dropped by here last week
to say hello to his old friends.
Mrs. Deliah Myles of DeRidder,
La., spent three weeks here with
her mother, Mrs. Ada McGovern.
• • •
BATES VILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
The Church of God in Christ had
fine services the first Sunday with
a visitor from the town of Bates-
ville as guest. Rev. Mack is pastor.
The Harrisonville M. B.
church had a great service the
first Sunday with Clear Creek
members and others Visiting. Rev,
Thurman Dandridge, the pastor,
brought the message.
Sunday was a high day at Bras-
sel Chapel AME church. Rev. .1.
A. Anderson, pastor. The Friendly
Gates Quartet rendered a singing
program at Water Valley.
Mn, and Mrs. Elsey Hervey and
daughter from Water Valley
were visitors in the home of Mary
E. Morgan recently.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Henderson
and children recently visited their
sisters Cleopatra ad Eloqua Chat-
man along with Mr. and Mrs. A.
A. Brown who spent the day with
her sister, Mrs. Ida Chatman.
• • •
PICKENS
By GRACE R. STIGLER
Sunday school was well attend-
ed last Sunday.
The Pearly Gate Singers of Fair.
view M. B. church rendered a
lovely program Sunday evening
and a wonderful time was enjoyed
by all.
Prof. G. W. Brooks. principal of
Burt High School ie city chairman
of the colored UGF Drive; Prof.
J. R. Branham, assistant County
Agricultural Agent is County
Chairman of the UGF Drive, Prof.
Branham is the Negro Tenn, Coun-
ty Agent of the Year.
Burt High Tigers defeated
Bransford High, Springfield, foot-
ball team Saturday night Oct. 11.
by a score of 25-0.
Mrs. Georgia Goodall has return.
ed home from Chicago where she
attended the funeral of Ulysses S.
Goodall, a former resident of this
city. He was a retired post of-
fice clerk of more than 30 years
service in the Post office depart-
ment. He was the brother of the
late Wayne T. Goodall, a retired
mailcarrier of this city.
Recent visitor: Miss Gertrude
Jackson of Chicago, III., who is
visiting parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fleming Jackson. other relatives
and friends.
Shutin: Alexander Reeves who
Is confined at his home recovering
from the injury of a broken ankle,
which he sustained in a fall
at his home.
Other recent death I: Mrs.
Myrtle Gold, Mrs. Regenlit Wis-
dom, Mrs. Tinnie Dixson. Robert
Willie, uncle of Mrs. W. T. Couch,
who died in Helena, Arkansas;
Mrs. Caroline Flemings, Mrs. An.
na Mai Coward and Joe Cross, jr.
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
Sister Rosie L. Benefield and
others organized a prayer band in
our community to go into the
home of everyone who ia willing
to welcome them for prayers. The
first meeting was in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Gholeton.
Those present were Mrs. Rosie
L. Benefield, Mrs. Lola Spicer,
Mrs. Alberta Boyd, Mrs. Annie
Mai Long and Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Chambers. Next meeting to be
held in the home of Mrs. Ors
Grundy.
Mr. L. W. Graham of St. Louis,
Mo., spent a few days in our city
with his mother, Mrs. Katie Dans-
by.
Mr D. H. Goodrich of Indianap-
olis spent the week end with his
mother and father, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnsonville and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Wells and
Hi there! How is everything? Is
your CAMPUS SWINGING? Art
teachert GETTING to you? Well
enjoy yourself you're only young
once.
The Student Council of SHAW
UNIVERSITY was officially in-
stalled for the current year on
Monday, in Greenleaf Auditorium,
by Dr. William R. Strassner,
president. GEORGE GOODE, was
elected president of the Student
Council. Other officers installed
are George Murphy, MYRTLE
STREETER, Vonzie Ervin, MAE
COVINGTON, Juanita Dane y,
NATHANIEL McNAIR, Albert
Hockaday, MALACHI ROUND.
TREE. Glenford Mitchell, editor
of the Shaw Journal; Claude Fly-
the, business manager of the jour-
nal; LEO WILLIAMS, Oscar Hin-
ton.
The students international or-
ganization met for the first time
this fall on Benedict's campus.
The organization, which draws its
members from ALLEN UNIVER-
SITY and BENEDICT COLLEGE,
has as its aims; (1) closer co-
operation among international stu.
dents, and (2) to cement more
firmly the already well establish-
ed American foreign student's
friendship. The officers elected
were as follows: SAMSON OBI,
Nigeria, was re-elected president;
ELRIC PENN, Nassau, PAUL
SAMPONG, Ghana and LEONARD
KINUTHIA, Kenya, publicity of-
ficer. We're wishing this organiza-
tion "Much Success" and hope
they'll let us hear from them
often. OK LEONARD?
THE CAMPBELL CHOIR( of
Jackson, Miss.) participated in the
94th Anniversary of the Bethel
A. M. E. Church at Vicksburg.
This will probably be the "big"
year for them for many fresh-
men have been added to the group.
This along with other factors as-
sures the choir a most successful
school year.
The famed ROTC band and drill
team of PRAIRIE VIEW A. and
M. COLLEGE was featured in a
concert on the State Fair grounds
and during the Cotton Bowl foot-
ball classic scheduled last week-
end at Dallas. Eight other college
musical groups also performed,
with PRAIRIE VIEW and TEXAS
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY featur-
ed in several additional activities
before the 3:00 p.m. kickoff and
at halftime in the big stadium.
The two state colleges had hun-
dred' of their student bodies
were on hand for pep rallies,
cheerleading, and performances
on the Field. The first presenta-
tion of the college queens, "MISS
PRAIRIE VIEW" and "MISS
TEXAS SOUTHERN" was made
during halftime. Rivalry is at a
peak between the two teams and
their man followers. One of the
largest crowds in recent years at.
tended 'this 5-4th edition of the
annual State Fair Classic. Things
were actually too sharp to de-
scribe.
The FORT VALLEY STATE
COLLEGE (Ga.) "Founders' Day"
traditionally celebrated October
10th annually will be held this
Friday at 10:30 a.m, in the col-
lege auditorium with DR. CATH-
ERINE DUNCAN BERRY, direct-
or of the college's Division of
Education as the main speaker,
Dr. C. V. Troup, president, an-
flounces. — The annual talent-
stunt night by freshmen of the
Fort Valley State College under
the direction of John Blackwell
(Sophomore) proved to be a night
I Campus Beat
By BECKY TAYLOR of real entertainMent. SAMUEL
JOLLY (a freahmaii) made an ex-
cellent master of ceremonies and
without I WIS. Some of these
who participated were RICHARD
O'NEAL, Evelyn Rollins, BILLY
WILLIAMS, Hosts Waters, VIR-
GINIA CLARK Leo Young, DOR-
IS WALDEN, Virginia Huff, '
VERA MAE FISHER, Barbara
Jean Carter, MARGIE TURNER,
Willie Mae Walton, AUDREY
ROSSER, Lylerly and Jacqueline
Cochran. BERTON MILLER, John
W. Polite, HENRY J. MERRI-
WEATHER, Freddie Mitchell,
TALMADGE SMART, and Doro-
thy Ross. A Trio. Dolores Calhoun,
ALMA FRANKLIN and Carolyn
Lawson; and a Quartet! Jacque-
line Cochran, OLLIE RUTH
HEARD, George Goodrum, Macon
and Charles Sims. — Martha
Flowers, a noted concert soprano,
will open the Fort Valley State
College "lyceum series." 'Thurs-
day evening, October 16th,
ROBBIE JUNE GEORGE
"MISS GREEN TEA", a very
unusual title is it not? ROBEIE
JUNE GEORGE, senior at Le.
Moyne College in Memphis, Tenn.,
holds this title. The green is for
dollar Sills. Miss George won her
title on the vote of green tea spon.
sons. Funds raised at the teas
were given to the Jessie Mahan
Center where small children of
working mothers receive proper
care. — LeMoyne College is one
of five Mid.South colleges and
universities teaming up with 'IV
Station WMCT to offer credit
courses In nuclear physics via
television. The TV course is being
presented for two semesters and
offers four hours,of college credit.
Classes will be presented Monday
through Friday. Students will
gather at LeMoyne on Saturdays
for about one hour to discuss the
week's work with Charles W. Phil.
lips, assistant professor of phy-
sics at the college. Other schools
participating in the program are
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVER.
SITY, UNIVERSITY OF' MISSIS.
SIPPI, ARKANSAS STATE COL.
LEGE and DELTA STATE COL.
LEG K.
Both FISK UNIVERSITY',
president and its football team
will be honored guests of DIL.
LARD UNIVERSITY here for the
Oct. 18 weekend when Dillard eels.
brates Homecoming and observ-
es its Founders' Day, The Dillard
Blue Devils will meet the Fisk
Bulldogs for the traditional home.
coming gridiron contest on Oct..
111. The following day Dr. Step-
hen J. Wright, president of Fisk,
will be the principal speaker at
Founders' Day exercises. The two
schools are traditional football riv.
als and sister institutions related
to the American Missionary As-
sociation.
TODD DUNCAN, noted baritone,
was presented in a recital at the
ALABAMA A. & M. COLLEGN
October 10, as the opening feature
of the lyceum series. Also appear-
ing were JOHN DUKE, Roger
Quilts r, REYNALDO HAHN,
Saint-Saiens. The recital was held
in Bibb Graves Hall,
BISHOP COLLEGE announces
Its participation in a nationally
televised College credit course
entitled. "TV Continental ChM
room Physics For The Atomic
Age" sponsored by the American
Association of Colleges for Teach-
er Education over the NBC net-
work.
Until next week, keep the
BOOKS open and the PENCILS
moving, but have a good time also.
Island is in our city and New John-
sonville visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Henry Wells of
kohnsonville and relatives.
Rev. N. D. Thompson recently
preached at Salters Chapel AME
church where Rey. G. H. Bow-
en is pastor.
Rev. W. M. Jenkins was with
Rev. Thompson at Martin Chapel
and his congregation.
Indiana
KOKOMO
By BENNIE PECK
The local NAACP membership
drive was given another boost to-
ward its goal with an inspirational
speech by Mrs. Helen P .
She spoke on "Crusade for Human
Rights." The heavily attended
meeting was held at Mt. Pisgah
Baptist church. Music provided by
choruses from Mt. Pisgah and Sec-
ond Baptist churches with a solo
by Nathan Bluitt, Rev. J. W. Carr
gave the invocation and Rev. L.
J. Hall the benediction. An appeal
for members was given by branch
president, Hollis King.
Mrs Lillian Smith recently re-
turned from the east where she
was visiting with her son, Robert
Killebrew and family of Spring-
field, Mass.
Mrs. Davie Smith spent the week
end in Terre Haute.
Rev. and Mrs. Noel Hord for-
merly of this city spent the week
brother Thomas Clint of Rock end in Flint, Mich.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. WET
Miss Maple Clark Walker wise
recently underwent surgery al
Doctors' hospital is back borne:
She is reported doing fine.
Mrs. Mary Caddis Walton wail
honored with a surprise birthday
given by her husband Isom, at
their home. The guests were
Mrs. Mary Green, Mrs. Geneve
York and Mrs. Eagle Sales.
Annie Louise Jones died at Unla ,
versity hospital. Mrs. Sallie Askew
and Mrs. Mettle L. Knox wish
to thank the neighbors of Paul
Hill and the employees of Pine
Mines for making it possible for
her baby to be buried at the Old
St. Paul Baptist cemetery.
Our get well wishes are M14111,
Mrs. Mary Gibson. She Is report-
ed doing fine.
The St. John Independent Meth.
dist chorus worshipped with the
Shady grove Baptist chorus in
celebration of their minuet pro-
gram. They also appeared on the
program of Mt. Joy Baptist
churc is, Mrs. DOI* Neeittg
Bro, G. W. Ivey, president; Reg.
Williams, pastor.
Bro. Henry Smith died at the
veterans hospital. Funeral to be
announced later. Bro. Henry
Smith is a member of St. Jolla
Independent Methodist church.
Rev. R. G. Williams, pastor.
The Dunbar Blue Devils are off
to a fine start. Of the two
games played this season they
were victorious and their coach,
Mr. Bond L. Henderson is very
proud Dunbar defeated Rose-
11111 dale 17-6 and Wenona High 134.
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By ED SAINSBURY
The pressure is off the Chicago
Bears' "Spot Player," With. Gab-
snore, so with better blocking and
more rest, he said he was antici-
pating a brilliant season.
Galimore, a 23-year-old half.
back who debuted with the Bears
last season when he was the sec-
ond leading ground gainer and
second leading scorer, already is
off to a faster start, and so are
the Bears.
Last year Galimore made 5311
yards and averaged 4.2 per try
in 12 games and he scored 4.2
lints on seven touchdowns. Then
Gutierrez Beats
Tombstone Smith
In Ten Rd. Bout
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Al-
varo Gutierrez, a 4-1 underdog,
handed Tombatone Smith a one-
sided thrashing Thursday night
when he scored a unanimous 10-
round decision at the Olympic
Auditorium.
' Guitierrez, 148, Mexico C it y,
brought the fans to their feet on
many occasions as he outfought
Smith, 147, California welterweight
giopion. from Los Angeles.
Imirh. free-winging Mexican,
who had registered three straight
knockouts in his most recent
fights here, all of them sensation-
al battles, outpunched and out-
hustled his lanky opponent to win
practically every round.
Referee Mushy Callahan vot-
ed 98-89. Judge Jack McDonald
had i' 100-tie and Judge Russ Brad-
ford saw it at 99-90.
The ninth round was the most
spectacular In the fight. Smith
unleashed a smashing combination
that rocked and shook Gutier-
rez but failed to slow down his
determined attack.
Alvaro came back with a rally
of his own and had Tombstone
reeling and hanging on for the
O.
half minute of the round,
h also was staggered In the
His seconds had to help him
to his corn*r after the bell.
Both fighters were wobbly in
the 10th. They were so exhausted
a knockout seemed unlikely.
Smith recently fought welter-
weight champion Virgil Akins on
national television and nearly scor-
ed an upset in a non-title bout.
He was leading going into the
final round but was stopped in the
10th by the champion.
In the six round semi-final, Nat
Simon, 137, Los Angeles, won a
split decision over Joe Chavez, 138,
Albuquerque, N. M. Simon won
mainly on the strength of a third
round knockdown.
In the fours, David Camacho,
137, Los Angeles. decisioned Jos
Jacobi., 135 1-4, Los Angeles; Otis
Fuller, 190, Los Angeles, KO'd
John Freeman, 185,4, Ft. Wayne,
Ind., in the second, and Ed Hick-
man. 149, Los Angeles, decisioned
Leo Anderson, 144, Los Angeles.
Big Ten Football Standing
wit pct tp op
Ohio State 1 0 0 1.000 II 13
Wisconsin . 1 I 0 1.000 31 6
Iowa 1 a 0 1 000 34 13
Northwestern I 0 0 1-000 7 1
Michigan St. 0 II 1 .500 12 12
Michigan 0 0 1 .500 12 U
Minnesota 0 1 0 .0410 2 7
Perdue 9 1 0 006 131
Illinois 0 1 0 .000 13 19
Indiana 6 1 0 .000 13 34
(Tie game counte as a half game
won and a half game lost)
the Bears lost the first three
games.
This yew Galimore ham com-
piled a 6.7 yard average and 141
yards in two games and already
he's scored four touchdowns, three
of trem, in one game. And the
Bears won the opener for the first
time in six years.
"It's different this year," Gall-
more said. "We've gut the same
plays, maybe some of them re
vised a bit, but I play a lot leas
and feel a little stronger. I feel
I have more speed
"We've had better blocking this
year, from all the linemen, but
Abe Gibron has given the line a
rod lift."
Galimore, who has caught
three passes for 118 yards in-
cluding one for 79 yards and a
touchdown, anticipated that as the
season goes on. he'll become a
greater pass receiving factor.
"More experience makes pass
catching better," he said. "Last
year I was fair, but this year
I think I'm better because Ed
Brown and (Zeke) Bratkowski
know how I'm going to run and
the speeds I'll use and they hit
me better. It helps just to have
a training season with them be-
cause of that."
Galimore was a "Spot Player"
In the plans of Coach George Ha-
les because he boasts far more
speed than most of the other Hears
backs. "He'll look • mighty good
against a tired ball club," Ha-
les said.
"lie's been playing quite a bit,"
Hales said, "but I still think of
him as a spot player. He's better
that way, if you don't have to use
him all the time, and it's worked
out the way I thought it would."
"There's less chance of getting
hurt if you don't go in there all
the time " Galimore said, "and it
lets me get some rest."
So far Galimore has paid off
with one long run for the Bears,
a 99-yard touchdown sprint with
a kickoff against Baltimore as well
as the long pegs play. If he keeps
it up, he'll be for ahead of his
own rookie records when this
season ends.
Central State,
Kentucky State,
Baffle Oct. 18
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — The
Central State college fighting Ma•
rauderi are pointing toward their
homecoming contest against Ken-
tucky State college on Saturday.
Oct. 18.
The Marauders would very much
like to post a win before the re-
turning alumni, and what is ex-
pected to be the largest home-
coming crowd in the school's his-
tory.
In the last two homecoming
games, the Marauders have emer-
ged with ties. In 1958, a 13-13 tie
with Kentucky State, and in 1957,
a 7-7 tie with West Virginia State
college.
Co-captains Garfield Hubbard,
from South Bend, Ind., and Lorin
Anderson, Detroit, will be playing
In their final homecoming game
for Central State college.
The freshman and sophomore
studded Marauder squad thus far
gives evidence that Central State
college may soon return to the
rank of one of the nation's power-
ful grid teams.
Head Coach James J. Walker,
former All-American Iowa tack.
le seems very pleased with the
progress of his young squad.
Words of the Wise
Hs who ascrtfteee his coo-
melees, 13 ambition burns a
picture to obtain the ashes.
—(Chineee proverb)
JOE THE JET PERRY. San
Francisco 49er a c a fullback
heads for the ground after an
11-yird gain in first quarter
of recent game with Loa An
S
pies Rams. Perry went on to
%mai the all-time rushing rec.
out of Steve Van Buren of the
old Philadelphia Eagles with
a lifetime total of 8,177 yards
compared to Van Boren's old
mark of 5,860 yards. (UPI
Telephoto)
CONGR AT S—Milwaukee
Braves manager Fred Haney
delivers congratulations to New
York Yankee pilot Casey Sten-
gel for winning 19514 world
series. Scene was In Milwau.
kee Braves dressing room,
(CPI Telephoto)
Len Moore Runs
Perk Baltimore
By OLIVER MORRISON
BALTIMORE — (UPI) — Slick
quarterbacking by Johnny Unitas
and brilliant running by Lenny
Moore have the Baltimore Colts
off to a sprinting start again in
the National Football League but
no one is talking championship.
The Colts, the only undefeated
team in the Western Division,
don't quite dare talk champion-
ship. The memory of a similar
start last year is too bitter.
Most of the troubles arose from
the fact the Colts were a poor
road club. They won only three
games away from borne and
what they will do on the road
this year remains the big ques-
tion.
The Colts last year were in first
place as late as the first week
of December with a one-game
December with a one-game
bulge over San Francisco and De-
roil but wound up in third place
when they dropped the last two
games on the West Coast.
Maybe things will be different
this year. The Colts are a solid,
veteran team and showed what
they could do with an eye-open-
ng, 51-38 win over the mighty
Chicago Bears. Believed by some
to be the strongest pro team in
several years. '
Unitas fired slx touchdown pass-
es in the first two games, four
of them against the Bears. The
game was also the 17th straight
in which Unitas tossed for a
touchdown.
Moore has scored five touch-
downs, four of them against Chi-
cago. Incidentally, the Reading
Rocket set three all-time Colt re-
cords in that game. They were,
most Colt touchdowns in one game,
most points in one game and
most touchdowns in lifetime, 25.
The veteran Colt (earn has a
fierce defense and all-around rug-
ged ability but it's the team di-
rection by Unitas, pass catch.
in gand running by Moore and
pass catching by Raymond Bell.),
that catches the eye of rival
scouts.
Pete Hillis, a nephew of Bears
owner-coach George Hales, warn-
ed the Bears before they were sus-
pended. "Stop Lenny Moore. He
is a threat to break the game
open at any time. He has a
style that Ia all his own and runs
differently than anyone else I've
over seen."
He is so right.
One of the most familiar sights
on the TV screen Sunday after-
noons seems to be Moore standing
in an end zone, football in hand,
looking far upfield to see if any
flags were dropped.
"Daddy Long-Legs" looks like
a good tackle would break him in
half but opposing players sel-
dom seem to get a solid, head-on
Kid Bassey Signs
For New York Go
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Hogan
(Kid) Bassey of Nigeria, the world
featherweight champion, w a to
signed to make his first Now
York appearance, in a scheduled
10-round non-title bout against Car
melo Costa of Brooklyn, at Madi-
son Square Garden, Oct. 31.
The International Boxing Club
announced the bout was agreed
upon, pending the approval of the
Nee York State Athletic Ccmmis-
sion.
Bassey, 26, has won eight straight
bouts. In his latest match. he scor-
ed a ninth-round knockout against
former featherweight champion
Willie Pep, in Boston. Sept. 20.
In all, Bassey has a record of
52 victories, 1.0 defeats and one
draw.
The 24-year-old Costa has fought
45 times, winning 33 losing seven
and fighting five draws.
shot at him.
'1 try to get in on a slant,"
Moore said, "but the big thing
is to keep moving. Do something
so you don't get hammered too
much." He added that he would
like to keep it that way.
CHARLES HOLMES, Maryland
State College's flashy halfback..
who is high among the top east-
ern ball-carriers this season.
Hodge Agitates
For Moore Bout
PERRY, Okla, — (UPI) — Dan-
ny Hodge nursed a slightly sore
knuckle and hoped his second--
round knockout of Maurice Green.
would earn him a shot at Ar-
chie Moore.
Hodge, weighing 192, put the
210-pound Green away with a right
to the head in 1:15 of the second
round before a home town crowd
of 1,600.
He had floored Green for the
nine count once in the first round.
Immediately after the bout,
trainer Al King said !lodge would
try to get a fight with the aging
Moore. King said Hodge didn't
care where the fight was held al.
though he is better known in the
midwest.
The fight. King said, would be
for the light-heavyweight chain.
pionehip a n d would mean
Hodge would have to pare his
weight down to 175, the weight at
which he vaulted to collegiate
wrestling prominence.
He added that Hodge could not
fight for another month because
of the knuckle injury on his right
hand sustained against Art Norrig
recently.
Although Hodge favored his right
hand Wednesday night, he scored
easily with his punches, waiting
for an opening and hitting well,
The win for Hodge was his fifth
in six bouts. He has had four
knockouts and his only loss was
to Norris, which he avenged with
a return-bout victory over the
Chicago boxer.
Hodge became well known in
amateur wrestling by taking the
collegiate championship while at
Oklahoma university. He was
also an Olympic wrestler before
deciding to switch to boxing.
Virgil Akins Signs
For December 5 Go
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Wel-
terweight King Virgil Akins has
signed to defend his 'itle at Olym-
pic Auditorium, Dec. 5, against
the winner of the Don Jordan. 
GasparOrtega bout, matchmak.
er George Parnassus announced.
Jordan and Ortega square off
Oct. 22, in Long Beach. Gall
• DEFENDER SPORTS
READY FOR ACTION — At
East Lansing, Mich., getting
ready for practice are Dean
Look (left) and Henry Young.
brother of famed Claude (Bud-
dy) Young, flash and
Baltimore Colts pro terror, lin.
heard is music on locker room
phonograph as the intent look
on boys' faces foretells a hard
week of workouts with Michi-
gan State Spartans. (UPI Tele.
photo)
Logart To Fight
Five Foreigners
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Wel-
terweight contender Isaac Logart,
having recaptured lost prestige by
turning the tables on Rudell Stitch,
announced he will have at least
five foreign fights before resum-
ing his United States campaign
for a title shot.
Cuban Isaac won • unanimous
decision over Stitch of Louisville,
Ky., in their return 10 rounder at
St. Nicholas Arena. Stitch had
won an upset unanimous verdict
over fifth-rates Logart at Louis-
ville Aug. 27.
Logart claimed the Louisville
verdict was a "home town de-
cision," and he declared "I prov•
red that fact, at St. Nick's."
Cuban Ikea next fight will be
with Gerald Gray at Kingston, Ja-
maica, Oct. 18. After that he will
go to Buenos Aires for four
fights in the Argentine Metropo-
lis,
Ottawa Signs
Bobby Wakins
OTTAWA — (UPI) — The Otta-
wa Rough Riders announced the
signing of Bob Watkins, a 200-
pound halfback cut recently by
the Chicago Bears.
Watkins, a graduate of Ohio
State who played with the National
Football league Bears for the past
two seasons, was the third new
import signed by the big four club
in the last two weeks. The others
were linemen Sam Palumbo and
Dalton Traux.
The new halfback brings to 16
the number of Americans in the
Ottawa camp.
Coach Frank Clair will declare
his final dozen for the year after
next Monday's game in Montreal.
In addition to the 16 available
for duty, three others — quarter-
back Tom Dimitroff, guard Larry
Hayes and center Ron Pawlowski
— are still with the club although
Injuries have finished them for
the season.
Clair said when announcing the
signing of Palumbo and Truax
that the two linemen were obtain-
ed principally with next season in
mind. The trio also will provide
insurance against further injuries
this year.
DILLARD STALWART. Johnny
Williams of New Orleans, captain
of Dillard University's football
team, who will lend the B I u •
Devils against the Flak Bulldogs
on Oct. IA in Dlliard's homecom•
big game. .-
susussossissmssossussussmissoussuu
Globetrotters
Open Training
For 32nd Season
Abe Saperstein's Harlem
Globetrotters have assembled
In Chicago to start drills for
tive basketball season, open.
lite with a game against t h •
Philadelphia Sphas at Chicago
Stadium a week from Friday
night (Oct. 17.) Practice gee-
sions are being held daily it
St. Anselm's gym on the south
side and the cynosure of all
eyes of Wilt (The Stilt)
Chamberlain, seven-foot won-
der from the University of
Kansas,
IltW — heralded by !taper•
stein as his idea of the great-
est player of all time — heads
a new array of talent that
will be contesting veterans for
Trotter jobs. Wilt, of course.
Is a cinch and several of the
other highly • touted newcom-
ers will make the grade. Vet.
trine on hand include Clair-
once Wilson, Meadowlark Lem.
on, Roman Turmon, Tea Hat,
rison. Tom Spencer and
Herman Taylor.
After this group gets go.
big on Its eleven-months tour,
two other groups will report
later In the month for assign.
meet overseas. One will travel
South America, Central Amer.
Ira. the Islands of the Carib-
bean and Mexico, and the
other goes to the Far Eget,
Australia and New Zealand.
The Chimp. Stadium open.
es also will present the Texas
Cow Girls against the Chi-
cago Majors, a men s team of
former college stars of the
area, and the first of a world's
championship series between
Richard Bergmann of Eng.
land and Cannonball FOB of
Japan.
iiiiiiiiiiii11111111111111100111111111111111111110101111111110001
GRAND CATCH — New York
Yankee Elston Howard relives
a big moment in the Yankee
dressing room. Howard shows
how he made a diving catch
of Red Schoendienat's loop.
_
DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 11, 1951
Ind fly ball in the sixth inning
of the fifth World Series game.
Yankee manager Casey Sten-
gel said, "Howard's catch
saved the day for us. (uni
Telephoto.)
b Mitchell Gets
ennen's Award
The Mennen Company kicked off
its fall football promotion sched-
ule by presenting the Mennen
Football Fans' Star Trophy to
Bob Mitchell, University of Illinois
grid star.
The company invited tv foot-
ball fans in more than 160 major
markets who watched the recent
Mennen-sponsored All-Star classic
to vote for their favorite college or
pro player to receive the Men-
nen Trophy.
"Just as football writers select
their all-star players," stated
William G. Mennen, jr., Vice
President of the company, 'so
football fans will now have the op-
portunity each year to select their
own all-star."
Mitchell, who now plays with
last year 's pennant-winning
Cleveland Browns, received more
than 80 per cent of viewer ballots.
In sponsoring the te'ecast, Men-
nen featured their Spray and Stick
Deodorants, Mennen Skin Bracer,
Foam Shaves, Tube Shaves, Arta
Shave Lotion, Electric Pre-Shave,
and Quineana.
REMOVING BRAZIL NU'T31
To take Brazil nuts from the
shell easily, cover the unshelled
nuts with cold water and bring to
a boil.
Wilson College
Homecoming
Set For Friday
Eleven young hopefuls will dom.
pete for the title of "Homecoming
Queen" Friday night at Wilson
Branch of Chicago City College.
The crowning of the Queen will
climax the Homecoming festivities
held under the sponsorship of the
Men's and Women's Physical Edu-
cation department.
Candidates for Homecoming
Queen, end the clubs they repre-
sent are:
Mary Alice Carter, 317 W. list
at., Jags Club; Helen Christopules,
0905 S. Union, College Press; An.
ita Dunn, 9417 S. Calumet ave.,
Music' club; Everlena Fairley.
562 E. Browning, Pre•Medleal;
Roberta Hawthorne, 758 E. 38th
at., Human Relations Club; Anna
Judkine, 7443 8. Ellis, Drama
Club; Vila Krisciunas, 7026 S.
Rockwell, Bacteriology; Phyllis
Ann Lencioni, 10842 Avenue B,
Men's Athletic Club; Pat Schell.
has, 133 W. 106th at., Camera
Club; Anita Stovall, 661 E. 58th
st., W.A.A.; and Rose White, 7721
Champlain at., YWCA.
MICA'S
LUCKY
UMBER!
If fortune smiles on a good product, it smiles
even more on those who appreciate it. And for the
millions of people who made America's finest
whiskey America's favorite whiskey, good luck
began the day they discovered 7 Crown.
'4"si Qt.
Say Seagrant's and be SUte
01F -THE PIT AND FINEST ANIEPtiOAIkenvo-siSIKSY
BLENDED WHIIIKEY.N stow. ea SINI atatut SS1 Ian MIMI. us no art. 
411P
1912
ft Pint
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Stork Stops
_2114 "
Bore at John Gaston Hospital —
OCTOBER 4, 1958
A daughter, Shirley, to Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Taylor of 966 Nora.
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Bobo of 4851 Dodd.
A son, Ricky, to Mn, and Mrs.
Bennie Palm of 1432 Sunset.
A son, Llenellyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Philemon Tutner of 362
Gracewood.
A daughter fo Mr. and Mn.
Tom Moore of 1t356 Pennsylvania.
A daughter, Nita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hezeklah Smith of 3049 John-
son.
A daughter, Chesting, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Mitchell of 274 Kirk.
A daughter, Lisa to Mr. a n d
Mrs. William Lindsey of 166 W.
Ingle.
OCTOBER 5, 1958
A daughter, Audrey, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Wilson of 245 Paul-
ine Circle, W.
A son, Timmy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Morris of 5011 Arnold Pd.
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Tate of 3548 Lamar.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert King, sr., of 3027 Park.
A BOIL Hubert, to Mn, and Mrs.
Hubert Crawford, sr., of 1560 Ga-
bay.
A daughte, Roberta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie E, Snerlling of 619
Marble.
A daughter, Roberta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Pervy King of 422 Linden.
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of 506 Glanker.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Turne of 1267
Adelaide.
A daughter, Ivy. to Mr, a n d
Mrs. Sammie Parker of 2707 In-
terprise.
OCTOBER 6, 1958
• A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Harris, sr., of 1577 Sid-
ney.
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Anderson of 410 N.
Dunlap.
A daughter, Marcia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Marshall Harris of 1608
Rico.
A son, Billy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Eason of 805 Williams.
A daughter, Erma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Norfleet of 26 W.
Crump (19.
A daughter, I,eatha, to Mn, and
Mrs. Willie Burtis of 2489 Wyom•
ing.
A daughter, Diana, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elrich Johnson of 1724
Barksdale.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Williams of 950 Leath.
son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Kizer of 270 W. Frank.
A daughter, Cecelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Anderson of 1540
Oriole.
OCTOBER 7, 1958
A daughter, Annette, to Mr. and
Mrs. easel Jones of 1055 Tupelo.
A daughter, Josephine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Banks of 342 Web-
ster.
A son, Robert Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Gentry ar., of 1423
Oaktawia.
A daughter, Laverne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Johnson of 561 Con-
cord.
A son, Floyd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Johnson of 795 Bey.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jef-
ferson Dickerson of 2982 Alcorn.
A son, Theopulus, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Williams of 1025 Mis-
sissippi.
A daughter, Paeola, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Brown of 692 Mar-
ble.
A daughter, Edna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Early Jones of 621; Mosby.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hunt of 1153 Tully.
A son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Richardson of 754 Has
hogs.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ike Holloway of 2248 Howell.
A daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Angus Sandidge of 1142 Dix-
ie.
OCTOBER 8, 1958
A son, Anderson, to Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson Jackson, sr., of
418 Lipford.
A daughter, Cleopatria, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Henderson of
255 Pauline Cr. E.
A daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Becton of 3273
Margaretta.
A son, Ronald. to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Boston of 3381 Alta.
A daughter, Jsnice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Harris of 849 Michi-
gan (0.
A son, Malcolm, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Jones of 848 Walker.
A son, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
David Williams of 1649 Pope.
A son, William, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Jones, sr., of 500 Tillman.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. Timothy Cox of 973 Rape
dle.
OCTOBER 9, 1958
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Parish of 1212 Woodlawn.
A daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leaver Webb of 2231 Eld-
ridge.
A son, Louis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Holmes, Sr., of 1463 Brook.
ins.
A son. Jessie, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Gray of 1s338 Sidney.
OCTOBER 10, 1958
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert McCray of 1524 Mon-
sarett.
A daughter, Julia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Foreman of 582 H.
Lauderdale,
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The much talked of Fashion
Revue and Talent show, sponsor-
ed by the City Federation of Col-
ored Women's Club', is schedul-
ed for this Friday, Oct. 17, at
Stig,all High school gym. The lat-
est in Fall fashions will be din
played by some of the most popu-
lar maid and matrons of West
Tenn. The slogan, "What To
Wear, And How To Wear It," is
One most people are debating.
Come out and see for yourself,
as these models present elite fash-
ions for the Fall and Winter
seasons.
Models include Mesdames, Ger-
aldine Williams from Dyer; Marie
Penn and Cora DeBerry from
Jackson, Evelyn Bowel from Par-
is, Algee Outlaw from Browns-
ville, and Miss Cynthia Rawls
from Brownsville. Other models
are: Mesdames Erma Bond, Ada
Lee Palmer, Marian Teague, and
Miss Jovada Ballard. Mrs. C. D.
Haley of Covington will also ap-
pear in several scenes as guest
model.
Along with the adult fashions
will come appearances of small
models including, Francene Giv-
ens, Brenda Burnett, Deborah
Thomas, Doris Nesbit, Donna Su-
zanne Jackson and others.
The entire display will be in-
terspersed with talent that will be
hospitality, there will be to stone
unturned to assure the visitors
that we live up to our name. Let
us give what support we can to the
home church in this effort.
Rev. and Mrs. Vance and their
niece, Mrs. Winifred Rogers took
to the road on a surprise visit
to their daughter's home in St.
Albans, Long Island.
Their first stop was in Bristol,
Va. where they spent the night
with Rev. and Mrs. B. G. Rags.
dale. The home and church are
both credits to the new host and
hostess. The trip was resumed the
following morning, and stopping at
intervals for rest, landed in Phil
adelphia, the next morning, for
a brief visit to Mr. and Mrs. Roe-
coo Booth. Mrs. Booth (Gartrell)
is the sister of the Vances, Mrs.
Bobbie Poussaint, was in for a
bundle of surprises, for the friends
there had planned the surprise
"House Warming" for the beauti-
ful new home she had just mov-
ed into, and along with the warm-
ing, was the presence of her par-
ents. Most of the old timers who
had lived in and around Humboldt
and Brownsville, were there, with
Mrs. Rogers' other sister from
Baltimore, Mrs. Irene Schmoke,
and son; the Booths and sons;
Mr. June Sims, brother of Mrs.
quite entertaining. Vance who lives in New York,
The program marks the initial
,and the two children of Mrs. Pous-
saint. After spending a few brief
but happy days there, the trip
carried them down to Indiana•
polis, where there was another
surprise for Mrs. Rogers' other
sister, Alzata Holt and family.
The Vances spent the night with
coats, negligees, street frocks, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Jones,
etc., that will be shown on that and left the next morning for
night. Humboldt, very much elated over
Committee on arrangements the .blessing of a happy and sue-
are: Mesdames Addle Roe and 01. cessful trip. The only driver? You
govern Baskerville, chairman and guessed it — Mrs. Vance,
co-chairman of the fashion revue, The Gloxinia Garden club met
and Mrs. Louise Cooper in charge in the home of Mrs. Martha Lane
of the program. Don't forget, Fri- Lacey, guest of Mrs. Lacey and
day, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m. her sister Mrs. Olga Vern Bask.
The city of Humboldt awaits erville. A plate of luscious hot
the coming of visitors from var, tamales with the trimming was
Ions places to attend the Metho- served at the beginning of the
dist Conference to be held at the meeting, after which business was
Lane Chapel church, Rev. H. B. transacted. A report on tickets for
Burnett, is the pastor. As is the the pilgrimage to be sponsored by
custom of Humboldt, noted for its the club, for the benefit of the
effort of the Federation to raise
funds to finance the State meet-
ing to be held here in June, and
those who attend or give a dona.
lion, will be a part of this great
effort, so mark the date so you
won't miss the beautiful gowns,
AT 625 UNION AVE.
Ask For
Jarnos I Popp*,
90 or 100 Proof
• Everybody's Happy
MISTER
Low
SAYS COME IN
AND SEE WHY
BELLANTI'S
LIQUOR STORE
EARLE, ARK.
The first Sunday In Oct. has
been designated to family day
to encourage families to come to
Sunday school and church. Family
day was originated by Mr. Bennie
Holmes, one of St. Luke MB
church of Earle, leaders in Sunday
school work. Mr. Holmes is active
MRS. PEARLE B. FULGHUM
in Sunday school and church work.
The first Sunday moved to be a
success on family day.
Mrs. Pearle Burton Fulghum
State meeting in June was heard.
Members were happy to be with
the hostesses, as they had been
confined for a long time with their
mother during her illness. The
next meeting will be with Miss
Northcross.
Mr. Arlie Gentry itas been in
St. Mary's for treatment for the
last two weeks, but is reported
much better at this writing.
Mrs. Emma Donald is very
much improved, and is now at
home after a very serious illness
She is able to get about some in
her room.
Mrs. Zetta Webb is able to move
fingers and toes, and sits up a
while each day.
Rev. A. Terrell, choir and mem-
bers of Hollygrove Baptist church,
Ripley, were guest for the Home•
coming Services of the Morning
Star church last Sunday. After
being served a delicious "Home.
coming Dinner" members and
friends were fed with a balanced
spiritual message from Rev. Ter-
rell, interspersed with inspiring
music by the choir. Rev. Owen,
the pastor was high in his praises
of theday's services.
MISS FRESHMAN CANDI-
DATES — Off and running for
the "Miss Freshman" crown
are these four lovely Nisei,-
sIppf Vocational misses. They
are, from left to right: Car.
rie Ratliff, Clarksdale; 'rhel-
ma Chisiey, Columbia; Mary
S m I t h, Greenwood; and
Gladys Davis, Mt. Pleasant,
Tenn. Other contestant not
shown is Pauline Mitchell,
Irons Indianola.
LAUDERDALE-
RIPLEY
County
NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Nelson are
the proud parents of a baby girl,
Johnny Denise, who arrived re-
cently.
With the close of the Annual
Conference for the Dyersburg dis-
trict, held in Memphis recently
at the Collins Chapel CME church,
many new changes were made by
the new bishop, Rev. B. Julian
Smith.
First in importance was the re-
organization of the Dyersburg
district into 27 charges, instead of
13. A Memphis district was organiz-
ed.
All of the churches in Halls and
points to the north are now in
the Brownsville district, which di-
vides the West Tennessee confer-
ence into two districts instead of
three.
Several appointments were
were made during the confer-
ence. Rev. J. A. Adams, former
presiding elder of the Brownsville
district and professor of church
history at the Phillip School of
Theology, succeeded Rev. C. W.
Allen as pastor of the Farmer
Chapel CME church in Browns-
ville.
Rev, B. F. Harris has been
assigned to the Miles Chapel C.M.
E. church for the 1958-59 confer-
ence year, and Rev. C. W. Allen
was appointed to the presiding el-
dership of the new Memphis dis-
trict. Rev. J. C. Hullum, the form-
er presiding elder, is now waiting
an appointment. All of the pastors
near Ripley were reassigned to
wife of Mr. Levi C. Fulghum and
prominent Memphian and Earle
resident received her B.A. degree
in Elementary Education at Phil-
ander Smith college, Little Rock,
Ark., in the July convocation. Mrs.
Fulghum is a teacher in the Cen-
tral Elementary school at Park-
in, Ark.
Mrs. L. C. Wright, well known
teacher of Earle. is attending the
Fall season of Philander Smith.
Mr. Warren Knight, Mr. and
Mrs. Thedora Polk and Miss Pearl
Bush is visiting relatives over
the weekend. Mr. Knight is visit-
ing Mr. John Washington and Mr.
and Mrs. Polk. and Miss Bush
were house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Bush.
Mrs. Mary Kelley had a house
vest for the weekend in the per-
son of her mother, Mrs. Julia
Abram, and brothers Wilson and
James Boone of Kansas City, Mo.
Mrs. Ruth Neeley visited her
husband, Detroit Neeley, in St.
Louis, Mo., and is back home
again.
nimiummoilmmiumionommommouina
Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
3,000 Tickets
Prove Little Rock
Has Jack Muller
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -- (UPI)
— The Little Rock police de-
partment has given patrolman
Clede Powers a pat on the back
for giving a big boost to Little
Rock's traffic offense crack-
down.
The department said Powers
gave out almost 3,000 citations
during the month of Septem-
ber.
You have responded beautifully,
to our response for turning in news
and we are grateful. We can
make your paper a success if you
tell us what you want to read
about. We can make it more suc-
cessful if you pay your bills
promptly. For your convenience,
John Wiley Newhouse will de-
liver the papers in Trenton and
more of you will have access to
it and for the Rutherford and
Dyer end, John Etta Jamison will
continue to deliver. Please have
your money ready on delivery
date, and please don't say, "come
back tomorrow." Suppose every-
one said that, wouldn't we have
IllIiIIIIIUIIlilIIlilIilIIlIIIiIIlIIIlIlIlIIlIIIIIlIItlIIIIllIlIlllIli
their same churches.
In Memphis for the conference
were Miss Virginia Norvell, Mrs.
DeEtta Brown, S. E. Moore, and
Rev. B. F. Harris.
Members of the Holly Grove
Baptist church were guests at
Morning Star in Humboldt last
Sunday, and music for the after•
noon was furnished by the Holly
Grove choir. Rev. A. Terrill was
the guest speaker.
Funeral services for Mrs. Jean.
ette Moten were held last Sunday
at the Pilgrim Rest B a p tie:
church. She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Wanda McDonald
and Mrs. Ina M. Searcy. Mrs. Mo-
ten was buried in Halls.
Morning Star Baptist church was
host to the Somerville Baptist
church of Memphis last Sunday.
Rev. Brooking was the guest speak-
er. Music was furnished by his
choir, and his ushers were also
on duty. The program served as
the kick-off for the Annual Fall
Rally at Morning Star.
Home from Detroit to visit his
mother, Mrs. Mandy Walker is Ec-
hord Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Alexander
were here recently to visit their
mother, Mrs. Anna Sanford and
sister, Mrs. Virginia Barbee, of
149 Chuch at.
a lot of territory to cover for
the price of one paper? Thank you
for having read thus far. Now
for the news of the day. I have
just returned from the funeral of
the late Mrs. Mary Ann (Mollie)
Thompson and due to the lateness
of the hour, something might get
omitted but you will see it next
week. At the funeral I observed
from Beech Grove, Rutherford,
Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Thomas and
Mrs. Maria Ball, from Kenton,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greer, Mr.
group of ladies, from Newborn,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greer, M.
and Mrs. Williard Parker and Ish-
mal Greer from Union City. Mrs.
Dorothy Harris, Mrs. Finis Dozier
and of course Mrs. E. W. Casey,
granddaughter of the deceased,
Rev. Thownsend Thompson from
Muncie, Ind., was here as were
many others whom we'll name
next week.
Out-of-towners that attended the
funeral of the late Mrs. Junie Sti•
gall, wife of Rev. Mike Stigall,
include her brother, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Cozort and three daugh-
ters, Audry, Maxie and Macie of
Harrisburg, Pa., and her son, Mr.
Wilbert Washington front St. Louis,
Mo., and Brother of Rev. Stigall,
Mr. and Mrs. Fayte Stigall and
son from Kalamazoo, Mich.
Those that attended the funeral
of the late Mrs. Nettie Redman,
sister of Mr. Cecil Ross, were her
cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Burnett
King, and Mr. and Mrs. Bordie
Johnson of Flint, Mich., Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Glasper of Hickman,
Ky., and her brother, Mr. Goody
Avery from Alamo, Tenn
Visitors in the vicinity include
Mr. Hazzie Johnson of Columbus,
Ohio, as house guest of his broth-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Johnson,
Mrs. Hattie D. Ivy home for a
short stay but will return to Chi.
cago in a few days. Mr. Bully
Fields of Chicago visiting relatives
and friends. Mrs. Jennie Thomp-
son of Mayfield, Ky., visiting Miss
Wilma Russell, Mrs. Willie O'Neal
Ark. Leader Acts
To Curb NAACP
By BRYCE MILLER
LirrLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI)
— Arkansas Attorney General
Bruce Bennett said Monday his
plan for stamping out southern
racial trouble with anti-NAACP
legislation is picking up steam in
congressional quarters.
Bennett's six-part plan is aimed
at "neutralizing" the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Colored People.
He outlined it to the press early
this month and wrote letters to
Congressmen and Senators in 18
southern and border states. His
plan is to withdraw the tax ex-
emption privileges the NAACP
enjoys.
Bennett also proposes to stop
bonus welfare payments for illegi-
timate shildren. He charged that
Negro women having illegitimate
children get welfare payments
from the state and then use the
money to pay NAACP dues.
He said he bas gotten many
letters from Congressmen and
Senators in response to his plan
and several have offered to spon-
sor legislation in Congress.
"My ideas on the matter will be
further elaborated and communi-
cated to them," Bennett said.
"From the response that I have
had It seems apparent that
F too
Cyty
Delivery
PAINT SALE
House Paint, Rea. $7.35 Only 5.35
Rubber Base, Rea. 5.95 Only 3.95
Floor Enamel, Rog. 6.95 Only 4.95
WALLPAPER 50% OFF
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Paint Hoiselquortors Since 11171
Herbert Strouli Wolter Strout'
344 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
Ph. JA 3-1636
1263 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHELSEA
Ph. FA 7-3201
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
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Says Little Rock
Respects The Law
AMES, Iowa — (UPI) — The
mayor of Little Rock, Ark., Wen,
ner Knopp, was in Ames Satur-'
d atanding the homecoming
festivities at Iowa State College.
However, he had a few com-
ments on the integration problems
in Little Rock.
Mayor Knoop said the people ot
Little Rock and Arkansas general-
ly are now awaiting for a deci-
sion from the Eighth Circuit Court
that may untangle the Arkansas
school integration diaput.
Knoop graduated from Iowa
State College in 1924 with a de-
gree in civil engineering. He
moved to Little Rock in 1929.
Asked ahout the present school
integration problem, Knoop said
that contrary to the opinion of
moat of the United States, Little
Rock is what he called a "law re-
specting community."
He explained that up until 1954,
"Little Rock obeyed every court
decision toward providing equa
facilities, but separate ones, .1
the students in Little Rock."
He said that Little Rock had
"done this in a magnificent man-
ner," and added that their schools
were what he called "second to
none for both races."
Greet Churchill In Nice
NICE, France — (UPI) — Sir
I Winston Churchill arrived by plane
from London Snnday, cheerful and
l in apparently good health, to re-sume his Riviera vacation.
of St. Louis, visiting her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. 7'. Smith and fami-
ly. Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Free-
man and family of Amarillo, Tex.,
visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary
Payne and relatives and friends
around Rutherford, Mn. and Mrs.
Ozle Randle of Amarillo, Tex., are
house guests of Mn. and Mrs. Clyde
Randle but are visiting relatives
and friends around the Mt. Zion
and Beech Grove communities.
Guests of Mrs. Georgie Harris
and son Richard, and Mn. and
Mrs. James Harris recently were
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jackson of
St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Warren of Arkansas. The Rev,
J. D. Hutson and wife of Jackson
along with Rev. and Mrs. J. L.
Hutson of Chicago have been vis-
iting Mr. and Mrs. Chester IVil-
hams and other relatives and
friends in this area this week.
Mrs. Marie Payne and sister,
Mrs. Bertha Gill are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Collins and daugh-
ter in Los Angeles, Calif. News
has reached us that Little Michele
Renee Buchanan of Detroit is get-
ting such an overdose of spoiling
from her grandmother, Mrs. Dov-
ie Buchanan, that it is going to
cost her a trip to Dyer, Tenn., to
get Grandad T. L. Buchanan to
help unspoil her. They will reach
here soon. Little Miss Buchanan
is the new daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Buchanan.
America is beginning to awake to
the fact that difficulties here in
Little Rock and the South is not
a . alter of integration vs. seg-
regation — but primarily that of
Communism vs. Americanism,"
he said.
Bennett is trying to show a link
between the NAACP. and the Com-
munists.
Negro leaders said Bennett's
plan might be construed as con-
spiracy to violate civil rights and
lead to federal reprisal.
Bennett also proposes the pro-
secution of attorneys who file in-
tegration lawsuits under new
state "barratry and maintenance
laws;" arrest of persons under
vagrancy and "inciting to riot"
laws who come into community
"attempting to divide our peo-
ple," and "economic reprisals"
against persons "who are de-
termined to wreck the spirit of
progress among all races."
Meanwhile, officials of the Lit-
tle Rock Private School Corpora-
tion continued their race against
time to open private schools in
private buildings.
More than 3,000 high school stu-
dents began their seventh week
without schools yesterday.
School supt. Virgil T. Blossom
has said the "point of no return"
for the students is No. 1 — beyond
that date a school year cannot be
made up.
TOOTHACHE
Safe relief in 20 seconds. So effec-
tive and mild it's recommended by
Parents' Magazine for teething
pours. Also excellent for denture irri.
tat ens, A must for envy medicine
cabinet. ORA-JEL*
Another copy of persons that at,
tended the funeral of Mrs. Thomp-
son has just reached our desk.
The names are Mrs. Reener ,Sect,
Mrs. Katherine Frame, Mrs. Mar.
yin Hutch all of Cedar Grove,
Tenn., and Mrs. Dovie Lee Bryant
of Atwood, Tenn.
Gibson County teachers tinder
the direction of our alert Supervis•
or, Mrs. Carrie B. Seats, have
recently closed one of its most
successful workshops. Its purposes
were 1. to promote the continuous
professional growth, 2. to study
survey findings and use them as a
basis for improving the instruc-
tional program, 3. to improve
the testing and guidance program
in our schools, 4. to identify and
study local needs and problems
and 5. to make plans for a further
in-service training. All these pur-
poses were met during the work-
shop and teachers were exposed
to some of the best consultants in
the state. Among them we had
Mrs. E. M. Perry, Lane College,
Jackson, Miss Louise C a r r,
Readion Consultant, McMillan
Book co. Schools, Memphis, Dr.
N. A. Crippens and Dr. 0. W.
Crump, State Department of Edu-
cation, Nashville, Mr. Mitchell
Bennett, Area Supervisor, State
Department, Nashville, and Mn.
C. H. Cole, County Supt., Trenton.
Films were shown daily and the
teachers evaluated them daily thus
avoiding a lull in the work and
keeping everything up to date.
All worked and all helped to make
this a historical working work-
shop. Again we say, thanks to
Mrs. Seats for such a well planned
session. We feel that now, more
than ever, we can do a better
job with our children after hav-
ing learned about a few of our
weaknesses. The Region I session
will also be held at Roselle ald,
Dec. 5, at which time we will
continue to study some of the
things started during County
Workshop and the public is invited
to attend the session throughout
the day. The planning committee
met at Rosenwald on Wednesday
last, with Principal Burnett as
general chairman. Obion. Weak-
ley, Carroll Gibson Counties and
Humboldt and Paris City schools
make up this region. Prof. J. L.
Sects is the president.
The 83rd Annual Session of the
Obion River District Association
and its Auxiliaries met at the first
Baptist church in Trenton last
week.
The official staff elected are as
•
follows:
Moderator. . .Rev. C. M. Hous-
ton, Milan; Vice Moderator. .
Rev. D. E. Bridgeman, Fairview,
Dyer; Secretary.. .Prof. L. J. An-
ders, Atwood; Ass't. . MrS. J 13
Bonds; Congress Pres .Rev.
L. A. Gregg; Congress Dean. ..
Rev. W. R. Coleman; Congress
Sec. . .Mrs. E. L. Teague; Mie
sionary Pres. . .Mrs. H. V. B
ton, Tenton; Usher Pres .Mrs.
L. B. Travis; Youth Pres. . .Mrs.
Daisy Nolan; Music Director. . .
Mrs. M. N. Fitzpatrick; Pres. of
Choirs. . .Rev. E. Ward; Pianist
. .Mrs. L. Gilbert; President
Lay Activities. . .Prof. S. H. Mc-
Vay; Treasurer. Mr M. L. Wil-
liamson.
The adjacent churches helped
tremendously in the entertain-
ment for which all concerned are
grateful. The Rev. A. H. Rice is
the very f i n e pastor of this
church.
The Beau Ideal Beautician
Chapter of Gibson County attend-
ed the State Congress and was the
proud winner of the attendance
trophy.
All members attended arid a II
stayed throughout the meeting but
one. The meeting was held in
Memphis which you have r e 3 d
about in other issues of this p
per. Thanks to all the 
membe
for your participation, says t h
president. They are especially
proud of the trophy and they hope
it will serve as a beacon to in-
spire them to help others to be-
come more beautiful and that they
themselves will improve in their
appearance, their personality and
their group participation in order
to inspire you the customer to do
the same, so that whenever you
contact one of them you will feel
that you have been in the pres-
ence of one who can help you and
will feel that you must improve
yourself.
Those persons that attended the
West Tennessee Annual Confer-
ence from this area were Prof.
W. L. Burnett, Mrs. M. L. Moore,
Miss Ethel Sects, Mrs. Lucy 0
erall, Mrs. Farrsh Ivie, Mrs. L
ie Taylor, Mrs. A. Jamison a
John Etta Jamison. John Etta
was the house guest of Mrs. E.
F. B. Amos and daughter, Miss
Ruby Woodson and took in all the
sights of Memphis including t h •
Fair.
The Conference made quite a
few changes in our District set-up
and those of you who are inter-
ested please see your official
Church paper, The Christian In-
dex. Miss Mary Rose Rogers at-
tended Conference on Youth Day
and was a successful prizewinner
in the Scholarship contest, win-
ning second-place. Speaking of
Second place winners, Gibson
countians have another reason to
be proud as a second place win-
ner. Lovely Miss Evelyn Marsh,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Marsh of Trenton, won second
place winner. Lovely Miss Evelyn
Marsh, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Marsh of Trenton, won sec-
ond place among a bevy of :
contestants at the WD1A Spent
match at the Tri-State 
Fair.,
Memphis last week. She was spon-
sored by Prof. N. Penn of Rosen-
wald High. Hats off to Prof. Penn
for the training of the young lady
and hats off to Miss Marsh for
such a splendid performance.
Miss La Pearl Burns attended
the Tennessee Progressive Beauti-
cians meeting in Memphis, Sun-
day, Mr. A. L. Gentry and Mr.
Waller Nolan were in Memphis
Sunday.
Mrs. Penn especially wishes to
thank her parents who were won-
derful during both days of .the con-
test.
I know this has been easy read-
ing to you so let's save some for
next week-eh? same time same
place. See you then.
America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is OW Crow
Light, mild,
magnificent
Old .Crow
outsells any
bourbon
in the
land
DK OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT. KY, DISTRIBUTED BY NATION,*DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STUART BOURDON WHISKIV30 Mai
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Documentary On Jazz
Produced By Amateurs
' CHICAGO — "The Cry of Jazz,"
semi-documentary film with an
lerracial cast, has been made on
"shoestring" by its all-Negro
producers, KHTB Productions.
The producers were Mark Ken-
nedy, a novelist; Nelam L. Hill,
city planner; Edward Bland, a
composer, and Eugene Titus, jr., a
mathematician, who pooled their
talents, savings and faith so that
the jazz film could be made.
Called explosive in the current
Issue of Hue Magazine, "The Cry
of Jazz outspokenly examines
the growth of jazz as a result of
the georNegroes' position and out-
look in America. "All the funda-
mental and basic contributions to
jazz have been made by Negroes,"
declares the film, and goes on to
state, "Jazz is the Negro's cry of
joy and suffering."
Despite a limited budget, the
film's producers found a wealth
of talents willing to give time to
the project. he Sun Ra and Paul
Severson composed and arranged
musical backgrounds. Painter Ber-
nard Goss designed the set which
was used for the few acted scenes
in the borrowed living room of a
friend's apartment.
SPARE TIME WORK
The filming took place on week
ends, and was done by professional
photographers Henry Starr and
Madeleine Tourtelot.
The interracial cast includes
Shakespearean actor Andrew Dun-
can, radio announcer George Wal-
ler, Wilson Junior college actor
LeRoy Inman. ballad singer Linda
Dillon, and the dancer, Dorothea
Horton.
Two different New York distrib-
utors offered to handle the film
before it was completed The pro.
ducers are arranging for a French
translation of the 33-minute film
for the export market.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By MRS. F. M. JEFFERS
EUREKA CLUB
The Eureka Civic and Social
club presented an Art Review on
Sept. 26, at the Lincoln High school
home economics cottage and the
group of club women invited the
FAMILY DAY
The members of the Eureka Civ-
ic and Social club celebrated FAMI-
Iy Day recently by worshipping
at the Beth Salem Baptist church,
of which Rev. G. W. Pitts is the
pastor.
public to spend the hours from The members 01 tse club and4 to 6 p. m. viewing a display of their families worship together in
beautiful articles which club mem- the belief that families that won
hers had made during art periods, ship together stay happy together.
Among the articles on display FALL MEETING
were aprons of various kinds — The Thelma Burke Guild opened
tea, work, cut add wear: table fall meetings recently at the home
clothes with matching napkins, of Mrs. Clyde Moore, one of the
placemats, guest towels jewelry sponsors of the organization. The
boxes; dolls, scarves, pot holders, guild's members are girls, whose
rugs, hat box, hassock and bed- ages range from six to 12.
room stool with matching pillows, A very enjoyed time was had
samples and tables of treats to by all of those present. Members
eat were laden withbeautifully dec. meet in the home of a sponsor
ii aited cakes, cage squares, cup each Saturday. The guild is one 
, es, luscious pies and homemade of the federated clubs in Forrest,;s
City sponsored by the Semper
A special feature of dried flow- Fidelis club.
era were donated for the occasion The Semper Fidelis club held its
by Henley Florist. second meeting for the morth at
After the guests had viewed the the home of Miss Charlene War-
displays they were treated to white ren.
and pink flowered individual cake WITH OUR CHURCHES
squares and spiced tea, which Appreciation Day services were
was poured by Mrs. Shannon. held for Rev B. F. Neal at the
The table was decorated with a Kynette Methodist church. Appear-
linen table cloth, upon which was ing on the program were Rev. J.
a centerpiece of orchid dahlias. F. Cooley, Mrs. E. D. Norman,
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CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
Defender Classifieds Reach More of The
People You Want to Sell for the Cheapest
Price in Town. Telephone The Defender
your Classified Ad today — JA 6-8397.
-ouniiiiiiiimimimmunitosnismoomiliniimmiiiimmuommmominommino
—WANTED—
HAIR' STYLISTS AT 1124 MISS.
EXPERIENCED — CALL WU 5-0251
HOME FOR SALE
141 Norris Road
One acre of land, 6 room bun-
galow, automobile shop on pro-
perty, space for income lots,
pecan, fig, peach, apple and
plum trees on land; chicken
and brooder houses, and a
bomb shelter. Price: $14,000.
Norman Banks • Res. WH 6-0272
John C. Larkin Company
SR 5-5174 Realties 1119 Menne
QUICK CAW FOR YOUR EMU OR
Mortgage NOW. Day. Ex. 7.2362
NIGHT Is 7-3477
HOME FOR SALE
521 E. OLIVE
Eight-room bungalow, newly
decorated. One block from car
line Can purchase with 221.
Certificate. Price: /11,750.
Norman Banks, Res. WH 6-0272
John C. Larkin Company
SR 5-5174 Realtors 1119 Monroe
IRomm FOR RALE-1312 CLOVIA OASIS
air eondItioned. ranee In on-ta-hood.
utlful kick card with Sr..,. erver-tise
St., venetian blind, and groans, es
nor — Call DR 54644.
WANTID
Sid LadIgg in tell Lingerie in your belie
town. No ago limit and no experienC11
necetsart. For application. Write to:
A a It SALES
P. 0. 1110X 820n
CHICAGO 7, ILLINOIS
HOME FOR SALE
1411 Norris Road
Two bedrooms, carport, tile
bath, aluminum awnings, and
pretty yard. Property in ex.
eellent condition.
Norman Banke—Res. WH 6-0272
John C. Larkin CO.
SR 5-5174 Resift., 1119 Moore'
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JUBILEE DAY SPEAKER—
Admiring a paining of the or-
iginal Fisk Jubilee singers per-
forming before Queen Victor-
ia of England is Rev. M. Bart-
lett Cochran, left, priest in
charge of St. Margaret's Epis-
copal church, Dayton, Ohio,
who was the recent Jubi-
lee Day speaker at Fisk uni•
versits. With him are his
daughter. Janeire, a Fisk coed
an I. T. Creswell, the comp-
troller at the world•famous
institution. The annual observ•
Mrs. Ann Hall To Head
LeMoyne College Alumn
Mrs. Ann I.awrence Hall, A
teacher at the Florida St School,
is the new president of the !dem
phis chapter of the LeMoyne
college Alumni Association. Elect.
ed vice president is Elmer Hen-
derson, a former star athlete at
the school.
Following the election of officers
a reception sponsored by the
alumni was given, and all new
members of the faculty and the
college staff were warmly wel-
comed.
Mrs. A. P. Suggs, Mrs. Lee Her-
man Brooks. Rev. E. W. Napier,
assistant pastor of Kynette; the
St. Aedrewa choir, Dr. E. C. Clay,
M. C. Jeffers and Rev. B. F.
Neal.
Youth Day was observed last
week at the First Baptist church
on Sunday. and Pastor A. D. Bell
delivered the morning message.
Music was furnished by the youth
choir.
Mrs. E. P. Shannon was the
afternoon speaker. Others appear-
ing on the same program were
Miss Sylvia Inez Cobb, Miss Eva
Pearce, John Garrett, Miss Sylvia
Rutlin, Miss Annie R. Caldwell,
Miss VeEaster Adams, Miss Claud-
ia Edwards, Miss Rosetta Jacks,
Miss Charlotte Harper, Mrs. Juan-
ita SaM, Pastor A.D. Bell. and the
Madison Light Junior choir.
HERE AND THERE
Miss Charlene Bailey, a student
at the Arkansas AMAIN college was
home to visit her parents.
Mrs. Ethel Mitchel, of Poplar
Bluff, Mo., is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Patton.
Loyd Pete, jr., of Crawley, La.,
was a week end visitor of Rev.
and Mrs. R. J. Christmas.
LINCOLN HIGH
Victor Starlard is attending the
University of Arkansas at Fayette.
ville where he is studying on a
two-year fellowship front the South-
ern Education Foundation.
The fellowship was given in
support of a unique regional pro-
gram designed to develop top-flight
leaders for the schools of g hi-racial
society, and is designed for those
who have been accepted by the
participating universities for doc-
toral work.
Mr. Starlard, who majored in
, education,a1 administration, and
minored in sociology and anthro-
pology, has been at Lincoln High
school for several years as a
science instructor. He is a member
of the Madison Light Baptist
church.
Mrs. Starlard is the former
Miss Gwendolyn Whitaker. T h e
popular young couple hes a
daughter.
•
Don't miss those
Merry Madcaps
See them on Channel 3, WREC-TV
Every Monday thru Friday at 6:00 p.m.
▪ . . and hear AMOS 'N ANDY
on WREC Radio ... 60 on your dial
Mondays thru Fridays9:03 to 9:30 p.m.; Saturdays: 11:05 to 11:30 a.m.
The reception was a very color-
ful affair, and it was attended by
MRS. ANN HALL
It lliliItlllItIl liii it I tilt lit
Order Phone Open
All Day As Calls
Jump From 7 To 340
('ASTER GANDOLFO. Italy —
—(UPU—The only public tele-
phone In Castel Gandolfo. which
usually handles about seven calls
a day, was used for 340 long
distance calls Monday.
Post office officials In Rome
ordered that the telephone re.
mair open around the clock in-
stead of closing in the evening.
ance of the day marked the
anniversary of the Jubilee
Singers' departure on the cote.
brated tour which netted the
group 11150.000 lor the con-
struction of historic Jubilee
Hall.
1 more than 75 members of t h e
alumni association. Mrs. Letitia
a Poston and Mrs. Hall were co-
chairmen of the reception.
Others elected to offices in the
alumni associatidn were Mrs.
Mary Cotton Pruitt, recording sec-
retary: Mrs. Myrtle Crawford,
assistant recording secretary;
Mrs. Charles P. Roland, (mere
sponding secretary: Mrs. Wilhel-
mien Lockard, assistant corre-
sponding secretary; B. T. Lewis,
!Supreme Lite
Purchases Ohio
Insurance Firm
ChICAGO _ The Board of DI
rectors of the Supreme Liberty
Life Insurance company and the
Dunbar Life Insurance C,onipany
of Cleveland have agreed to merge
the two firms The announcement
was made last week by Earl B
Dickerson and D. C. Chandler,
the respective presidents of the
companies.
The Dunbar Life Insorance com-
pany, which has its home office
in Cleveland, will in the future
be known as the Dunbar Division
of Supreme Liberty Life, and the
combined business of the two com-
panies in Ohio will be handled
through that division.
Moat of Dunbar's insurance in
force is located In the state of
Ohio, with some in Kentucky, while
Supreme Liberty Life operates in
12 states and the District of Co-
lumbia.
Supreme Liberty Life was or-
ganized 37 years ago, and now has
branch offices in 29 cities from
coast to coast.
Its merger with Dunbar, which
had 13 million dollars of insurance
in force. brought Supreme Lib-
erty Life's total insurance in
force up to more than 140 mill:on
dollars. Combined assets will ex-
ceed 22 million.
jr., treasurer; LeRoy Vann John-
son, chaplain; and Cecil Goodlow,
business manager.
The Memphis chapter already la
In the process of whipping togetn.
er a spectacular Talent Show,
which will be known as the "Alum-
ni Follies." It will be staged
early in December.
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Salads Ad Socrates
Vie On The Campuses
CHICAGO — Students in colleges
and universities 'wrong the na-
tion now study salads along with
Socrates and cooking as well as
calculus.
According to a recent survey
made by the U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare,
more than 250 institutions through-
out the county offer degrees in
home economics.
Courses include alcomolete studs
of dietetics and should afford
students the opportunity of prac-
tical experience working in an is-
stitutional kitchen to learn quan-
tity cookery and food service
management, Geraline Hardt.
wick, instructor/ of institution man.
agernent at Douglass college, the
women's colleige of Rutgers, Newt
Brunswick, Ni. J., states in the
current issue* of College and Uni-
versity ilushiess.
To prorsote this opportunity,
Douglass maintains a student-op-
erated c4feteris on the campus
under the auspices of its home
economics department.
urruK EXPERIENCE
Most colleges and universities
offer practical experience as part
of the, curriculum hut, she states
they 'I'vary in kind' and quality of
facilities offered largely because
institutional equipment and facili-
ties,, are so expensive.''
Sihe notes that many schools need
extra food service facilities, due
In, part to the fact that the aver.
Pige campus is too big for central
food service facilities to handle the
,problein adequately.
Televise Rites
For First Time
By DANIEL F. GILMORE •
VATICAN CITY—(UPI)—Pope Pius XII was 'varied
near the tomb of the Apostle Peter Monday in a reoniem
filled with all the pomp and ceremony of the Roman Cath-
olic•church he headed for more than 19 years.
The richly-robed body of the Roman aristocrat who
became one of the greatest!
popes In the 2,000-year history of Pirelli, and who died as the tern-
the church was given all the rich poral head of the tiny Vatican
final honors due a deceased pore! City state and spiritual leader
tiff. of the world's half billion Roman
Then it was placed In throe nest- Catholics,
ed coffins and lowered into thel The general public, by a last
deep grottoes beneath St. Peter's minute Vatican decision., was ex-
basiltca. cluded from the final ceremony,
It will remain there in a tempor- and fewer than 10,000 persons of
ary resting place for a year, and official status were admitted to
then he entombed permanently the basilica.
near the final resting places of The final tribute to Plus XII,
many of his predecessors. who died last Thursday at the age
Cardinals of the church In pur- of 82, was televised tor the first
ple mourning and red sashed diplo- time throughout Europe from
mats paid their last respects to within the massive stone and mar-
the man who was born Eugenio ble walls of the vast St. Peter's
CREATIVE DANCER, Jean
Erdman, a native of fienolu-
In. will be presented In re-
cital at LeMoyne college on
Friday night, Oct. 17, on the
stage, of C. Althur Bruce
Hail, the college gymnasium.
The bold and exotic dancer Is
scheduled to address the stu-
dents during an assembly on
Friday morning. Tickets for the
recital are on sale at the col-
lege and at the ticket office
of Goldsmith's.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at !sat she le
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is nM a success. If you bare
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the Delete Motel. Be taro
to look ror the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. tShe never had an office In West Memphis./
Catch yellow bus marked Whiteltaven State Lbw and set
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hones S a.m. to 9 p.m.
Reading, Daily Open on Sender,
&let make any hem* calls or answer say letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
cathedral.
A thousand candles and electric
lights flickered on the last proces-
sional march around the columned
canopy of Bernini and on the face
of the late pope, serene in death.
Then tIle caskets were closed, one
by one, and the remains were
lowered by pulleys into the depths
of the basilica.
The history of the Catholic
Church itself seemed to come to
life and pass in review in the full
panoply of color, as the final rites
were performed and the exquisite-
ly blended voices of the Julian
choir echoed through the vast
reaches of St. Peter's.
Msgr. Enrico Dante, prefect of
of Apostolice ceremonies, signalled
thebeginning
life of Pius XII at 4 p.m. (11
am, 
. EgpinTn)i of the last act in
EDT).
Four hours before, the last of a
million persons had filed past the
Pope's bier on an elevated and in-
clined catafalque before the altar
of the confession to pay their last
respects.
The body, it head graced with
the mitre of the late Pope's posi-
tioo as bishop of Rome and cov-
ered with the red robes of the
papacy, had lain in state since
Thursday, at first at Castel Gan-
dolfo where he died and then at
St. Peter's. where it was surround-
ed by 24 lofty candles and seemed
almost lost in the vastness of the
basilica.
41111111111111MIIIM
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY SAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Wiest . A. 7-2631
2266 Park Are.-PA. 3-1307
Cleo. Nigh* Polo Pearl..
‘1111111=1111=1"
The campus kitchen &druids-
teced by students provides the so-
lution to this and other problealle
she believes, by serving in a mob*
function capacity.
*GOOD EATING'
"The little cafeteria in the base-
ment is a practice cafeteria for
home economics students, bit it's
a good eating place and pays its
own way," she declares.
In addition to its function as a
suppleniental eating place a n d
practical laboratory for students.
"it serves as a demonstration unit
for school lunch workshops that are
conducted under the aegis of the
home economies department in
cooperation with the state of New
Jersey."
Asks Religious
Role In Riots
WINCHESTER, England — Pro.
ce3sions of the Blessed Sacrament
in the parts of London and Not-
tingham where racial violence re.
cently flared were suggested here
1 by a Catholic member of Part's-
' went
Speaking to a Catholic organiza-
tion, David Privp said such dem*
onstrations would show that tho
Church is "utterly opposed to ra-
cial discrimination."
IF YOU CAN FIND A
BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
utietit,
_se
THE MILDER KENTUCKY BOURBON
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON • 90 PROOf
It/ ANCIDIT AGE DISTILLERS COMPANY, FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
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I Have Your Apple A Day
In A Different Way
Preparing apple desserts need
Dot be tiring, because there are
SO many ways to prepare them.
And with a large apple crop pro-
viding bountiful supplies, home-
makers will be using them often
this fall in creating flavorful des-
serts.
Manw apple desserts can be
prepared quickly, while others
may require more time, but are
well worth it. Baked apple dishes
for example, are easy to prepare.
but even those can be made more
appealing with a little extra ef-
fort.
A baked apple dish with special
appeal for children, suggested by
the U. S. Department of Agricul
-
ture, calls for filling apples before
baking with crushed pineaple.
Then after the apples have been
baked, top them with marshmal-
lows and return to the oven for
a few minutes.
Fo a colorful baked apple des-
sert, place chopped fresh cran-
berries in the center of the aples
but even these can be made more
fluffy cream cheese is another way
to add appeal to baked apples.
Soften the cheese with cream and
beat until fluffy, then spread on
top of the apples.
Apple pie, of course, has long
been a favorite dessert with Amen-
-
•
cans, but here again it is possible
to inject variety. French apple
before baking. A topping of
pie, for example, has a distinct
flavor since seedless raisins are
used with the sliced apples.
USDA's recipe for French apple
pie calls for the following in-
gredients:
Six medium alze tart apples,
quartered
One cup seedless raisins
1/2 CUD sugar
One teaspoon sait
Two tablespoons shortening
Pastry for a 9-inch pie
Pare, core, and slice the apples.
Mix 1 cup of seedless raisins in
arranging layers of sliced apples
in the pie pan lined with pastry
.
Sprinkle with a mixture of sugar,
cinnamon and salt, and dot with
shortening. Repeat until ingredi-
ents are used.
Cover the pie with the pastry
that has a few slits in the cen•
ter so steam can escape, and seal
the edges. Bake at 425 degrees,
hot oven, 40 to 50 minutes.
For an added touch, frost the
cooled pie by spreading a mix-
ture of confectioner's sugar, and
water over the crust. For the
frosting, mix '5 cup of confection-
ers' sugar with two teaspoons of
water.
Apple Growers Harvest
Biggest Crop Since '49
The nation's apple growers are
harvesting and marketing their
largest crop since 1949. Estimates
by the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture place the crop at 127
million bushels, which is seven
per cent above last year, and 17
per cent larger than average.
The apple industry hrs pro-
claimed Oct. 9 through 18 as Na-
tional Apple Week to focus extra
attention on the merchandising
of one of America's most famous
fruits.
The harvest of so many apples
means that fruit bins in food stores
will be well-filled this fall, and
Memphis and the Mid South home-
makers will have a wide choice
of varieties for either just plain
eating, or for those tempting sal.
adds, desserts, of dishes that fea-
ture apples, according to Leo W.
Smith, of the USDA's Food Dis-
tribution Division.
, Because apples lend themselves
SO well for cool weather men
us and promise to be most plenti
-
ful during the early fall months
,
USDA has given them a featured
position on the Plentiful Foods pro-
gram listing for October, Mr
,
Smith said.
Some of the varieties now found
on markets can be traced to co
-
lonial days, but several varieties
are of fairly recent origin. Th
e
most recent types include Stay.
man. Golden Delicious. Co
rtland,
and Rome Beauty. The famo
us de-
licious came into existence about
60 years ago.
ANIMISOrrat.
Words of Ass Who
Yew mw t glee some time to
your fellow man. Wren if it's a
little thing, do something for
those who have need of help,
something for which yoe get
Do pay but the privilege of
dotrig
—Mr, Albert Odaveetteee)
' LIBRARY OPENING — Rey.
' J. N. Netters, president of Riv-
erview PTA Association cuts
the ribbon for the official
opening of their new library
at Riverview school, a project
sponsored by the PTA. Other
' well wishers pictured, from
from left to right are: Mrs.
Eleanor M. Oglesby, princi•
pal; Mrs. Tom Ella Bratcher,
third grace teacher, and also
secretary to the organization;
Mrs. Thelma H. McKissack,
Mrs. Erselle Williams, school
librarian; Miss J. F.: Cotton,
supervisor of elementary
schools; Mr. Jesse Cunning-
ham, director of city libraries;
Miss Lucile Hansborough, su-
pervisor of.city schools; Mrs.
Phillips, PTA treasurer; Mrs.
Patsy Ryan, director of school
libraries; Mrs. Burton, secre-
tary, PTA; Mrs. Pearl Oates,
librarian at Vance ave.; and
Mrs. Eddie 0. Rogers, princi-
pal, Lester school. It was a red
letter day for the PTA. On
hand were many city officials.
Samuel Hollis brought greet-
ings from the Mayor's office
along with Jesse Cunningham.
Mrs. Martin, cahirman of the
social committee, served re.
freshmen's after the ceremon•
les.
SCEF Calls Attack On Supreme
Court, School Closings Seditious
NASHVILLE — The board of di.
rectors of the Southern Confer-
ence Educational Fund, inc., meet-
ing here last week declared that
"current attacks on the Supreme
Court, accompanied by the clos-
ing of schools in Arkansas and
Virginia, are un-American and es-
aentially seditious."
The leadership of the South.
wide organization expressed pleas-
ure "that the federal government
is responding to the will of the
people in the best American tra-
dition."
The SCEF board said the gov
ernment was doing this by "in-
sisting on obedience to the or
ganci law of the land as interpret-
ed by the Supreme Court, and by
urging thet our system .of public
education be kept in full and LID.
interrupted operation."
"Kentucky, Maryland, Okla-
homa, West Virginia, and Tennes-
see, which are equally as Southern
as Arkansas and Virginia, have
ogh.0 i 4
Ilk b." —***" "'""'"Nr. 4•7firrlagr"'"""`"`""ll
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demonstrated the possibility of
peaceful compliance with Supreme
Court orders," the board said
"In these states, leadership or
the state level took a' construc.
live attitude instead of obstruct.
ing and nullifying the good-faith
efforts of local school boards.
CENSURES COMMITTEE
The board members also voted
to "highly commend and vigorous-
ly support the 210 Negro leaders
from all over the South who pro-
tested the actions of the House
Committee on Un-American Activi-
ties in Atlanta, Ga., in July."
This referred to a hearing July
30 to which the House Committee
summoned Carl Braden, Louis•
vile integrationist and SCEF field
secretary to question him about
his activities in the South. Braden
told the committee that his beliefs.
activities, and associations were
none of its business.
Another witness who refused
to answer questions at the Atlanta
hearing was Frank Wilkinson,
I Los Angeles, secretary of the Com•
nuttee to Preserve American Free-
doms. He had been invited to At-
lanta by SCEF officials to observe
the operations on the House
Committee.
OTHER PRBLEMS
The SCEF board said, "Braden
and Wilkinson believe in true
Americanism and would wel-
come a bona fide investigation ca
such current, widespread un-
American activities as the burning
of churches and synagogues, har-
rassment of Jews and Negroes.
restrictions of the right to vote by
intimidation and otherwise, a n d
the denial of the rights of free
assembly and free speech.
"We regard it as a contradic-
tion in terms to castigate as un-
American people who support the
Constitution as defined by the
courts and who believe our differ-
ences should be. settled peaceably
in the courts. On such grounds,
we support Braden and Wilkin-
son in their stand."
The SCEF board further voted
to assist in a nationwide movement
to modify Senate Rule 22 to limit
filibustering. The board noted that
filibustering is the principal de-
vice used by Southern senators to
defeat civil rights legislation.
SCEF will circulate a petition
all over the South to modify Rule
22. The petition will be presented
to the Senate at the opening of
the 86th Congress in January in
support of senators cooperating
with the AFL-CIO to change Rule
22.
NEW MEMBERS
The 11 members who were add-
ed to the biracial SCEF board
were Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth,
Birmingham, president of the Ala-
bama Christian Movement for Hi.
man Rights; Miss Corinne Breed-
ing, business woman; Oklahoma
City; Rev. W. W. Finlator, Baptist
minister, Raleigh, N. C.; Bishop
Frank M. Reid, Kittrell, N. C.;
Dr. Elinor Behre, scientist, Black
Mountain, N. C.; and Rev. Sher-
wood S. Davis. Methodist minis.
ter, Austin, Tex.
Also Dr. Samuel Newman, pedia-
trician, Danville, Va.; Rev. A. E.
Campbell, president of the Ten-
nessee Regular Baptist convention,
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Is Giving Away 22 BIG PRIZES In Its'
Exciting...
NEWSBOYS CONTEST
(The Prizes most wanted by newsboys as determined by a survey)
HERE THEY ARE: A Television Set, 2 Bicycles, 2 Wrist Watches, 2 Pairs
of Skates, 2 Fielder's Gloves, 3 Baseball Bats, 2 Footballs, 2 Bibles, 3 Base-
balls, A Table Tennis Set, A Money Changer, Swim Goggles, and other
valuable prizes.
CONTEST BEGINS October 23, 1958 and ENDS January 20, 1959. All prizes
will be awarded at a party held at the end of the contest.
All boys now selling newspapers for Tri-State Defender are eligible to en-
ter the contest.
HOW THE WINNERS WILL BE DETERMINED: Winners will be newsboys
having the HIGHEST AVERAGE INCREASE IN SALES of the Tri-State
Defender over their base. The Newsboy's base will be the number of papers
sold the week ending October 11, 1958.
THE BASE FOR NEW CARRIERS will be 25 newspapers. Credits begin with
sales above the base of 25 newspaoe rs.
This contest is open to all Tri-State n efender newsboys in the Tri-State
area.
CONTEST RULES
1. Must sell papers each week.
2. Must submit list of new customers to field
supervisor or circulation manager each week.
3. Must pay for all papers sold previous week be-
fore getting more papers.
4. Order For Papers for coming week must be giv-
en field supervisor or circulation manager by
Saturday of each week.
5. Newsboys must hcve written consent of parent
or guardian to pnrticinate in this contest. Clip
cniinnn in thic ad nn(1 hqye narent or guardion
fill. Then dPliver it to Tri-State nefervier of-
C55141. ‘Absirrars4ews ikAarysrsts
;,' "rersrt
Miss Flowers To Sing
On Owen College Stage
Miss Martha Flowers, acclaimed
both at home and abroad as Bess
in the Gershwin opera, "Porgy
and Bess," will be presented at
Owen college on Friday even-
ing, Oct. 24, in the school's first
lyceum program of the season.
As the leading soprano in the
famous American classic, Miss
Flowers has performed in the
opera houses of Paris, Berlin,
Moscow, Rio de Janerio, and other
biajor cities of South America,
Africa, Europe and Asia. Her re-
cent international tour was spon-
sored by Everyman Opera, Inc.
Miss Flowers started out as the
"Strawberry Woman" in Porgy
and Bess, and was then promoted
to the role of Bess. Her tour with
the company was her second
trip abroad, as she had previously
been to Paris in the ANTA pro-
duction of "Four Saints in Three
Acts."
A graduate of Fisk university,
Miss Flowers studied later at Jul-
hard School of Music, where she
coached with Florence Page Kim-
ball.
A PRIZEWINNER
Prior to entering the field of
music as a profesional, Miss
Flowers won the $1,000 Marian
Anderson Grand Prize and stud-
ied as a John Hay Whitney Fel-
low.
Bess to make her formal debut in
Town Hall. She had previously
won the Naumburg Foundation
Award, and her debut was spo
sored by them.
She was immediately acclaimed
by the music critics of all the
New York City newspapers.
MISS MARTHA FLOWERS
Miss Flowers' Memphis appea
ance is expected to be one of th4
most important events of the fall
musical season.
Tickets for the concert are
$1.25 in advance, and $1.50 at
the door. They may be obtained
at the Owen college business of-
It was in December, 1954, that fice and at the Goldsmith's ticket
Miss Flowers returned home from office. The concert will begin at
the European tour of Porgy and 8:00 p. m.
Douglass Romps Over
Father Bertrand 19-6
The Douglass "Red Devils"
made it a sad Homecwiling night
for the Father Bertrand "Thun-
derbolts'. last Friday night at Mel-
rose stadium where they ran over
and around them for a 19-6 victory.
Right halfback Thomas Brown-
lee battered hi a way over from the
roe-foot line for a TD in the sec-
ond quarter and late in the foorth
quarter upset the Father Bertrand
fans with a 45 yard gallop for an-
other tally.
The only "Thunderbolt" score
came in the third quarter when the
Father Bertrand squad got a break
on a penalty against Douglass that
gave them the ball on the five
yard, first and goal to go. Quarter-
back Stephen Boone sneaked it
Memphis; Mrs. Willie Miles, inte-
gration leader, Knoxville; a n d
Jimmy Stewart, newspaper col-
umnist and president of the Okla-
homa City NAACP.
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, over from the one-yard line after
' three tries. The extra point at-
tempt failed and at this tune the
score was 6-s.
But then the running attack of
Douglass' twin terrors, riaht half-
back Douglas and Brownlee start.,
ed things moving. Douglass brek
yard before being caught from be"
loose for 40 yards down to the ja
hind. Two plays later Douglass
was out in front to stay when
QB Parrish found right end Man-
ning wide open in the end zone
and tossed to him far the TD. The
same play gained them the extra
point
The Lineups
Douglass
Ends: Rhodes, Manning, Brad-
ley, Jordan; Tackles: Griffin.
Sanders, Finnie; Guards: Jack
Ballard, Booker, Cross; Centers:
Steve Ballard. McKenzie; Backs:
Parish, Douglass, Brownlee, Long,
Brown, Mitchell.
PARENT'S CONSENT
(Must be filled and delivered to Tri-State
Defender office 236 S. Wellington,
, Memphis, Tenn.)
I consent for my son 
to enter thp Tri-StatP Defender Newsboy's
rontoct mr.4 w.lI heln 1,in, in nay wnv I ran to
ineranca cnIeS.
NAME 
ADDRESS
Parent if Cvardise
TELEPHONE NUMBER 
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